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Abstract
Keystroke dynamics—technology to distinguish people based on their typ-

ing rhythms—could revolutionize insider-threat detection. Insiders accessing
backdoors, using shared accounts, or masquerading as otherusers would be
exposed by their unique typing rhythms. In the past thirty years, dozens of
classifiers have been proposed for distinguishing people using keystroke dy-
namics; many have obtained excellent results in evaluation. However, when
evaluations are replicated, the results are often wildly different; one classifier’s
error rate jumped from 1% to 85% upon replication.

Classifier error rates depend on a multitude of factors; until the effects of
these factors on error rates are understood, keystroke dynamics cannot real-
ize its promise. To tackle this multitude-of-factors problem, we developed the
following methodology: (1) evaluate multiple classifiers under systematically
ranging conditions; (2) analyze the results with linear mixed-effects models
(LMMs), a technique for inferential statistics well suitedto understanding how
various factors affect classifier error rates; and (3) validate the models, demon-
strating that they accurately predict error rates in subsequent evaluations.

In three investigations using this methodology, we found that while some
classifiers had lower error rates than others, the differences were overshadowed
by the effects of factors other than the classifier. For the best classifier, error
rates vary from 0% to 63% depending on the user. Impostors triple their chance
of evading detection if they touch type. On the bright side, the best combina-
tion of timing features (hold times and up-down times) reduces error rates by
over 50%. Other configuration tweaks, such as increased training and an updat-
ing strategy, offer further opportunity to significantly reduce error rates. On a
scientific level, this work establishes that understandingthese factors is critical
to making progress in keystroke dynamics.

By understanding the influential factors, we can deploy the best classifier
given the environment, accurately estimate its error rate,and know where to
direct future efforts to improve performance. For the first time in keystroke dy-
namics, we can reliably predict classifier error rates, and our approach is gen-
eral. Since other computer-security technologies (e.g., intrusion, worm, and
malware detection) face analogous multitude-of-factors problems, they would
similarly benefit from our methodology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

If keystroke dynamics—technology to distinguish people bytheir typing rhythms—were

demonstrably reliable, it would significantly advance computer security. For criminal in-

vestigations, keystroke dynamics could tie a suspect to the“scene” of a computer-based

crime much like a fingerprint does in real-world crime. For access control, keystroke dy-

namics could act as a second factor in authentication; an impostor who compromised a

password would still need to type it with the correct rhythm.For insider-threat detection,

keystroke dynamics could detect when a masquerader is usinganother user’s account; the

technology could even identify who is using a backdoor account.

Figure 1.1 shows the results of a simple exercise to test the feasibility of keystroke

dynamics. Three typists each typed the same password (.tie5Roanl) 50 times. The left

panel compares the length of time they held thet key (horizontal axis), and the length

of time between pressing the5 key and theR key (vertical axis). The ellipses represent

regions that a Mahalanobis classifier (described in Chapter4) would associate with each of

the three typists. Since these regions enclose most of the relevant typing samples and do not

overlap, the figure suggests the promise of keystroke dynamics. However, the right panel

shows that if we looked at different timing features, the typists would be more difficult to

distinguish. Based on the hold times for theperiod key (horizontal axis) and then key

(vertical axis), Typist B is still usually easy to distinguish, but the timings of Typists A and

C overlap substantially. These results suggest that keystroke dynamics may work better

under some conditions than others (e.g., better for some users and timing features).

1
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Figure 1.1: Keystroke dynamics holds tentative promise as asecurity technology. Three
users typed the password.tie5Roanl 50 times. Panel (a) plots thet hold time and the5-R
down-down time for each repetition of the password. The three ellipses represent the typing
regions learned for each user (by a Mahalanobis classifier);the regions effectively separate
the typists. However, Panel (b) pairsperiod (.) andn hold times. The overlap between two
of the regions suggests that keystroke dynamics may be more effective for some typists and
timing features.

1.1 Statement of problem

Keystroke-dynamics research has been ongoing for 30+ years. Many different classification

methods have been proposed during that time. Methods based on traditional statistics—

such as mean typing times and their standard deviations—arecommon (Forsen et al., 1977;

Gaines et al., 1980; Joyce and Gupta, 1990; Araújo et al., 2005). Over the years, different

pattern-recognition methods have come into vogue and been applied to keystroke dynam-

ics: neural networks (Brown and Rogers, 1993; Obaidat and Sadoun, 1997; Cho et al.,

2000), fuzzy logic (Hussien et al., 1989; de Ru and Eloff, 1997; Haider et al., 2000; Man-

dujano and Soto, 2004; Tran et al., 2007), and support-vector machines (Yu and Cho, 2003;

Sung and Cho, 2005; Loy et al., 2007; Giot et al., 2009a), among others.

A typical study of keystroke dynamics proposes a new classification algorithm to dis-

tinguish people based on their typing, collects some typingdata, and uses the typing data

to evaluate the accuracy of the classifier. Accuracy resultsare often expressed in terms of

false-alarm and miss rates. The false-alarm rate is the percentage of typing samples from

the legitimate user that are mistaken as impostor typing; the miss rate is the percentage of

typing samples from other typists mistaken as the legitimate user’s typing. There are also
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derivative metrics such as the equal-error rate (EER): the miss and false-alarm rate when

the classifier is tuned so that the two error rates are equal.

Despite the massive research effort, or perhaps because of it, results for these classifiers

are inconsistent. For instance, in one evaluation of a particular kind of neural network, the

average false-alarm rate was 1% (Cho et al., 2000). When the classifier was re-implemented

and re-evaluated, the average false-alarm rate increased to 86% (Killourhy and Maxion,

2009). In both cases, the classifier was tuned to have the lowest possible false-alarm rate

with the miss rate constrained to 0%. A security officer mighttake a chance deploying this

neural network if assured of a 1% false-alarm rate, but the 86% false-alarm rate would raise

too many doubts.

Discrepancies between evaluation results for the same classifier can be explained if

other factors affect a classifier’s ability to distinguish typists. In general, the problem can

be stated as follows:

In keystroke dynamics, a classifier does not havean error rate; it has many

error rates, depending on a multitude of factors in the evaluation environ-

ment. Without identifying and understanding the effects ofthese factors,

we cannot understand classifier behavior.

Researchers effectively choose a particular evaluation environment (or set of environments)

when they design the evaluation. The researcher decides theparameters of the evaluation

when he or she recruits subjects, selects typing tasks, schedules typing sessions, picks a

keyboard, implements a keystroke-timing mechanism, extracts features from the raw time-

stamps, tunes the classifier, and so on. All the decisions that go into conducting the ex-

periment could affect the results. Any choice that affects the results restricts (perhaps

unintentionally) the environments for which the results are valid.

Some factors in the evaluation environment seem to affect classifier error rates. While

there have been a few attempts to understand the effects of some of these factors, the find-

ings are always preliminary and sometimes contradictory. For instance, when a researcher

proposes a new classifier, he might have subjects type some strong passwords and some En-

glish words. He might report the classifier’s error rate under both conditions. While such

empirical results can be useful, their overall utility is impeded by two obstacles: potential

interactions and an absence of inferential statistics.

As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, experimental results inkeystroke dynamics are al-

most never analyzed statistically. Without drawing inferences using methods like hypothe-

sis testing or confidence-interval estimation, it is impossible to establish that any perceived

effect is real. For instance, if a classifier achieves a 1% error rate with English words and
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a 10% error rate with the strong password, how likely is it that English words are easier

for keystroke dynamics? Answering such questions is the purview of inferential statistics:

drawing general conclusions from empirical data Dodge (2003).

Even if statistical analysis finds a significant difference between the English-word error

rate and the strong-password error rate, questions remain about how closely the results

are tied to the constants of the experiment. If fewer training samples were used, would

the difference still be significant? If different subjects were recruited, or different words

and passwords used, would we see the same difference? Do English words produce better

error rates for all classifiers? Certainly no experiment cananswer all questions about all

possible interactions, but in current practice, most experiments answer no questions about

any possible interactions.

When, as in the example above, one evaluation finds that a classifier is nearly perfect,

and another evaluation finds that the same classifier might aswell be flipping a coin, the

field faces a serious problem: explaining the discrepancy. Perhaps one of the evaluations

was flawed; perhaps some factor was present in the second evaluation that hampered the

classifier; perhaps the classifier is just wildly inconsistent. Sorting out the correct expla-

nation is crucial to understanding keystroke dynamics. A classifier that fails inexplicably

cannot be trusted in security applications; the stakes are too high. If the status quo contin-

ues, and keystroke-dynamics classifiers remain inexplicably inconsistent, the technology

is unlikely ever to be deployed. Eventually people will stopinvesting in uncertain and

inconsistent research.

1.2 Proposed solution

While the multitude-of-factors problem is serious, it is not unique to keystroke dynamics

or even computer security. Understanding the behavior of a complex system is a challenge

in biology, ecology, medicine, and even quality control (Burnham and Anderson, 2002;

Mayer, 2010; Wadsworth Jr. et al., 1986; Zuur et al., 2009). All of these disciplines must

account for the myriad environmental and physiological factors that affect the results of ex-

periments. Approaching computer security and keystroke dynamics as one would approach

a physical- or life-science experiment may seem unconventional at first. However, secu-

rity data such as network packets and programs are manifestations of people’s behavior—

keystroke timings especially so. As such, looking to other sciences for solutions to the

problem of understanding keystroke-dynamics classifiers is reasonable.

These other sciences all rely heavily on good experimental designs and inferential
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statistics to make sense of complicated behavior. By designing experiments that systemati-

cally vary multiple factors, researchers in these other sciences discover factors that interact

with other factors.

We have usually no knowledge that any one factor will exert its effects inde-

pendently of all others that can be varied, or that its effects are particularly

simply related to variations in these other factors. [...] If the investigator, in

these circumstances, confines his attention to any single factor, we may infer

either that he is the unfortunate victim of a doctrinaire theory as to how ex-

perimentation should proceed, or that the time, material orequipment at his

disposal are too limited to allow him to give attention to more than one narrow

aspect of his problem. (Fisher, 1949)

Despite the availability of time, materials, and equipment, keystroke-dynamics research

typically focuses on a single factor (e.g., the classifier),neglecting other factors and the

possibility of interactions among factors.

Of course, when multiple factors are varied in an experiment, one must be careful to

avoid accidentallyconfoundingfactors. Factors are said to be confounded when, in the

course of an experiment, they vary in lock-step. For instance, in keystroke dynamics, if

right-handed subjects are all asked to type an English word,while left-handed subjects are

asked to type a strong password, the subject’s dominant handand the typing task would be

said to be confounded. When two factors are confounded, the experiment cannot differen-

tiate the effects of one from the effects of the other.

We rarely see such obvious cases of confounded variables within a single study, but we

frequently see confounded variables across studies. For example, if one study evaluates

ClassifierA on Data Set 1, and another study evaluates ClassifierB on Data Set 2, the clas-

sifier and data set have been confounded. One cannot compare the two classifiers soundly

since any difference could be explained by the different data sets. Despite their lack of

soundness, such comparisons are often made across studies.

With a well-designed experiment, researchers are still faced with the task of analyzing

and interpreting the results. Linear mixed-effects models(LMMs) are a statistical technique

for understanding and interpreting experimental results.With LMMs one can discover

and understand the influences of many factors (and their interactions) on the results of an

experiment. This technique can potentially enable us to make sense of classifier behavior.

The formal description of linear mixed-effects models and the procedure for using them

to analyze keystroke-dynamics evaluation data will be explained in detail in Chapter 3. In

the meantime, the following description may provide some intuition. LMMs relate ex-
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planatory factors to a response variable. The response variables in keystroke-dynamics

evaluations are miss and false-alarm rates. The explanatory factors include, for example,

the classifier, the typing task, the subject acting as a legitimate user, the subject acting as an

impostor, the amount of training data, and the mechanism used to timestamp keystrokes.

LMMs can capture interactions among these explanatory factors. For instance, an anal-

ysis might find that the miss rate is higher when the impostor is familiar with the typing task

(e.g., after having typed a password hundreds of times). However, further analysis might

discover an interaction between impostor familiarity and the specific typing task (e.g., pass-

words or English words). If the task involves English words,then impostor familiarity may

have less effect on the miss rate. Discovering such an interaction would be of immedi-

ate practical interest. Deploying classifiers for certain typing tasks and not others would

mitigate the risk of impostors becoming familiar with a typing task to evade detection.

LMMs can also identify the sources of uncertainty in a model.Statistical models rarely

make perfect predictions; there always remains some residual uncertainty or noise. LMMs

can decompose this residual noise, for instance, into the uncertainty that comes from per-

user variation and per-impostor variation. It may be that a classifier trained to recognize

one user has lower error rates than the same classifier trained to recognize another user.

Accordingly, we might might describe some users as “easy” and others as “hard.” Knowing

how much variation to expect between easy and hard users would be useful; if the variation

is large, researchers can try to understand what makes some users easy. If they can be

identified, the classifier can be deployed for the easy users,and researchers can study other

classifiers for the hard users. Research effort would move ina different direction than if the

classifier were simply mediocre for all users.

As explained above, keystroke-dynamics classifiers have many different error rates, de-

pending on a multitude of factors in the evaluation environment. LMMs offer a solution to

this problem by identifying the influential factors and explaining their effect. The resulting

models can be used to understand which factors cause the classifier’s error rate to change,

and to explain when the classifier will succeed and how it might fail.

1.3 Thesis statement

Using linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) to explain classifier behavior,

(a) is novel for keystroke dynamics, and (b) offers better understanding of

the behavior (e.g., changing error rates) than current practices.

How will we show that LMMs offer better understanding? One might hope to show that
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LMMs will produce a true description of classifier behavior,but assessing the ultimate

truth of a model is beyond the realm of statistics. As Box et al. (2005) famously stated:

“All models are wrong; some models are useful.” Rather than showing that an LMM is

true, we will show that they are useful. Specifically, it would be useful if an LMM could

accurately predict a classifier’s error rate in subsequent evaluations. Such an LMM would

need to identify which factors cause the error rate to increase or decrease, and to accurately

predict the magnitude of the change.

Prior to the current work, such predictions were not possible. Most prior work built

no models, and so they offered no predictions. Inferential statistics in general, not just

LMMs, are rarely used to analyse keystroke-dynamics evaluation results. The few uses

of inferential statistics do not adequately investigate interactions among multiple factors.

Predictions based on LMMs are more accurate, incorporatingthe effects of more factors

and more interactions among factors.

1.4 Outline of approach

Chapter 1: Introduction

The problem facing keystroke-dynamics research is outlined: a classifier does not

havean error rate; it hasmanyerror rates, depending on a multitude of factors in the

evaluation environment. LMMs are offered as a potential solution to this problem.

They can identify factors that cause a classifier’s error rate to change, explaining

when the classifier will succeed and how it might fail.

Chapter 2: Background on Keystroke Dynamics

Prior work in keystroke dynamics is reviewed, providing many examples of how

different researchers make different choices when designing their evaluations. These

different choices make it difficult to compare results across studies. A systematic sur-

vey of the extant literature demonstrates that researchersrarely use statistical mod-

els, and that when models are used, they never capture influential interactions among

factors. The lack of inferential statistics makes it difficult to draw conclusions from

individual studies.

Chapter 3: Linear Mixed-Effects Modeling

The statistical concepts behind LMMs are reviewed, and the particular procedures

used to analyze keystroke-dynamics evaluation data with LMMs are explained. Top-

ics include variance-stabilizing transformations, maximum-likelihood parameter es-

timation, model selection, and validation.
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Chapter 4: Benchmarking Keystroke-Dynamics Classifiers

Ten classifiers are evaluated using typing data from 51 subjects; the error rates are

analyzed using LMMs. The analysis not only compares the classifiers but also estab-

lishes how their error rates change across users and impostors. We establish not only

which classifiers have the lowest error rates but also how much easier some users

and impostors are to distinguish than others. These per-user and per-impostor effects

increase the uncertainty of classifier error rates.

Chapter 5 Personal Traits and Keystroke Dynamics

The variation in per-user and per-impostor error rates might be attributable to per-

sonal traits of the typist (e.g., dominant hand, touch-typing skill, and possibly even

age or gender). A demographic survey was administered to subjects from the bench-

marking investigation (Chapter 4). The demographic data are combined with a subset

of the benchmarking results and analyzed using LMMs. We identify the user’s and

impostor’s typing styles—whether they are touch typists—as playing a significant

role in the miss rate. This investigation partially addresses the question of why some

users and impostors have higher miss rates than others.

Chapter 6 Screening Keystroke-Dynamics Factors

A top-performing subset of classifiers from the benchmark evaluation (Chapter 4)

are subjected to another series of evaluations to understand how other factors in the

evaluation environment—beyond the classifier, user, and impostor—affect their per-

formance. Factors include the typing task, number of samples used for training, tim-

ing features, updating strategy, and impostor familiarity. This many-factors-at-once

experiment reveals that interactions among the factors do affect classifier error rates

and could be responsible for wild changes in those error rates across evaluations.

Chapter 7 Summary, Contributions, and Future Work

The findings of the three investigations are compiled and presented as evidence of

what can be learned through analysis with LMMs. The contributions of this work are

enumerated, including the public release of the classifiers, data, evaluation scripts,

and analytical procedures so that future research might build upon them. Future

work and implications of this work for keystroke dynamics and computer security

are discussed. Of note, LMM-based analysis could be used in security research be-

yond keystroke dynamics. Many fields struggle with similar multitude-of-factors

problems.
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1.5 Glossary of terminology

This dissertation uses many technical terms from a variety of fields including keystroke

dynamics, statistics, machine learning, and signal-detection theory. Certain terms are over-

loaded across these fields (and, in some cases, within a field). Consequently, this glossary

provides definitions for many of the technical terms used in this work,as they are used in

this work.

Classifier: A program (or function) with a training phase and a classification phase. Dur-

ing training, samples labeled with a class name are presented to the classifier which

builds a profile describing the samples associated with eachlabel. During classifi-

cation, a new sample is presented to the classifier, which uses its profile to predict

the correct label for the sample. Its output is the predictedclass, accompanied by

a score indicating (often in unit-less terms) the certaintyin the class label. In this

work, the samples are typically vectors of typing times collected while subjects type

passwords, and the class labels are one of genuine user or impostor.

Factor: A measurable variable in an experiment that may have an effect on the outcome

of the experiment. In this work, the experiments are typically evaluations and com-

parisons of keystroke-dynamics classifiers. The factors inthese experiments are the

classifiers themselves and various characterizations of the evaluation environment.

For example, the particular typing task, the user’s typing style, the impostor’s typ-

ing style, and the particular combination of timing features used to train and test a

classifier are all factors. In this work, every factor is categorical, taking two or more

values. For instance, when subjects type a strong password,a simple English word,

and a numeric passcode, the values of the typing-task factorare Strong, Simple, and

Numeric, respectively.

Error: The misclassification of a sample by a classifier. For instance, both a miss (i.e., the

misclassification of an impostor’s typing sample as genuine) and a false alarm (i.e.,

the misclassification of a genuine user’s typing sample as animpostor’s) are specific

kinds of error. In statistics, error often refers to the residual-error term in a statistical

model. We will avoid that usage, and instead refer to such a residual-error term as a

noise termor residual effect.

Equal-error rate (EER): A single-number measure of classifier performance. The equal-

error rate aggregates two other error rates (i.e., miss and false-alarm rates) into a

single number. Many classifiers, including all those presented in this work, can be

tuned to exchange misses for false alarms. One tuning results in high-miss/low-
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false-alarm rates; another tuning results in a low-miss/high-false-alarm rates. The

equal-error rate is the miss and false-alarm rate when the classifier has been tuned so

that the two are equal (Bolle et al., 2004).

False-alarm rate: A measure of how accurately a keystroke-dynamics classifierrecog-

nizes a genuine user’s typing. Thetrue false-alarm rate is the long-run frequency

with which typing samples from genuine users are misclassified as having been typed

by an impostor. Theempiricalfalse alarm rate is the actual proportion of typing sam-

ples misclassified as being typed by an impostor in an evaluation. The false-alarm

rate is often presented under other names: false-positive rate (FPR), false-reject rate

(FRR), and Type I error. We will only use false-alarm rate to denote this concept.

Feature set: A set of timing features used by keystroke-dynamics classifiers to compare

typists. The feature sets used in this work arehold times, the time between when a

key is pressed and released;down-down times, the time between when the first key

in a digraph is pressed and the second key is pressed; andup-down times, the time

between when the first key in a digraph is released and the second key is pressed.

The up-down time can be negative if the second key is pressed before the first one is

released.

Fixed effect: A parameter in a statistical model that represents a deterministic relationship

between a factor and the response variable. For instance, ina model that predicts a

50 percentage point drop in the average miss rate when Classifier A is used instead of

Classifier B,−50 is a fixed effect. Fixed effects are used to model factors whenour

interest is in understanding how changing the value of the factor changes the average

(mean) outcome (e.g., how changing the classifier changes the miss rate).

Interaction term: A parameter in a statistical model that represents the combined effect

of two or more factors. Specifically, interaction terms are necessary when the effects

of one factor depends on the value of the other factor. For instance, it could be that

classifier error rates are lower when the number of training samples increases, but

the reduction is greater when the typing task is a password and less when it is an

English word. Accurately describing this effect on the error rate would require a

typing-task/training-amount interaction term.

Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs): A family of statistical models that represent a

stochastic relationship between multiple explanatory variables and a response vari-

able. The explanatory variables include both fixed effects and random effects (hence

the mixed-effectsdescriptor). The relationship is modeled as linear, but since our

explanatory variables are typically categorical, linearity is not a strong assumption.
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Miss rate: A measure of how accurately a keystroke-dynamics classifierrecognizes an

impostor’s typing. Thetrue miss rate is the long-run frequency with which typing

samples from an impostor are misclassified as having been typed by the genuine user.

The empirical miss rate is the actual proportion of typing samples misclassified as

being typed by a genuine user in an evaluation. The miss rate is often presented under

other names: false-negative rate (FNR), false-accept rate(FAR), impostor-pass rate

(IPR), and Type II error. We will only use miss rate to denote this concept.

Evaluation environment: The entire context in which a classifier is evaluated. For key-

stroke dynamics, the environment includes not only the physical environment (e.g.,

the location, lighting, desk position, and keyboard), but also the parameters of the

evaluation, including the typist, the typing task, how the keystroke times are recorded,

the timing features extracted, and the amount of the enrollment data. Informally, the

evaluation environment comprises all the “stuff” in an evaluation other than the clas-

sifier itself.

Random effect: A parameter in a statistical model that represents a stochastic relationship

between a factor and a response variable. For instance, in a model that predicts an

average change of±10 percentage points in the average miss rate because some

typists are harder to distinguish than others, the per-uservariation is a random effect.

Random effects are used to model factors when our interest isin understanding how

much uncertainty (i.e., variance) the factor adds to the outcome.
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Chapter 2

Background on Keystroke Dynamics

We present a brief history of the 30+ years of keystroke-dynamics research, and we specif-

ically concentrate on the many different choices that have been made when evaluating new

classifiers. These different choices have led us to the present, problematic situation where

classifier error rates may be explained by any of a multitude of factors. We explain why

inferential statistics might solve this problem, and we conduct a survey to establish how

rarely inferential statistics are used. Across 170 journalarticles, conference papers, and

other research reports, we find that 87.1% drew no statistical inferences; 10.0% used in-

ferential statistics to investigate one factor at a time; only 2.9% used inferential statistics

to investigate multiple factors and their interactions. This review establishes that keystroke

dynamics has amultitude-of-factors problem, and that the solution proposed in this work—

inferential statistics using linear mixed-effects models—is novel for keystroke dynamics.

2.1 History of keystroke dynamics

Keystroke-dynamics research was inspired by much older work that distinguished telegraph

operators by their keying rhythms. This capability—which was allegedly quite useful dur-

ing World War II for identifying radio operators and tracking troop movements (Gladwell,

2005)—was first formally investigated by Bryan and Harter (1897, 1899) as part of a study

on skill acquisition in telegraph operators.

Keyboard typing rhythms were first considered as a means of distinguishing typists in

the mid 1970s. Spillane (1975) suggested in an IBM technicalbulletin that typing rhythms

might be used for identifying the user at a computer keyboard. That bulletin described

keystroke dynamics in concept; it laid out no specific classifier and reported no empirical

evaluation results.

13
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Forsen et al. (1977) conducted preliminary tests of whetherkeystroke dynamics could

be used to distinguish typists. Their work considered dozens of different means of authenti-

cation, with keystroke dynamics among those considered. A small group of subjects typed

their own and each others’ names, and the authors presented summary statistics showing

that a subject typing his or her own name was distinguishablefrom another subject typing

the same name.

Gaines et al. (1980) produced an extensive report of their investigation into keystroke

dynamics. They recorded seven typists over two sessions separated by months. In each ses-

sion, the subjects transcribed three pages of words and sentences. The authors performed a

variety of statistical analyses. They showed that down-down times (i.e., the time between

the key-down event of the first key in a digraph and the key-down event of the second key)

are log-Normally distributed. They found that a subject’s down-down times do not change

substantially from the first session to the second. They derived a statistical test that could

be used to decide whether a transcription record was typed bya particular subject or not.

The test perfectly distinguished the seven subjects, but the authors explained that follow-up

work would be necessary because of the small number of subjects and the large amount of

transcription required.

In the intervening 30+ years, hundreds of classifiers have been proposed. Survey pa-

pers by Peacock et al. (2004) and Karnan et al. (2011) review many of these classifiers.

We present a bibliography of 170 studies of keystroke-dynamics classifiers at the end of

this document (assembled as part of a survey described laterin this chapter). It should be

noted that these classifiers do not all offer solutions to thesame keystroke-dynamics prob-

lems. Within keystroke-dynamics research, classifiers canactually be used for a variety of

different purposes.

The early works by Forsen et al. and Gaines et al. provide goodexamples of two broad

categories of keystroke-dynamics research: login-type and in-session authentication. With

login-type applications, classifiers are typically presented with short typing samples similar

to what would be seen at login: user IDs, passwords, names, and passphrases. The work

by Forsen et al. falls into this category. In contrast, with in-session applications, classifiers

are presented with longer and more free-form typing samples, that a classifier might be

expected to encounter if monitoring a user’s normal typing activities (e.g., writing emails

and word processing). The work by Gaines et al. falls into this category.

Many classifiers, based on a variety of different technologies, have been proposed for

login-type authentication. Brown and Rogers (1993, 1994) proposed using neural networks

to identify impostors, achieving a 0% miss rate and 12.0% false-alarm rate. A classifier
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based on fuzzy logic was built by de Ru and Eloff (1997) to reason about whether a typing

sample belonged to the genuine user; the classifier achieveda 2.8% miss rate and 7.4%

false-alarm rate. Haider et al. (2000) combined multiple classification technologies (neural

network, fuzzy logic, and statistics) into an ensemble classifier and reported a 6% miss

rate and 2% false-alarm rate. Araújo et al. (2004) used a Scaled Manhattan classifier, find-

ing a 1.89% miss and 1.45% false-alarm rate. Chen and Chang (2004) and Chang (2005)

used a hidden Markov model (HMM) and obtained miss and false-alarm rates between 1%

and 1.5% (depending on the tuning). Bartlow and Cukic (2006)used a random forest and

found miss and false-alarm rates of 2%. Azevedo et al. (2007a,b) proposed a support vec-

tor machine (SVM) wrapped in a feature-selection algorithmthat used genetic algorithms

and particle-swarm optimization. They reported miss and false-alarm rates between 1.1%

and 1.2%. In summary, nearly every promising pattern-recognition or machine-learning

technology has been applied at some point to distinguishingusers based on how they type

during login authentication; many report promising results.

Notable among researchers who developed login-type classifiers are Bleha et al. (1990)

who had subjects type their names and the phrase “Universityof Missouri Columbia” and

used classifiers based on Scaled Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance. In that work, they

were among the first to identify different sub-problems in login-type keystroke dynamics.

In the first problem, a classifier is given a set of training samples from a known typist

and a test sample from an unknown typist. The classifier is asked to determine whether

the known typist produced the test sample. On this problem, their classifiers achieved

a 2.8% miss rate and an 8.1% false-alarm rate. In the second problem, the classifier is

given a set of training samples from multiple known typists and a test sample from an

unknown typist. The classifier is asked to determine which ofthe known typists produced

the test sample. On this problem, the classifiers achieved a 1.17% misclassification rate.

In biometrics, these two problems are calledverification and identificationrespectively

(Mansfield and Wayman, 2002), and they represent another distinction among keystroke-

dynamics classifiers.

Obaidat and Sadoun (1997) had 16 subjects type their own and each others’ user IDs.

They constructed neural networks and a variety of other pattern-recognition classifiers, and

they trained each classifier to distinguish each subject’s typing from the other subjects’.

Their work is of particular note because they achieved perfect results (i.e., 0% misclassifi-

cation). This work demonstrates the promise of login-type keystroke dynamics, but since

their classifiers trained on thousands of typed repetitionsof each user ID from each subject,

more work is required before a practical classifier would be ready for deployment.
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Monrose et al. (2002) considered the logistics of using keystroke-dynamics for login-

type authentication without compromising information about the password in the process.

If a UNIX password file is stolen, cryptographic hashes make it challenging to recover the

passwords. These researchers developed a classifier that could store its typing profiles in

such a way that if the stored information were stolen, the thief would be unable to recover

the details of the password or the legitimate user’s typing rhythms.

Fewer classifiers have been proposed for in-session authentication. Ahmed and Traore

(2005) use a neural network, achieving a miss rate of 0.651% and a false-alarm rate of

1.312%. Changshui and Yanhua (2000) used auto-regressive time series in combination

with k-NN (k-Nearest Neighbors), but only achieved misclassification rates of 36.34%.

Janakiraman and Sim (2007) used statistical methods like Naive Bayes and the Bhat-

tacharyya distance to estimate the probability that two typing samples came from the same

typist. They obtained perfect accuracy (i.e., 0% misclassification rate) for common English

digraphs such asan and in. Harun et al. (2010) returned to neural networks, using more

modern radial-basis function (RBF) networks, but only obtained miss and false-alarm rates

of 22.9%.

Much of the work on in-session authentication has been done by Bergadano et al. (2002,

2003) and Gunetti and Picardi (2005). They developed an algorithm for comparing the

similarity of two typing samples based on the typing times. The algorithm compared the

relative speeds at which different digraphs were typed (e.g., whether theth digraph is typed

faster than thehe digraph). They obtained a miss rate below 0.005% with a false-alarm rate

below 5%. Gunetti et al. (2005a,b) refined the algorithm and examined whether it worked

across languages (e.g., comparing samples typed in Italianand English by the same subject)

and with samples typed months apart. They found no substantial change in the error rates.

It seems that the focus of most keystroke-dynamics researchhas been on finding the

right classifier for each problem. Nearly every paper proposes a new classifier, and many

propose several new classifiers. Yet, we also see the same families of classifier appearing in

multiple studies. Neural networks have been used in over a dozen studies. Support vector

machines (SVMs) andk-NNs have been independently proposed multiple times. Many

different papers propose statistical methods that differ only slightly (e.g., using Scaled

Manhattan vs. Scaled Euclidean as a distance metric). Each of these classifiers is evaluated

and empirical results are reported (e.g., miss and false-alarm rates).

When we look at how a family of classifiers has fared in multiple evaluations, we see

wildly different results. For neural networks, reported miss rates range from 0.0% to over

22% (Brown and Rogers, 1993; Haider et al., 2000), and false-alarm rates range from 0.0%
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to 22.9% (Ali et al., 2009; Harun et al., 2010). Fork-NNs, reported equal-error rates range

from 0.9% to 23.61% (Zack et al., 2010; Loy et al., 2007). For SVMs, misclassification

rates range from 1.58% to 15.3% (Azevedo et al., 2007b; Giot et al., 2011). Since the clas-

sifiers are essentially the same, perhaps differences in theevaluations explain the different

results.

2.2 Keystroke-dynamics classifier evaluations

Nearly all keystroke-dynamics evaluations involve (1) recruiting subjects, (2) presenting

them with a typing task, (3) recording keystroke-timing information, (4) extracting features

suitable for training and testing a classifier, and (5) training the classifier using one portion

of the typing data and testing it using another. In each of these five steps, researchers make

a lot of choices. When different researchers make differentchoices, they introduce a factor

(other than the classifier) that may explain any difference in their results. In this section,

we consider some of the different choices that researchers have made regarding each of the

five evaluation steps noted above.

1. Recruiting subjects. A researcher must choose how many subjects to recruit. Subjects

can be recruited to act as genuine users, impostors, or both.Bartmann et al. (2007) used 87

genuine-user subjects, while Cho and Hwang (2005) used 1. Jiang et al. (2007) used 257

impostor subjects when Bleha et al. (1990) used 9. One could imagine a per-user or per-

impostor effect, whereby some users and impostors are just easy to distinguish using almost

any classifier, and others are hard to distinguish. If the per-user or per-impostor variability

is very high, researchers might need many subjects to accurately estimate a classifier’s

miss rate. Per-user and per-impostor variability, if they exist, could explain wildly different

results.

Different subjects have different traits, of course. Some are touch typists, others are

not; some are right handed, others left handed. Researcherstypically attempt to recruit

a diverse sample of subjects. For instance, Bartmann et al. (2007) reported that “both

genders” were represented. Giot et al. (2009b) presented a detailed breakdown of their

subjects’ age and gender. Bartlow and Cukic (2006) described their subjects as ranging

“from the most inept ‘hunt and peck’ typists to individuals with professional training.”

Having a diverse set of subjects in an evaluation helps to ensure that the evaluation results

will generalize. However, if personal traits like touch typing affect classifier error rates

(e.g., because error rates increase when both user and impostor are touch typists), then
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results will depend on the particular proportion of subjects in each trait group. Differences

in these proportions may explain different error rates.

2. Typing task. As noted above, some researchers work on login-type authentication

while others work on in-session authentication. Among research on login-type authenti-

cation, where subjects type the same sequence repeatedly, the sequence ranges from a 7

character password to a 50 character sentence (Cho et al., 2000; Bartmann et al., 2007).

Among research on in-session authentication, where subjects type long spans of text, some

researchers have subjects transcribe text (e.g., a passagefrom a novel), while others moni-

tor keystrokes during subjects’ day-to-day activities (Bergadano et al., 2002; Dowland and

Furnell, 2004). Because research has found some digraphs tobe better than others for ac-

curate keystroke dynamics (Gaines et al., 1980; Janakiraman and Sim, 2007), we know that

the error rates depend on the typing task. Perhaps these different typing tasks explain why

different researchers get different error rates.

3. Recording timestamps. Researchers typically give very little detail about the instru-

mentation they used to collect keystrokes and keystroke timestamps while subjects perform

the typing task. From those that have reported these details, we know that a range of key-

boards have been used, from standard IBM PC keyboards to laptop keyboards (Umphress

and Williams, 1985; Araújo et al., 2004). Researchers rarely specify whether the keyboard

communicates using USB or PS/2, each of which introduces distinctive timing differences

(Plant and Turner, 2009). A range of operating systems has been used: MS-DOS, SunOS,

and Windows (Obaidat and Sadoun, 1997; Cho et al., 2000; Bartmann et al., 2007). Time-

stamps have been collected using X Windows, Java, Javascript, and by directly polling the

high-resolution Pentium timestamp counter (Cho et al., 2000; Bartlow and Cukic, 2006;

Jiang et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2001). While most research isconducted in a laboratory

setting, some researchers distribute the data-collectionprograms to their subjects (Hossein-

zadeh and Krishnan, 2008; Bartlow and Cukic, 2006; Jiang et al., 2007).

Different keyboards, operating systems, and timestampingsoftware may affect the

timestamp accuracy. Since those timestamps become the classifier inputs, differences in

how they are collected could manifest as differences in classifier error rates. Analogous

problems have been discovered in speaker-recognition research when subjects use different

microphones (Doddington et al., 2000).
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4. Extracting features. Having obtained raw timestamps for each keystroke, researchers

must decide how to extract timing features suitable for input to their classifiers. The usual

feature sets are hold times, digraph down-down times, digraph up-down, or some combi-

nation of the three (Joyce and Gupta, 1990; Cho et al., 2000; Araújo et al., 2004). Occa-

sionally, digraph up-up times are used (Hosseinzadeh and Krishnan, 2008), and some work

uses timing features for longer keystroke sequences like trigraphs (Bergadano et al., 2002).

Past researchers have compared their classifier’s error rates with different combinations

of features and found that error rates depend on the particular combination (Napier et al.,

1995; Araújo et al., 2004). Consequently, we know that when different researchers extract

different features, their choice has likely affected how well their classifier will do. If two

classifiers are evaluated with different feature sets, any difference in their error rate could

be caused by the different feature sets.

5. Training and testing. Once the timing features are ready for input to the classifier,

researchers must choose some portion for training and another portion for testing its accu-

racy. In many cases, one subject or set of subjects are designated as genuine users and the

rest as impostors. Some genuine-user samples are used to train the classifier. The remain-

ing genuine-user samples are used to measure the classifier’s false-alarm rate, and some

impostor samples are used to measure the miss rate.

Different researchers make different choices when choosing training and testing data.

Within login-type evaluations, the number of per-subject samples used to train a classi-

fier ranges from 6 to 325 (Joyce and Gupta, 1990; Cho et al., 2000). With in-session

evaluations, the number of characters typed in the trainingsample varies from 300 to 2200

(Bergadano et al., 2002; Furnell et al., 1996). Typically, researchers use subjects in different

roles in multiple evaluation trails. A subject acts as the genuine user in one trial and as an

impostor in trials where each of the other subjects acts as the genuine user. However, some

researchers choose to recruit genuine-user and impostor subjects separately (Bergadano

et al., 2002). The amount of training data, test data, and thesplit between the two always

plays a role in the measured error rate of a classifier (Hastieet al., 2001). Different choices

in how the data are presented to the classifier for training and classification would certainly

result in different reported error rates.

Multitudes of factors in evaluations. We have considered keystroke-dynamics classifier

evaluation as a five-step procedure, and we examined some of the choices that researchers

must make when conducting an evaluation. We have shown that different researchers make
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different choices, and that those different choices could explain why they get different error

rates. Since we see similar classifiers with wildly different error rates, it appears that some

of these choicesmustaffect error rates, but which ones? How do we discover which factors

among the multitudes affect error rates?

As Mansfield and Wayman (2002) point out when discussing the evaluation of bio-

metric systems, innumerable factors could affect performance. They acknowledge that

evaluators divide factors into four categories (perhaps implicitly):

1. factors to be systematically varied in the evaluation to observe their effect;

2. factors to be controlled as constants during the evaluation to limit their effect;

3. factors to be randomized—either by recruiting a diverse set of subjects or by assign-

ing conditions randomly—to average out their effect;

4. factors to be ignored or assumed to have negligible effecteither because they cannot

be observed, they are difficult to control, or their effect isdeemed implausible.

We find this factor-handling taxonomy useful when questioning how to identify which

factors affect error rates, and how. The first category offers the only way to test whether

a factor has an effect with any certainty. The second and third categories offer ways to

prevent factors beyond the scope of a test from affecting itsresults. The final category

offers a reminder that we can never control everything. Future researchers might discover

previously unknown factors, and evaluation methods must adjust to compensate for the

discovery.

Researchers are certainly aware that a classifier’s error rate may depend on factors in

the operating environment, and some have conducted comparative experiments to measure

how different choices in the evaluation affect the results.However, the experiments alone

have not been sufficient to really understand which of these factors have an effect, or what

its effect is. For that, one must not only perform an experiment in which the factor of

interest is systematically varied; one must analyze and interpret the results correctly.

2.3 Statistical inference in keystroke dynamics

Statistical inferences enable a researcher to understand empirical results and explain what

they mean. Without inferential statistics, one must eitheravoid drawing any conclusions or

risk jumping to conclusions that are not supported by the data. In addition to being standard

scientific practice, inferential statistics are necessaryfor understanding which factors are

responsible for changing classifier error rates.

Inferential statistics include confidence-interval estimation, hypothesis testing, and information-
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theoretic model selection. With any of these techniques, a researcher can draw general

inferences from specific experimental results. Moreover, the inferences are based on im-

personal statistical models rather than the wishful thinking of the researcher. Any of these

techniques can be used to understand which factors influencethe outcome of an experiment,

and which had either no effect or negligible effect.

For instance, Araújo et al. (2004) evaluated a classifier seven times, each with a different

feature set (i.e., hold times, down-down times, up-down times, and various combinations

of these features). They reported the error rates under eachcondition, but they did not use

any statistical technique to understand and explain the results. Consequently, it is difficult

to interpret their results. Is one combination of features really better than all the others, or

are several combinations roughly equivalent? (We conduct our own comparison of these

features in Chapter 6.)

They interpreted the results to mean that combining all three feature sets produces the

best results. While that combination was empirically shownto be best for their particular

data set, they provided no evidence that it will also be true in subsequent evaluations. One

of the goals of inferential statistics is to establish how uncertain the empirical results are,

and to predict the range of results one can expect in the future. If we make predictions with-

out using inferential statistics, we are effectively making a leap of faith that we can reason

about uncertainty without doing a formal analysis; unfortunately, people are typically quite

bad at such reasoning (Nisbett, 1993).

Given their results, were Araújo et al. (2004) correct that using all three feature sets

improved performance? In other words, should other researchers who used only hold times

and down-down times expect their error rates to improve if they used up-down times as

well? If so, this important result would offer a way to improve many previously proposed

classifiers. If not, the result would be important in a different way, ruling out an unprofitable

line of further research. Any answer to these questions would be an important result, but

the questions are not answered by a report of the empirical error rates without any statistical

analysis.

As noted above, statistically based inferences are not onlygood general practice, but

they are necessary to address the problem raised in this dissertation; they enable an un-

derstanding of which factors in the operating environment affect classifier error rates, and

how. Without inferential statistics, even if a factor is systematically varied across a series

of evaluations and the results are reported, one cannot say with any precise certainty what

effect the factor had.

It is certainly possible with some particularly strong results for an author to assert that
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a factor has an effect simply by eyeballing the numbers. Suchauthors are mentally judging

that the outcomes are different enough and the sample size islarge enough, making a formal

statistical test unnecessary. They are effectively using inferential statistics implicitly rather

than explicitly. With simple hypothesis testing (e.g., establishing that a factor matters) and

with a large difference in the outcomes, an ad-hoc approach to statistical inference may not

run serious risk of error.

However, even if these ad-hoc approaches arrive at the correct answer, they are inadvis-

able because of how many more questions could be answered if amore rigorous approach

were used. For example, a researcher comparing classifiers might look at the evaluation

results and see that ClassifierA had a 1% equal-error rate while ClassifierB had a 25%

equal-error rate. Looking at these numbers, the researchermight conclude that he does

not need inferential statistics to tell him that ClassifierA is better than ClassifierB. If the

evaluation involved a sufficiently large and diverse set of subjects, the researcher is right.

A hypothesis test would only confirm what his intuition is telling him.

However, formal statistical inferences could enable the researcher to place confidence

intervals around ClassifierA’s 1% equal-error rate. Future researchers could use these

intervals to predict how the classifier will perform in subsequent evaluations. They could

compare error-rates across evaluations to determine whether new results are consistent with

the predictions. Inconsistencies could be investigated, leading to a better understanding of

ClassifierA and the factors that affect its performance. None of this would be possible

without doing the formal investigation.

Formal statistical modeling would also enable researchersto discover interactions among

factors. Interactions (e.g., different classifiers are better for users with different typing

styles) would be too complicated to find using ad-hoc assessments of results. In summary,

while one can sometimes forgo a hypothesis test without muchrisk of error, doing so is

inefficient and under-utilizes the experimental results.

2.4 Survey methodology

We believe that inferential statistics (and linear mixed-effects models in particular) offer a

solution to the multitude-of-factors problem in keystroke-dynamics research. To establish

that our solution is novel, we conduct a survey of the literature to determine how often

previous sources have used inferential statistics, and what kind of inferential technique

was used. Note that we refer to these previous works assources, because they include

papers, articles, book chapters and theses. To obtain a large and representative sample, we
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consulted four databases of computer-science journals andconference proceedings: IEEE

Xplore, ACM Digital Library, SpringerLink, and ScienceDirect; the last is a search tool

that includes books and journals published by Elsevier. In our experience, IEEE, ACM,

Springer, and Elsevier publish the vast majority of research papers on computer science

and, in particular, computer security (where the majority of keystroke-dynamics papers are

published).

Using each of the four databases, we conducted keyword searches for (1)keystroke

dynamics, (2) keystroke biometrics, and (3)keystroke authentication. With each database’s

particular search syntax, we searched for sources that included both words of a search (e.g.,

keystrokeanddynamics), rather than the two-word string itself. Note for the ACM Digital

Library, we limited the search to titles and abstracts with the ACM itself as the publisher

(to avoid overlap). For Science Direct, we limited the search to sources with the search

terms appearing in the title, abstract, or keywords. Science Direct does not include results

with the same stem as the search string, so alongside searches fordynamicsandbiometrics,

we searcheddynamicandbiometric.

Searching these four databases yielded 215 sources, including journal articles, con-

ference papers, and book chapters. However, some importantand high-profile work in

keystroke dynamics was not among the sources returned. For instance, some early work,

technical reports, and theses are not stored in the publishers’ databases. Some important

journal articles and conference papers that are stored in the databases were not returned

through our particular queries. To make the set of prior workas complete as possible, we

supplemented the sources returned by the searches with 29 additional sources that we be-

lieve are relevant. With these additional sources, the total number under consideration is

244.

We screened these sources to identify the relevant subset: those sources that describe

the empirical evaluation of a keystroke-dynamics classifier and report the results. This

screening excluded 74 sources; 170 sources remained. The majority of excluded sources

were surveys which mentioned keystroke dynamics but did notconduct a technology eval-

uation. A few of the sources describe a new keystroke-dynamics classifier but no empirical

evaluation is reported. Since our intent is to learn how often inferential statistics are used

in keystroke-dynamics classifier evaluations, those sources that do not conduct evaluations

are out of scope.

The full set of sources in the survey are listed separately inthe references at the end of

this document, under the headingKeystroke-Dynamics Bibliography. Table 2.1 presents a

count of the number of within-scope sources obtained from each of the search databases.
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ACM Digital Library 3 9 - - - - 12
IEEE Xplore 10 74 - - - - 84
Science Direct 13 2 - - - - 15
SpringerLink 2 25 3 - - - 30
Other Sources 15 5 - 5 2 2 29
Total 43 115 3 5 2 2 170

Table 2.1: Breakdown of the number of sources found in survey. The total is cross clas-
sified by whether the source is a journal article, paper in a conference proceedings, book
chapter, thesis, or technical report (column) and which database contained the source (row).
Through experience, we knew of several relevant research efforts that were not in any of
the databases, and these were added to the survey sample.

The database providing the most sources is IEEE Xplore, and most sources are conference

papers.

For the 170 sources that reported the results of a keystroke-dynamics classifier evalua-

tion, we assessed whether any statistical analysis was performed in order to draw inferences

from the results. A paper was recognized as having performeda statistical inference if, in

the section describing the evaluation results and analysis(including tables and figures), the

researchers reported the results of a hypothesis test (e.g., ap-value), reported confidence in-

tervals, or applied model-selection criteria such as AIC (Akaike’s Information Criterion) or

BIC (Schwartz’s Bayesian Information Criterion). These statistical techniques are a princi-

pled way to draw general inferences from the results gathered during empirical evaluations.

A few sources used the word “significant” without, in our judgment, meaning it in a

statistically precise way. For instance, a paper might claim that one technique “had a sig-

nificantly higher error rate” than another (Alghathbar and Mahmoud, 2009), but unless a

p-value or test procedure is reported, we would not recognizeit as an instance of statisti-

cal inference. Likewise, when tabulating classifier error rates, several sources printed the

best error rate in bold font or marked them with asterisks. Insome disciplines, these con-

ventions are used for results that are statistically significant, but in these sources, we did

not recognize such font changes and symbols as signs of statistical inference without an

additional description of the test.

In reviewing these sources, we discovered many that used inferential statistics when
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analyzing the keystroke-timing features. For instance, Gaines et al. (1980) used goodness-

of-fit tests to ascertain whether down-down typing times areNormally distributed, and

they usedt-tests to determine whether typing changed after a six monthinterval. Modi and

Elliott (2006) used mixed-effects models—the very models that we have proposed for this

work—when selecting typing features to use with their classifier. Nevertheless, most of

these researchers who used inferential statistics when analyzing typing times did not use

them to analyze their classifier’s behavior. For this survey, we are interested in whether

statistical analysis was used to draw inferences from the classifier-evaluation results, and

papers that only drew inferences from typing times were not recognized as having met the

necessary criteria.

Also note that statistical procedures can be used correctlyor incorrectly (e.g., failure to

check assumptions or to account for multiple testing). However, our intent in this survey is

to estimate how often statistical inferences are usedat all, not to assess whether a partic-

ular inferential procedure was used correctly. We recognized papers as having performed

statistical inferences even if the particulars of the analysis raise questions.

The sources were divided into those that used inferential statistics and those that did

not. A source was recognized as using inferential statistics if it reported a hypothesis test,

estimated confidence intervals, or performed model selection. As noted above, inferential

statistics are necessary for understanding with any certainty whether a factor has an effect

on the results, and if so, what effect it has. When authors used inferential statistics, we

made a note of which techniques were used (e.g.,t-tests, Kruskal-Wallace, or bootstrap

confidence-interval estimation), which factors were studied, and what conclusions were

drawn.

2.5 Survey results

We have categorized sources into three groups: those that used no inferential statistics,

those that used inferential statistics to investigate one factor at a time, and those that used

inferential statistics to investigate multiple factors. Table 2.2 presents a breakdown of the

number of sources in each group. By far the largest group, containing 148 sources (87.1%),

did not use any statistical analysis to draw inferences fromthe results.

The remaining groups, containing 22 sources, used some sortof statistical inferences

to investigate classifier error rates. The second group, containing 17 sources (10.0%), used

statistical analysis to investigate the effects of individual factors, one factor at a time. The

final group, containing 5 sources (2.9%), used statistical analyses that enabled study not
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No Inferential Statistics 30 108 3 3 2 2 148
One-factor-at-a-time Inferences 9 6 - 2 - - 17
Multiple-factor Inferences 4 1 - - - - 5

Table 2.2: Categories of inferential statistics found in literature survey. One group per-
formed no inferential statistics on the classifier-evaluation results. The second group used
statistical methods to make inferences about individual factors (e.g., two classifiers or dif-
ferent amounts of training but not both). The third group used statistical methods to inves-
tigate multiple factors and any possible interactions.

just of individual factors but also interactions between factors.

We review the studies in each group, and we discuss each of thepapers in the last

two groups. The authors of studies that belong in either of these two groups used inferen-

tial statistics to understand factors that affect keystroke-dynamics error rates. Since those

authors have undertaken to solve a similar problem as in thisdissertation, we have a re-

sponsibility to present and acknowledge their related efforts individually.

2.5.1 Group 1: No statistical inference

Based on this survey, most papers that evaluate keystroke-dynamics classifiers perform no

statistical analysis to draw inferences from the results. These 148 sources report empirical

error rates (e.g., miss and false-alarm rates or equal-error rates). As noted in the glossary of

terminology (Section 1.5), the empirical miss rate is the fraction of impostor test samples

classified as the genuine-user’s; the empirical false-alarm rate is the fraction of genuine-

user test samples classified as the impostor’s.

While these studies did not use inferential statistics, many asked the kinds of research

questions that we ask in this work. Some researchers, sometimes implicitly, acknowledged

that a classifier’s error rate depends on factors in the operating environment. In their eval-

uations, these researchers performed a series of trials, systematically varying factors of

interest (e.g., the feature set or amount of training data) and reported the changing empiri-

cal error rates.

The purpose of inferential statistics would be to make general statements about the true

error rates of the classifier (or classifiers) based on the empirical error rates. Unfortunately,
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these journal articles, conference papers, and other sources applied no inferential statistic

to their empirical results. Two empirical error rates may differ even if the true error rates

are the same.

In our experience, almost any change in evaluation conditions causes some change in

the error rates. For instance, a classifier trained with 100 samples might have an empirical

EER of 10%; at 101 samples, the empirical EER may drop to 1%; and, at 102 samples,

the empirical EER returns to 10%. Have we discovered somesweet spotat 101 training

repetitions? No, the drop is likely to be a result of random chance (unless further analysis

proves otherwise).

When empirical error rates are used to support claims that one classifier is better than

another, or some factor improves classifier accuracy, the researcher is making a general

statement on the basis of the experimental results. Unfortunately, without support of a

proper statistical analysis, these claims are unscientific. Even if they turn out to be true,

the research effort did not provide a statistically sound argument in support of the claim.

One might argue over the practical value of research withoutscientifically supported con-

clusions.

2.5.2 Group 2: One-factor-at-a-time inference

The 17 research efforts that drew inferences from one factorat a time used a variety of meth-

ods: t-tests, Pearson’sχ2 (chi-square) tests, 1-way ANOVAs, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests,

and Kruskal-Wallis tests. Researchers used these tests to compare not only the classifiers

themselves, but also different typing tasks, different keyboards, and even the effectiveness

of artificial rhythms to increase a typist’s consistency anddistinctiveness.

Cho et al. (2000) supported their claim that an Auto-Associative Neural Network out-

performed a Mahalanobisk-NN classifier using at-test. They tuned both detectors so that

the miss rate was zero, and they conducted a paired test on thefalse-alarm rates for each

subject. They found the Auto-Associative Neural Network tobe significantly better, with a

p-value< 0.01.

Ngugi et al. (2011) investigated whether miss and false-alarm rates change with differ-

ent typing tasks. Specifically, they had subjects type two different 4-digit numbers (i.e.,

1234 and 1324) on the keypad. They conductedt-tests on the miss and false-alarm rates,

and found a significant difference in the error rates betweenthe typing tasks.

Bartlow and Cukic (2006) also usedt-tests in their analysis of whether different typing

tasks have different error rates. Their two typing tasks were (1) 8-character, lowercase En-

glish words and (2) 12-character passwords containing upper-case and special characters
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(Bartlow, 2005; Bartlow and Cukic, 2006). According to their analysis, the long pass-

word had a lower error rates (false-alarm, miss, and EER) formultiple classifiers and most

tunings of a random-forest classifier.

Hwang et al. (2009a,b) investigated whether classifier error rates can be reduced by

priming the typists with rhythms to mimic. Subjects were asked to choose passwords with

different properties (e.g., high familiarity or high randomness); subjects were grouped into

one-handed and two-handed skill levels. In some typing tasks, the researchers provided

rhythms for the subjects to imitate, while in others, the typists were allowed to use their

natural rhythms. While this experiment involves many factors, in their analysis, the re-

searchers used a series oft-tests. Each test considered only one factor at a time (e.g.,EER

with vs. without the artificial rhythms, or EER with familiarvs. random passwords).

In several investigations, Lee and Cho (2006, 2007) and Kangand Cho (2009) evaluated

between 6 and 14 classification algorithms (in different studies) and used hypothesis testing

to identify the one with the lowest error rates. They did not specify the precise test used, but

they explain that the best classifier outperforms the others“at a significance level of 10%”

(Kang and Cho, 2009, p.3131). This description suggests that they used either a 1-way

ANOVA or an equivalent non-parametric technique.

To answer a similar question about whether one classifier wassignificantly better than

the others in an evaluation, Giot et al. (2011) parametrically estimated 95% confidence

intervals for each classifier (i.e., by assuming the error rates were distributed binomially).

They also used Kruskal-Wallis to test whether different keyboards affected error rates and

whether per-user thresholds reduced error rates. Neither were found to have a statistically

significant effect.

In some work that launched the work in Chapter 4, Killourhy and Maxion (2009)

used the Wilcoxon signed rank test (with a multiple-testingadjustment) when benchmark-

ing 14 classifiers. Note that two of the classifiers evaluatedin that research were re-

implementations of the two classifiers evaluated by Cho et al. (2000); in the earlier work,

the Auto-Associative Neural Net significantly outperformed the Mahalanobisk-NN, while

in the more recent work, the reverse was true. We believed thediscrepancy might be due to

differences in the evaluation environment, leading to our current interest in identifying the

factors that influence classifier error rates.

Curtin et al. (2006), Villani et al. (2006), and Tappert et al. (2010) used aχ2 test in

their investigation of several factors. Their subjects typed free and transcribed text on

two different kinds of keyboards (i.e., desktop and laptop). By our reading, the authors

conducted over 13 analyses for different combinations of factors. Within each analysis, the
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authors constructed cross-classification tables for the factors; in each cell of the table, the

corresponding accuracy percentage was recorded. Pearson’s χ2 test was repeatedly used

to test whether differences between cells, rows, and columns were statistically significant.

Based on this series of tests, the authors concluded that classifier accuracy is higher (1) for

laptop keyboards than desktop keyboards, (2) for transcribed text than free text, and (3)

when the same keyboard is used for training and testing. Of note, they found a significant

keyboard effect where Giot et al. (2011) did not. Perhaps thekeyboard effect depends on

other factors which varied between these investigations, bolstering our claim that error rates

depend on a multitude of (potentially interacting) factorsin the operating environment.

In their work, Epp et al. investigated whether keystroke dynamics could be used to

identify the emotions of a typist (Epp, 2010; Epp et al., 2011). In this work, they used the

κ (kappa) statistic to establish whether the output of the classifier was significantly better

than random guessing. While theκ statistic is not technically the product of a hypothesis

test, it is conventionally used to draw inferences. For instance, aκ score near the top of

its range (1.0) is treated as strong evidence that a classifier is producing accurate labels,

while a score near zero is evidence that the classifier would do no better than chance. The

authors explained the critical values used to draw inferences. Based on their results, they

were successful in identifying emotional states such as confidence and tiredness.

In biometrics research, subjects are informally grouped into categories named after ani-

mals. For instance,goatshave higher-than-average false-alarm rates, making them seem in-

advertently uncooperative, andwolvesinduce higher-than-average miss rates when they act

as impostors for other users, making them seem threatening.Yager and Dunstone (2010)

used Kruskal-Wallis tests to establish whether these and other animal groups truly exist in

subject populations (e.g., whether goats’ similarity scores are significantly lower than the

average subject’s). For keystroke dynamics, they found significant evidence that wolves

are real.

All of these efforts used statistical analysis to make general claims from experimen-

tal results. In doing so, they provided concrete answers to research questions. These 17

research efforts should be recognized for providing a scientific contribution to our under-

standing of keystroke-dynamics classifiers. However, as weexplained in Chapter 1, when

researchers investigate one factor at a time, in isolation,they miss the opportunity to un-

derstand how that factor interacts with other factors. Simply by comparing the inferences

drawn by different research projects, we have seen some conflicting results. To understand

these discrepancies, we must look at more than a single factor at a time.
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2.5.3 Group 3: Multiple-factor inferences

Our survey uncovered only 5 studies (out of 170) that drew statistical inferences from mul-

tiple factors. These researchers not only investigated multiple factors but also performed

the statistical analysis necessary to make general statements about them. Two of these

sources used confidence intervals or error bars, and three fitparametric statistical models.

Bartmann et al. (2007) evaluated their classifier systematically in a variety of differ-

ent operating environments: with/withoutShift-key features, various numbers of samples,

various numbers of users, various numbers of impostors, andvarious lengths of the typing

sample. For each of these factors, they used bootstrapping to estimate 95% confidence

intervals and presented error bars in their plots. From these error bars, one can draw in-

ferences about which factors have an effect on the error rates. Since some plots compare

multiple factors, the error bars can be used to draw inferences about whether the factors

interact. For instance, EERs with error bars are plotted forthe classifier with/withoutShift-

key features and for various lengths of the typing sample. The error bars suggest that both

factors have an effect, but they do not appear to interact.Shift-key features lower the error

rate, and so does increasing the length of the typing sample.Together, these effects appear

to be additive (i.e., with no interaction).

Everitt and McOwan (2003) developed a classifier that used both keystroke dynamics

and mouse movements. They reported 95% confidence intervalswith their empirical error

rates across a range of factors. Using these confidence intervals, one can compare multi-

factor interactions as well as the effects of individual factors. For instance, one factor is

the mouse-movement task: “signing” their name vs. drawing apicture. Another factor is

the level of impostor information: given no information about the genuine user’s signa-

ture vs. given copies of the genuine user’s signature and picture samples. The empirical

average error rates suggest that the miss rate increased both when impostors had samples

of genuine-user signatures and also when the input was a picture rather than a signature.

However, all of the confidence intervals overlap, implying that these different conditions

may not have much effect in subsequent evaluations.

The two papers by other researchers most related to the current work are by Mahar

et al. (1995) and Napier et al. (1995). In one investigation,these researchers described and

evaluated two classifiers (similar to the Outlier Count and Mahalanobis ones benchmarked

in this work). They ran the evaluation twice: once using down-down times, and once

using both hold and up-down times. They had 67 subjects. In serial, each subject was

designated the genuine user, the others designated an impostor, and the empirical error rates

recorded. To analyze their evaluation results, these researchers used repeated-measures
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ANOVA. With this statistical technique, the per-subject error rates for each of the four

conditions (i.e., 2 classifiers× 2 feature sets) are considered to be repeated measurements

from the same subject. The effects of the classifier and feature set are estimated “within”

each genuine-user subject, and the between-user variationis also estimated. They found

significantly lower error with the Mahalanobis-like classifier and the hold and up-down

times. They also found a significant interaction between theclassifier and feature set,

meaning that changing the feature set affected the error rates of the different classifiers

differently.

The repeated-measures ANOVA used by these researchers is a form of linear mixed-

effects model. In this work, we propose LMMs as a solution to the multitude-of-factors

problem in keystroke dynamics, so one might ask whether thisearlier work already solved

the problem. While we recognize the important contributionthese authors made, the scope

of the current work is much broader. Napier et al. (1995) usedrepeated-measures ANOVA

to investigate two factors, both concerning the classifier and its tuning (i.e., which fea-

tures to use). In the current work, we consider many more factors, and the factors extend

beyond the classifier and its configuration. We consider how different typing tasks and

different impostor-evasion strategies affect the error rate. While they considered the per-

user variation, we also consider the per-impostor variation. Investigating both sources of

variation requires more complicated LMMs than repeated-measures ANOVA. Computation

may be part of the reason why these earlier researchers couldnot do the sort of investiga-

tion we have undertaken. LMMs are computationally intensive, and crossed random effects

(needed for estimating per-user and per-impostor variation) have only recently been incor-

porated into publicly available tools for statistical analysis (Bates, 2005).

Finally, in other research that lead directly to the currentwork, Killourhy and Maxion

(2010) evaluated three classifiers in a series of operating environments, including different

numbers of training samples, with/without updating, different feature sets (e.g., hold times

and down-down times vs. hold times and up-down times). In that work, as in the current

work, linear mixed-effects models were used to capture the effects of these factors on the

error rate. Model-selection criteria—specifically BIC, which will be described in Chapter

3—were used to determine which factors and interaction terms had a substantial effect on

the results. Much of that work is revisited in Chapter 6 of thecurrent work. Unlike the

earlier work, we investigate different typing tasks and we abandon EER as a performance

metric in favor of miss rates, having tuned the classifier to have a 5% false-alarm rate (as

justified in Chapter 4).

These earlier efforts to draw inferences regarding multiple factors are important prede-
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cessors to the current work. Together, they support our claim that a classifier’s error rate

depends on a multitude of factors in the operating environment. They have helped to iden-

tify some of these factors. They also suggest that LMMs may bekey to identifying and

understanding these factors. Of all the prior work in keystroke dynamics, these 5 papers

provide the foundation on which the current work is built.

2.6 Related work on evaluation methodology

The current work concerns keystroke dynamics in general, and evaluation methodology in

particular. Two prior efforts have been aimed at improving and standardizing keystroke-

dynamics classifier-evaluation methodology. To put the current work in context, we con-

sider the arguments and recommendations of these other papers. Their conclusions some-

times support and sometimes contradict our own recommendations.

Hosseinzadeh and Krishnan (2008) recommend the use of inferential statistics, just as

we do in this work. The earlier authors explain two heuristics that are recommended as

best practices for conducting biometric evaluations (Mansfield and Wayman, 2002): “The

Rule of 3” and “The Rule of 30.” The first rule is a heuristic that enables one to establish

confidence intervals around an empirical 0% error rate. Specifically, when the empirical

error rate is 0%, the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval is 3/N whereN is the

sample size. The second rule offers a more general heuristicfor estimating confidence

intervals when the results contain more than 30 errors. Specifically, under such situations,

the true error rate is within30% of the empirical error rate at a 90% confidence level.

Beyond citing it as a best practice, the authors offer no evidence that applying these rules

produces better results. Unfortunately, they do not appearto use these rules later in their

paper to estimate confidence intervals for their own results.

Crawford (2010) sharply criticizes earlier work wherein flawed evaluation methodol-

ogy “renders useless any reported results.” Six recommendations are offered. Two of the

recommendations concern keystroke dynamics evaluations in general and are discussed be-

low, one is an endorsement of neural-network technology, and the three others concern the

specific application of keystroke-dynamics to mobile-phone applications.

The first of the two relevant recommendations is that equal-error rates (EERs) should be

reported alongside false-alarm and miss rates. We agree that the EER can be a useful single-

number summary, enabling easy comparison of different classifiers. However, we caution

against over-dependence on EERs. If two papers report EERs for different classifiers, one

might be tempted to compare the classifiers using the EERs. However, if other factors
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differ in the two evaluations, such a comparison has confounded classifier and evaluation

effects. Moreover, EERs are are one of many possible single-number summaries of miss

and false-alarm rates, and they are not always the most useful. For this reason, the current

work does not use EERs.

The author’s second recommendation forbids the collectionof genuine-user and im-

postor data from the same pool of subjects. A classifier trained and tested on the same

impostors may have better performance than one trained and tested on different sets of im-

postors. One can avoid this source of bias by using differentsubjects as impostors. We

appreciate the author’s concern, but in some settings, using the same subjects’ as genuine

users and impostors does not bias the results. For instance,in the current work, classifiers

are only trained on typing samples from the designated genuine-user subject. Typing sam-

ples from the other subjects are used to evaluate the classifier, but since they were not used

in training, they do not bias the outcome.

These works (and our own) on keystroke-dynamics methodology are in agreement on

at least one point: there is much room for improvement. We seek to improve understanding

of classifier error rates by using inferential statistics onmultiple factors. This topic is not

considered in earlier efforts to improve keystroke-dynamics evaluation methodology.

2.7 Discussion

One of the key features of this review is the survey of statistical methods used in other

keystroke-dynamics classifier evaluations. In that survey, we estimated that 87.1% of clas-

sifier evaluations do not use any inferential statistics at all. In many other scientific disci-

plines, researchers are required to use inferential statistics to justify conclusions. Clearly,

in keystroke dynamics, no such requirements exist.

Nevertheless, we wish to be clear that our survey is not intended to criticize earlier

researchers for not using inferential statistics to analyze classifier evaluation results. The

shortcoming is in the current research methodology, not individual papers. Some of our

own papers are among those which did not use any inferential statistics. When the standards

are such that inferential statistics are not necessary, onecannot expect researchers to use

them (or to always report the outcome even when they are used).

In other scientific disciplines, one sign of progress is thatweaknesses of methodol-

ogy are found and corrected. One famous example occurred with the discovery of the

Hawthorne Effect, named after a study of worker productivity at Western Electric Com-

pany’s Hawthorne site. An increase in worker productivity was eventually traced to work-
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ers’ excitement and enthusiasm over being studied. The discovery spurred changes in the

research methods of behavioral science (Shadish et al., 2002). Previous studies that did not

account for the Hawthorne Effect were recognized as flawed. Future studies adjusted their

methodologies to accommodate the effect.

The lack of inferential statistics is a shortcoming of keystroke-dynamics methodology

(and in other areas of security research such as intrusion detection). As a result, conclu-

sions drawn in papers that do not use inferential statisticsmay be flawed. Nevertheless,

just as behavioral research methods changed with the discovery of the Hawthorne Effect,

our intention in publicizing how few papers use inferentialstatistics is to influence future

methodology, not to criticize existing papers.

2.8 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a brief history of keystroke-dynamics classification research,

and we argued that inferential statistics are necessary to draw meaningful conclusions from

classifier evaluations. We conducted a survey of 170 sourcesthat evaluated classifiers, to

understand how often inferential statistics were used. According to the survey, 148 sources

(87.1%) used no inferential statistics at all. Even if such research draws conclusions from

the empirical results of the evaluation, without proper statistical methods, we cannot be

certain that the conclusions are supported by the data.

The remaining sources used some kind of inferential statistics, but 17 sources (10.0%)

used analytical procedures appropriate for investigatingone factor at a time. While cer-

tainly better than nothing, keystroke-dynamics classifiers may be affected by many factors

and the interactions between them. Conclusions drawn aboutindividual factors in isolation

may only be of limited use. The remaining 5 sources (2.9%) didinvestigate multiple fac-

tors and their interactions. These prior research efforts were more limited in scope than the

current effort, but they establish that multiple factors domatter.



Chapter 3

Linear Mixed-Effects Modeling

The previous chapter argued that keystroke-dynamics research must start using inferential

statistics to understand classifier behavior. The current chapter offers linear mixed-effects

models (LMMs) as the appropriate statistical technique forunderstanding the many factors

that affect classifier behavior. We explain what LMMs are andprovide some background on

their development. A running example—using LMMs to understand which of 3 classifiers

performs the best and whether hold times or down-down times are more useful features—

will keep the explanation grounded in the practical application at hand. Finally, we explain

some computational details and conventions for using LMMs in this work. These conven-

tions ensure that a uniform statistical procedure is used throughout the work.

3.1 Background

A classict-test could be used to establish whether one classifier’s miss rate is significantly

lower than another’s. As discussed in Chapter 2, such an analysis was used by Cho et al.

(2000). However, more advanced statistical methods are needed to handle data involving

many classifiers, other factors, and interactions among factors. Linear mixed-effects mod-

els (LMMs) offer a powerful framework for analyzing complicated data sets where many

different factors affect the experimental outcome (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000). LMMs are

regularly employed when simpler methods are not adequate (e.g., whent-tests, analysis of

variance, or linear regression cannot capture the complexity of the data).

An LMM may be thought of as the intellectual descendant of analysis-of-variance

(ANOVA) models. In fact, as discussed in Chapter 2, a repeated-measures ANOVA is

one form of LMM, though not the only one. In both ANOVA models and LMMs, one or

more explanatory factors are related to a response variable. For instance, one can analyze

35
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the relationship between two explanatory variables—the classifier and the typist—and a

response variable, the equal-error rate. Presumably some classifiers have lower EERs than

others, but perhaps some typists are just harder for all classifiers to recognize correctly.

Both ANOVA and LMMs can investigate how the two explanatory factors, classifier and

subject, affect the EER.

Compared to ANOVA models, LMMs allow a greater number and variety of explana-

tory factors, and more complex relationships with the response variable. Themixed-effects

descriptor indicates that explanatory factors fall into one of two categories:fixed effects

andrandom effects. The difference between fixed and random effects is sometimes subtle,

but the following rule of thumb is typically applied. If we primarily care about the effect of

eachvalue of a factor, the factor is a fixed effect. If we primarilycare about the variation

amongthe values of a factor, the factor is a random effect (McCulloch et al., 2008).

For instance, with keystroke-dynamics evaluation results, we treat the classifier as a

fixed effect and the typist (i.e., the subject) as a random effect. If the experiment involves

three classifiers, practitioners will want to directly compare the error rates of the three

classifiers. Such a comparison can be used to identify the best-performing classifier, so a

practitioner could then decide to deploy it in his or her environment. Since a comparison

among the three actual values is desired, the classifier would be modeled as a fixed effect.

In contrast, the subjects in the evaluations are meant to be representative of other typists.

If an experiment involves ten subjects, practitioners haveless interest in comparing error

rates between those particular ten subjects. Knowing whichsubject had the lowest (or

highest) error rate is less useful to the practitioner than knowing how much variation exists

across subjects. That variation can be used to predict how much per-user variability will be

seen when the classifier is deployed. Since we desire an estimate of how the factor affects

variability, the subject would be modeled as a random effectrather than a fixed effect.

Ultimately, mixed-effects models can reveal which classifiers work best, how accurate they

are, and whether there is substantial variation among the subjects.

LMMs—and their even-more versatile descendants calledgeneralizedlinear mixed-

effects models—are powerful statistical techniques used to understand complex behavior

across scientific disciplines. In ecology, Bolker et al. (2009) used mixed-effects models to

understand whether the number of fruits produced by a plant depends more on nutrient lev-

els or genotype. In psychology, Baayen et al. (2008) used mixed-effects models to control

experimental effects in understanding decision response times. Specifically, when subjects

are presented with a series of words and asked to state which are made up, mixed-effects

models can capture per-subject effects, per-word effects,and order-of-presentation effects.
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Figure 3.1: Example keystroke-dynamics classifier evaluation results. ClassifiersA, B, and
C were evaluated, once with hold times (Hold) and once with down-down (DD) times as
features. Each run involved 10 subjects; one subject was treated as the genuine user, and the
classifier was tested at recognizing the other subjects as impostors. The miss rate for each
pair of genuine-user and impostor subjects are plotted. Thegraph shows the complexity
of understanding the results. Any differences between the classifiers and feature sets are
partly obscured by variation in the miss rate across users and impostors.

In pharmacology, Davidian and Gallant (1993) used LMMs to investigate the effects of

birth weight and Apgar score on the blood concentration of Phenobarbital in newborns

treated with the drug for seizures. As will be demonstrated throughout this work, mixed-

effects models are equally suitable for understanding the behavior of keystroke-dynamics

classifiers (and the influence of the evaluation environmenton their behavior).

3.2 Example evaluation

In this section, we introduce an example evaluation that will help us to illustrate the use

of LMMs and their application to understanding keystroke-dynamics evaluation results.

Suppose that we are interested in understanding three classifiers. For the sake of simplicity,

we will just refer to the three classifiers asA, B, andC. Suppose also that we have the

option of using two different feature sets when analyzing keystroke dynamics: down-down
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times vs. hold times. We intend to find out which feature set works best.

An evaluation was conducted for each of the three classifiersand the two feature sets.

Data was collected for the evaluation by having ten subjectstype the same password

(.tie5Roanl) repeatedly. Each subject typed the password 200 times. During data col-

lection, both down-down and hold times were recorded for each repetition of the password.

Together, there were six pairings of classifier with featureset (3 classifiers× 2 feature

sets). For each pairing, we ran 10 evaluation trials, one foreach subject. Each trial cor-

responds to one combination of classifier (A, B, or C), feature set (hold or down-down

times), and subject (Subject 1–10). The given subject is designated the genuine user and

the classifier for that trial is trained on the first 100 typingsamples from the genuine-user

subject. The remaining 100 typing samples from the genuine-user subject were used to

tune the classifier to have a 5% false-alarm rate.

Once trained and tuned, the classifier was presented with 50 samples from each of the

other 9 subjects. These 9 subjects were designated impostors for the trial. We recorded

whether each sample was recognized as having been typed by someone other than the

genuine user, and for each impostor we calculated the miss rate as the fraction of the 50

samples that were not classified as impostor samples.

The accuracy of a classifier can be expressed in terms of misses and false alarms. These

two dimensions of accuracy complicate analysis since a classifier can be tuned to have a

lower false-alarm rate at the expense of a higher miss rate orvice versa. In this example—

and in the remainder of this work—we tuned classifiers so thatthe false-alarm rate is fixed

at 5%, and we analyzed the miss rates. As explained in more detail in Chapter 4, tuning

classifiers to operate at a particular false-alarm rate makes more practical sense than tuning

to a particular miss rate. In brief, genuine-user typing samples are easier to obtain than

impostor samples, so tuning the classifier based on false-alarm frequency is easier.

Figure 3.1 presents these evaluation results as a lattice ofdotplots. We ran 60 evaluation

trials (3 classifiers× 2 feature sets× 10 genuine-user subjects), and from each trial, we

record 9 per-impostor miss rates. Each panel corresponds tothe results for one combination

of classifier and feature set. Within a panel, each column corresponds to the results for one

genuine-user subject. The symbol in each column denotes theimpostor subject, and its

vertical position is the miss rate. For example, when Classifier C was trained on Subject

1’s hold times, and tested with the 50 samples from Subject 2,the miss rate was 48.0%.

This combination of classifier (C), feature set (Hold), genuine-user subject (s001), and

impostor subject (s002) corresponds to the red cross in the first column of the top-left

panel of Figure 3.1.
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The key observation to make from this figure is that miss ratesvary a lot. Simply by

looking at the figure, it can be difficult to tell whether one classifier or feature set is better

than the others. Within every panel, some miss rates are near0% and others are near 100%.

We could ignore this variability if we looked at the average miss rate over all genuine-user

and impostor subjects, for each combination of classifier and feature set. However, the

variability itself seems worthy of study.

Keystroke dynamics may work better for some users than for others. Looking in any

one panel, the miss rates for some genuine-user subjects arelower than others. For instance,

in the top-left panel (ClassifierC, Hold features), all the miss rates when Subject 1 is the

genuine user are lower than all the miss rates when Subject 10is the genuine user. Across

panels, some genuine-user subjects tend to have lower-than-average miss rates, while others

have higher-than-average ones. Subject 1’s miss rates are usually low and Subject 10’s are

usually high, when each is the genuine user. With a somewhat unfocused eye, one can see

a slope to the cloud of points in each panel, progressing fromlow on the left to high on

the right. For this example, we assigned subject numbers so as to ensure this visual effect.

In later chapters, we occasionally reorder the subjects andclassifiers in plots to obtain a

similar opportunity for visualization (e.g., sorting subjects from left to right in the dotplot

panels based on average miss rate).

Keystroke dynamics may also work better against some impostors than others. Looking

at the symbols in each panel, miss rates for some impostor subjects are usually lower than

others. Some symbols more frequently appear toward the bottoms of panels, and others

toward the tops. For instance, Subject 7’s green triangle often corresponds to low miss rates,

at least when down-down features are used, suggesting the subject would be comparatively

easy to detect when impersonating other users. In contrast,Subject 2’s red cross often

corresponds to high miss rates, suggesting the subject is more likely to be missed when

impersonating other users.

Typically, researchers do not present per-user or per-impostor error rates as we have.

Instead, they present aggregate statistics such as a classifier’s average miss rate across all

genuine-user and impostor subjects. While those aggregatestatistics can help to understand

which classifier is best, they sometimes hide other important details. In this example, the

average error rates would hide the fact that one should expect high variability even from

the best classifier.

Having acknowledged that the raw evaluation results are difficult to interpret because of

how much error rates vary across users and impostors, we can still try to compare classifiers

and feature sets. The clouds of points in the panels on the left seem lower than the clouds
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in the panels on the right. As such, we might expect that hold times are better features for

keystroke dynamics than down-down times. Likewise, the clouds of points in the middle

row may be lower than the clouds in the top or bottom rows. As such, ClassifierB may

be more accurate than the other two classifiers. Such observations are not the same as a

formal statistical analysis, but they suggest what we mightexpect to find through more

formal analysis.

An interaction effect is even more difficult to observe in theraw evaluation results than

classifier or feature-set effects. An example of an interaction effect would be if switching

from down-down times to hold times improves the accuracy of ClassifiersA andB more

than the switch improves the accuracy of ClassifierC. Such a classifier/feature-set inter-

action may be present in the evaluation results, but the effect is not readily apparent from

Figure 3.1. Whether the interaction effect is absent or present and just obscured by the

other effects requires further analysis.

This example evaluation and its results should demonstratethe difficulty of understand-

ing the behavior of keystroke-dynamics classifiers. Other factors—including the feature

set, the genuine user, and the impostor—can affect whether the classifier has a low or high

error rate. Possible interactions between these other factors and the classifier add further

complexity. To obtain a more complete understanding of classifier behavior and the influ-

ences of these other factors, we will use linear mixed-effects models (LMMs).

3.3 Variance-stabilizing transformation

When statistical models are used to estimate the effect of a factor (e.g., how changing from

down-down times to hold times will affect the miss rate), they often assume that the effect

may be hidden by the addition of some residual noise in the experimental results. An

assumption made by many statistical models in general and LMMs in particular is that any

residual noise is Normally distributed and equal across allvalues of a factor. For instance,

the average miss rate may be higher for down-down times than hold times, but individual

times will vary from the average by the same amount. In other words, the mean miss rates

may be different but the noise in individual miss rates is assumed to be Normal and have

equal variance for both down-down and hold times.

While linear models have been shown to be somewhat robust to assumption viola-

tions (Madansky, 1988), statisticians often employ transformations to make the data ad-

here closer to modeling assumptions. For instance, if modeling assumptions require that

a response variable is Normally distributed and the variable is skewed, statisticians might
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apply a logarithmic transformation to the variable and study the transformed variable in-

stead. This transformed response variable (i.e., the log ofthe original response variable)

has a distribution closer to Normal than the original.

In our evaluation data, the response variables are miss rates and can be modeled using

a Binomial distribution. A binomial distribution is appropriate for modelling proportions

(e.g.,y successes out ofn trials). In our example evaluation, we had 50 samples from each

impostor, son = 50, andy is the number of misses;y/n is the miss rate. With binomial

data, the variance changes with the mean, and so if two classifiers have different average

error rates, the variances of those error rates may also differ, violating the equal-variance

assumption of LMMs and other statistical models.

To accommodate the equal-variance assumption, analysts often employ avariance-

stabilizing transformation(VST). For binomial data, the recommended variance-stabilizing

transformation is

VST(y/n) =
200

π
arcsin

√

y/n.

In this formula, the error rate is represented as a proportion (i.e.,y errors onn total sam-

ples). The kernel of the transformation isarcsin
√

y/n. The scaling factor (200/π) is

technically unnecessary, but it converts angles from radians tograds, a unit of measure that

may be uncommon but helps with intuition in this case becausegrads range from 0 to 100

(Box et al., 2005).

Figure 3.2 illustrates the variance-stabilizing transformation as a function. The domain

is the region [0,1] and the range is the region [0,100]. Wheny/n is near 0.0 or 1.0, the

variance is much smaller than wheny/n is near 0.5. This transformation stabilizes the

variance by spreading values near 0.0 or 1.0 over a wider range of the output space than

values near 0.5. This property of the variance-stabilizingtransformation can be seen in its

slope; the steep slope on the left and right sides of the figuremean that the extreme values

of y/n are mapped to a wider range, while the comparatively shallowslope in the middle

of the figure means that the middle values ofy/n are mapped to a narrower range.

When analyzing our example evaluation data, we apply the variance-stabilizing trans-

formation to the miss rates before employing LMMs. While this transformation accommo-

dates the LMM equal-variance assumption, it somewhat sacrifices interpretability during

the model-fitting process. Estimates of the factors’ effects (e.g., different classifiers) are

expressed in the transformed space. A change of+5 in the variance-stabilized space means

a different change in the miss rate depending on the startingpoint before the change. For

instance, if the starting miss rate is 0%, a change of+5 in the variance-stabilized space

corresponds to a resulting miss rate of 0.6%; if the startingmiss rate is 50%, a change of
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Figure 3.2: Variance-stabilization transformation for binomial random variables, wherey is
the number of successes inn trials. For binomials, the variance ofy/n is smaller wheny/n
is near the ends of the 0.0–1.0 range than when it is in the middle of the range. A variance-
stabilizing transformation can be used to spread the extreme values ofy/n over a wider
range, so the transformed variable has a more consistent variance across its whole range.
For binomial random variables, the recommended variance-stabilizing transformation is
depicted as a function.

+5 in the variance stabilized space corresponds to a resultingmiss rate of 57.8%. This non-

linearity can make effects in the variance-stabilized space difficult to interpret. Fortunately,

in many cases, we can map results back to the original response-variable space (i.e., miss

rates) by applying the inverse transformation:

VST −1(x) = sin2(x · π/200).

3.4 LMM #1: Classifier and feature effects

To better explain what LMMs are and how they work, we present amodel built during an

analysis of the example data from Section 3.2. First, the variance-stabilizing transformation

was applied to the individual miss rates, and a model with four factors was built: the

classifier, the feature set, the genuine-user subject, and impostor subject. The classifiers

and feature sets were treated as fixed effects, and the genuine-user and impostor subjects

were treated as random effects.

We will discuss shortly how to construct an LMM from the raw evaluation results,

but first we explain what an LMM looks like after construction. Table 3.1 presents an

LMM built from the example data. Like all LMMs, this model hastwo components: a
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Model Equation:
VST(miss rate)ijklm = µ + (Classifier)i + (Feature Set)j + (user)k + (impostor )l + εm

(user)k ∼ N(0, σ2
(user ))

(impostor )l ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εm ∼ N(0, σ2
ε )

Parameter Estimates:
Parameters classifier feature set estimate

(µ) baseline A Hold 40.72
(Classifier)i B -6.79

C 1.63
(Feature Set)j Down-Down 24.91

σ(user) 12.98
σ(impostor ) 7.92

σε 22.06

Table 3.1: LMM #1—Possible LMM built from example data. The LMM includes a model
equation (top) and a parameter-estimate table (bottom). The model equation establishes
the form of the probabilistic model and which factors have aneffect on miss rates. The
parameter-estimate table quantifies the effects of those factors. Section 3.4 describes this
particular model in detail.

model equationand aparameter-estimate table. The notation in the model equation and

parameter-estimate table may seem daunting at first, but we will walk through the process

of reading and interpreting a model. In brief, the model equation expresses which factors

have an effect on the response variable, and the parameter-estimate table explains what

those effects are.

Model equation. A model equation consists of (1) an actual equation relatingthe re-

sponse variable to various factors in the experiment, and (2) distributional assumptions for

the random effects and residuals. The first line of the model equation in Table 3.1 presents

the actual equation, relating the variance-stabilized miss rate to six terms:µ, (Classifier)i,

(Feature Set)j, (user)k, (impostor)l, andεm. Theµ andε terms will be present in every

model, representing the average miss rate and the residual noise, respectively. The other

four terms represent fixed and random effects that have an effect on the average miss rate.

The presence of a term in the model equation means that it hassomeeffect. For instance,

the presence of the classifier term means that, based on this model, different classifiers

have different average miss rates. If the classifier term were not in the model equation, the

model would describe all classifiers as having the same miss rate. Likewise, the presence
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of the feature-set term, user term, and impostor term means that, based on this model, these

factors also affect the miss rate. To know how much of an effect a factor has, we would

have to consult the parameter-estimate table (described below).

The classifier and feature set are treated as fixed effects; the user and impostor are

treated as random effects. Both fixed and random effects appears as terms in the model

equation. Operationally, the difference between fixed and random effects is that fixed ef-

fects are modeled as constants while random effects are modeled as random variables.

Consequently, for each random effect, the model equation includes a line describing the

distribution of the random variable. Per-user effects are modeled as having a Normal dis-

tribution with zero mean and variance equal toσ2
(user ). Per-impostor effects are modeled as

having a Normal distribution with zero mean and variance equal toσ2
(impostor ).

The residual-noise term (εm) can be thought of as a special kind of random effect. Like

the per-user and per-impostor random effects, the residualnoise is modeled as a random

variable with a Normal distribution with zero mean and some variance (σ2
ε ). This term is

special in that it is present in all LMMs (and many other statistical models); it represents the

effect of all the uncontrolled and unknown factors that influence the miss rate in addition

to those factors whose influence is made explicit as terms in the model equation.

The variances of each of the random effects are assumed to be greater than zero, mean-

ing that the random effect introduces some amount of variability into the response variable.

The presence of the per-user term means that error rates are systematically lower for some

users and higher for others, across all classifiers, featuresets, and impostors. The presence

of the per-impostor term means that error rates are systematically lower for some impos-

tors and higher for others, across all classifiers, feature sets, and users. The model equation

does not tell ushow muchlower or higher the error rate can be because of these factors.

To know the magnitude of the variability, we would have to consult the parameter-estimate

table.

Parameter-Estimate Table. Whereas the terms in the model equation tell us which fac-

tors have an effect, the parameter estimates in the parameter-estimate table tell us how

much effect each factor has. In Table 3.1, the first line of theparameter-estimate table

gives the estimated value of the baselineµ. This parameter is called the baseline because

it denotes the average response for one particular combination of fixed-effect factor values,

called the baseline values. In this example, we have two fixedeffects: the classifier and

the feature set. The baseline corresponds to ClassifierA using hold times as features. The

estimated average variance-stabilized miss rate for this classifier/feature-set combination
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is µ = 40.72. By applying the inverse of the variance-stabilizing transformation, we can

convert the baseline to an actual miss rate:VST −1(40.72) = 35.6%.

The second and third lines in the parameter-estimate table both correspond to a single

term in the model equation. In the model equation, the(Classifier)i term denotes that the

classifier has an effect, but since there are three classifiers, the parameter-estimate table

contains multiple estimates, one for each of the non-baseline classifiers. The line withB

in the classifier column corresponds to ClassifierB, and the estimate−6.79 represents the

change to the variance-stabilized miss rate when ClassifierB is substituted for Classifier

A. Likewise, the line withC in the classifier column corresponds to ClassifierC, and the

estimate1.63 represents the change when ClassifierC is substituted for ClassifierA.

As noted earlier, because of the variance-stabilizing transform, interpreting these esti-

mates can be tricky without going through the inverse-transformation calculations. At a

coarse level, the numbers give us some intuition about the estimated effects on miss rates.

Since the estimate for ClassifierB is negative, we know that the estimated miss rate for

B is lower thanA, and since the estimate for ClassifierC is positive, we know that the

estimated miss rate forC is higher than forA.

To get more specific, we need to map the effects back to miss rates. To calculate the

estimated average miss rate for ClassifiersB or C, one must add the corresponding effect

to the baseline value and apply the inverse of the variance-stabilizing transformation. The

average miss rate for ClassifierB is calculated asVST −1(40.72 + −6.79) = 25.8%. The

average miss rate for ClassifierC is VST −1(40.72 + 1.63) = 38.1%. Note that these

estimates apply with the baseline feature set (hold times).

The fourth line in the parameter-estimate table corresponds to the feature-set term in the

model equation. Since only two feature sets were used in our evaluation—the baseline hold

times and the alternative down-down times—only one parameter needs to be estimated:

the effect of switching from hold to down-down times. This parameter estimate is24.91,

meaning that the variance-stabilized miss rate is expectedto increase quite a lot if down-

down times were substituted for hold times. For the baselineclassifier, the miss rate is

expected to increase toVST −1(40.72 + 24.91) = 73.6%.

So far, we have only used the model to estimate the miss rate for the baseline combi-

nation of values and with a single substitution (e.g., from ClassifierA to B, or from hold

times to down-down times, but not both). To estimate the missrate for ClassifierB using

down-down times with this model, we would add both the classifier and the feature-set

effect to the baseline and invert the variance-stabilizingtransformation. Specifically, we

would calculateVST −1(40.72 + −6.79 + 24.91) = 63.7%. Note that miss-rate estimates
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are dramatically worse for all classifiers when down-down times are used instead of hold

times. Based on the relative magnitude of effects in the parameter-estimate table, we would

conclude that the feature set (i.e., hold times vs. down-down times) has a bigger effect on

the miss rate than the classifier, at least in this example.

For the random effects, the parameter-estimate table contains an estimate of the stan-

dard deviation (e.g.,σ(user), σ(impostor ), andσε). The standard deviation is the square root of

the variance, and we report standard deviations simply because we find them more intuitive

than variances. For a Normal distribution with standard deviation σ, one can expect that

95% of values will be within±1.96σ of the mean. Consequently, we can use the estimated

per-user standard deviation (σ(user) = 12.98) to place prediction intervals around the clas-

sifier’s average miss rates. For instance, for ClassifierA, we can calculate an interval in

which we expect that 95% of users’ average miss rates will lie:

VST −1(40.72 ± 1.96 · 12.98) = [5.6%, 74.3%]

Obviously, this interval is very wide; it spans nearly two thirds of the viable range (0%–

100%). While somewhat discouraging for keystroke dynamics, this prediction confirms

what we suspected when we looked at the lattice plot of the data in Figure 3.1. Miss rates

depend as much on the user and impostor as on the classifier.

Just as with the per-user variation, we can estimate intervals based on the per-impostor

variation (σ(impostor ) = 7.92). A per-impostor effect means that, regardless of the gen-

uine user, some impostors are harder to detect than others. In other words, for every user,

the miss rate is substantially higher for one impostor’s samples than for another impos-

tor’s samples. We can estimate the effect of the per-impostor variation on ClassifierA by

substituting the per-impostor standard deviation into theNormal interval estimates:

VST −1(40.72 ± 1.96 · 7.92) = [14.9%, 59.7%]

This interval is not quite as wide as the per-user interval, but it is still substantial.

Let us call attention to a point of possible misunderstanding. According to this model,

the presence of a per-user and per-impostor effect means that different genuine-user and

impostor subjects have different miss rates. This statement expressed by the model is

stronger than the statement that, due to random chance, whenwe calculate per-user and

per-impostor miss rates, some will be higher than others. Such happenstance differences in

empirical miss rates are to be expected of any model. These effects are incorporated into

the residual noise term. The presence of large per-user and per-impostor random effects
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Model Equation:
VST(miss rate)ijklm = µ + (Classifier)i + (Feature Set)j

+ (Classifier : Feature Set)ij + (user)k + (impostor )l + εm

(user)k ∼ N(0, σ2
(user ))

(impostor )l ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εm ∼ N(0, σ2
ε)

Parameter Estimates:
Parameters classifier feature set estimate

(µ) baseline A Hold 38.52
(Classifier)i B -6.51

C 7.96
(Feature Set)j Down-Down 29.31

(Classifier : Feature Set)ij B Down-Down -0.55
C Down-Down -12.66

σ(user) 12.99
σ(impostor ) 7.93

σε 21.90

Table 3.2: LMM #2—Another possible LMM built from example data. This model equa-
tion includes not only a classifier and feature-set effect (as in Table 3.1), but also an inter-
action between the two factors. The parameter-estimate table includes estimates for these
new effects. Section 3.5 describes this LMM in detail.

means that there are systematic differences in the average miss rates of different genuine

users and impostors. Miss rates are uniformly higher for some users and impostors and

systematically lower for other users and impostors.

The final term in the model equation (ε) is the noise term representing the unknown

influences of additional factors on the miss rate. Like the random effects,ε is a Normally

distributed random variable. Its variance,σ2
ε , expresses a measure of the residual uncer-

tainty in the miss rate. Looking at the parameter-estimate table, the residual standard de-

viation in this model is 22.06. Comparing the three standarddeviations (σ(user ), σ(impostor ),

andσε), we see that the residual standard deviation is higher thanthe others. Based on

this model, there are substantial per-user and per-impostor effects, but a great deal more

residual noise remains; the residual noise represents the sum effect of other uncontrolled or

unknown factors that also influence the miss rate.
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3.5 LMM #2: Classifier/feature-set interaction

When we looked at the example data in Section 3.2, we acknowledged that different clas-

sifiers might be differently affected by a switch from hold times to down-down times.

Looking back at Figure 3.1, we observed that hold times mightreduce the miss rate for

ClassifiersA andB more thanC. The model we presented in Section 3.4 is unable to

express such a dependency between the effect of changing classifiers and changing the fea-

ture set. For every classifier, substituting down-down times for hold times increased the

variance-stabilized miss rate by the same amount; the feature-set effect is the same for ev-

ery classifier. To express a feature-set effect that is different for different classifiers, we

must introduce an interaction term into the model equation.

Table 3.2 presents a second LMM. This LMM differs from the previous one in that the

model equation contains a(Classifier : Feature Set)ij term, and the parameter-estimate

table has new entries related to this term. This new term denotes a classifier/feature-set in-

teraction. The presence of this term in the model equation means that the effect of switching

the feature setdependson the classifier. (Equivalently, the effect of switching the classifier

dependson the feature set.)

In the model equation, the other terms have the same meaning as in the previous LMM.

The presence of a term means that the corresponding factor has someeffect. Likewise, in

the parameter-estimate table, the other parameter estimates have the same meaning as in the

previous LMM (though the estimated values themselves may differ between the models).

The baseline (µ) is still an estimate of the variance-stabilized miss rate for the baseline

values of the fixed effects: ClassifierA with hold-time features. The two estimates for

(Classifier)i still denote the change in the variance-stabilized miss rate when Classifiers

B or C are substituted for ClassifierA. The estimate for(Feature Set)j still denotes the

change when down-down times are substituted for hold times.

However, when ClassifierB or C is substituted for ClassifierA anddown-down times

are substituted for hold times, the change is not simply the sum of the classifier effect and

the feature-set effect. The new estimates for(Classifier : Feature Set)ij denote adjust-

ments to the sum of the classifier and feature-set effects when substitutions are made to

both the classifier and feature set. The adjustment for substituting ClassifierC for A and

down-down for hold times is−12.66, a large negative value. To use this new model to

estimate the miss rate for ClassifierC and down-down times, we must include the inter-

action term in the calculation. Specifically, we start with the baseline estimate and add,

not only the ClassifierC estimate, and down-down estimate, but also the ClassifierC /
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Down-Down feature-set interaction estimate. Specifically, the miss rate is estimated as

VST −1(38.52 + 7.96 + 29.31 + −12.66) = 70.0%. The negative adjustment from the

classifier/feature-set interaction means that, when down-down times are used instead of

hold times, the increase in the miss rate islessfor ClassifierC than for ClassifierA (but

still substantial).

The first LMM, presented in Section 3.4, assumed that the feature set did not interact

with the classifier in determining the miss rates. Since there was no term in the model

equation for the classifier/feature-set interaction, there could be no interaction. This second

LMM, has terms that enable it to express a classifier/feature-set interaction. One might

ask whether this second, more complicated model is better since it is more expressive.

The challenge of choosing among multiple possible models—balancing model simplicity

and expressiveness—will be addressed shortly when model-selection criteria are discussed.

First, we will discuss how to construct an LMM model equationand parameter-estimate

table from a set of evaluation results. Then, we will describe the model-selection procedure.

3.6 Parameter estimation

The parameter-estimate table is typically created after the model equation is selected, but

it is easier to describe this step first. We simply have to assume that a model equation has

already been selected. Given a model equation like either ofthe ones presented already,

an analyst has a variety of options for estimating the parameters (e.g.,µ, (Classifier)B,

(Classifier)C , (Feature Set)Hold, σ(user), σ(impostor ), andσε) from the data. A traditional

parameter-estimation approach, and the one used in this work, is maximum-likelihood

estimation. From any set of parameter estimates, one can calculate the probability of

the data given those estimates; this probability is called the likelihood of the data. The

likelihood calculation can be considered a function of the parameter estimates, and the

maximum-likelihood estimates are those parameter estimates for which the likelihood func-

tion achieves its maximum value (Searle et al., 2006).

For simple model equations, one can derive a maximum-likelihood solution to the prob-

ability density equations through mathematical analysis (i.e., taking derivatives of the like-

lihood function, setting them to zero, and solving for all the parameters). However, for most

mixed-effects model equations, the solution must be obtained through iterative optimization

and numeric integration procedures. A more complete discussion of these computational

issues will be presented in Section 3.9.

Note that maximum-likelihood methods have been shown to produce biased estimates
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of the variance parameters (e.g.,σ2
s ). The favored method is a slight elaboration called

REML estimation (for restricted or residual maximum likelihood) which addresses the

bias in maximum-likelihood estimation (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000). For this work, we use

REML estimates whenever possible. As detailed below, maximum-likelihood estimates

must be used during model selection.

Maximizing the likelihood function is not the only approachto parameter estimation.

Bayesian approaches to parameter estimation are also possible for LMMs, although when

taking that approach LMMs are usually just calledhierarchical models. The distinction

between fixed and random effects is murky (or even murkier) ina Bayesian framework

(Gelman, 2004). Concerns over the philosophical differences between likelihood-based

and Bayesian approaches to parameter estimation are mitigated by the fact that the actual

estimates are often very similar (Wasserman, 2003). Maximum-likelihood methods are

considered more traditional and less controversial; in this work, we use them exclusively.

3.7 Model selection

When outlining the parameter-estimation procedure in the previous section, we assumed

that a model equation had been given. A separate procedure isneeded to determine which

of many possible alternative model equations offer the bestfit. For example, in our running

example, we have presented two model equations: one with a classifier/feature-set inter-

action (Section 3.5), the other without (Section 3.4). We need a procedure for choosing

which of these (and other) model equations is best.

The model selection procedure we use begins by identifying afamily of possible models

for consideration, and then searching the family for the model that is best supported by the

data. In this section, we describe this procedure.

3.7.1 Constructing a family of models

We use a fairly common procedure of crafting two model equations—one simple and one

complex—that act like lower and upper bounds defining a family of model equations.

Specifically, a model equationm is in the family if and only if (1) all the terms in the

simple model equation are also inm, and (2) all the terms inm are also in the complex

model equation. In this way, the simple equation is analogous to a lower bound on the mod-

els in the family, while the complex equation is analogous toan upper bound. Establishing

such boundary equations is a standard practice duringstepwise model selection, the name
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Lower Bound: Simplest Model Equation

VST(miss rate)ijk = µ + (user)i + (impostor )j + εk

(user)i ∼ N(0, σ2
(user ))

(impostor )j ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εk ∼ N(0, σ2
ε )

Upper Bound: Most Complex Model Equation

VST(miss rate)ijklm = µ + (Classifier)i + (Feature Set)j
+ (Classifier : Feature Set)ij + (user)k + (impostor )l + εm

(user)k ∼ N(0, σ2
(user ))

(impostor )l ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εm ∼ N(0, σ2
ε )

Figure 3.3: Two model equations that define a family of model-selection candidates. When
performing model selection, an analyst must define a family of candidate models to be, in
effect, the search space. A family can be defined by two bounding equations. A simple
equation acts as a lower bound on the family of candidate models; all models in the family
must have all the terms in the lower-bound equation. A complex equation acts as an upper
bound on the family; no model in the family can contain terms not in the upper-bound
equation.

for the procedure we employ in our analysis (Venables and Ripley, 1997).

For instance, continuing with our running example, we mightuse the simple and com-

plex model equations in Figure 3.3. The simple equation in the figure describes a model in

which the only factors that affect the miss rate are per-usereffects(user)k and per-impostor

effects(impostor)l. The complex model equation includes not only those random effects

but also the fixed effects for the classifier(Classifier)i, the feature set(Feature Set)j, and

their interaction(Classifier : Feature Set)ij .

According to the minimal model equation, the probability ofa miss would be the same

regardless of the classifier. The only sources of variation are the genuine-user subject on

whom the classifier was trained and the impostor subject whose sample was used to test the

classifier. One might ask whether an even simpler model mightbe used as a lower bound.

The simplest model would contain only one term, the baseline(µ), so why require all

models in the family to include per-user and per-impostor random effects? On some level,

the range of models under consideration is the prerogative of the analyst. In this case,

we choose to include the per-user and per-impostor random effects in all models because

they are present in the experimental design. Not including these random effects would be
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akin to treating samples from the same subject as independent when in fact they are surely

correlated—a statistical fallacy calledsacrificial pseudoreplication(Hurlbert, 1984).

Specifically, if the per-user and per-impostor terms were not in the model, the parameter

estimation and subsequent analysis would treat the evaluation results as equivalent to one

in which all 90 impostor attempts (10 genuine-user subjects× 9 impostor subjects) came

from different subjects. Much stronger inferences can be made when data are collected

from 90 subjects than from 10 subjects, and we believe it is a mistake to treat the two kinds

of experiment as equivalent in the event that our model-selection criteria finds no evidence

of per-user and per-impostor effects. While different analysts make different choices with

respect to this issue, our position is reasonably common among analysts (Bolker et al.,

2009).

According to the maximal model equation, the classifier and feature set have effects,

and their effects interact. One might ask whether an even more complex model might be

created by creating a classifier/user interaction or a user/impostor interaction as well as the

classifier/feature-set interaction. Such higher-order interactions among random effects and

interactions between fixed and random effects are certainlypossible. However, there are

both practical and theoretical issues with models containing such terms. Estimating random

effect terms involves estimating a large number of intermediary effects, and estimating in-

teractions involving random effects often involves a combinatorial explosion in the number

of these intermediary effects. For instance, a user/impostor interaction requires estimating

an intermediary effect for every combination of user and impostor. There would effectively

be one such estimate per evaluation result (i.e., per user/impostor miss rate). When the

number of effects is of the same magnitude as the amount of data, the parameter-estimation

procedure becomes both slow and unreliable. In theory, these estimates will have high vari-

ance and are likely to be wildly inaccurate. Because of the practical and theoretical issues,

we do not consider models with interacting random effects inthis work.

Strictly speaking, we should not refer to these intermediary per-user, per-impostor and

per-user/impostor effects asestimates, per se. To be more precise, we should call them

best predictions, since they are predicted values of random variables, not estimates of pa-

rameters (Searle et al., 2006). The need for such nuanced terminology rarely arises in this

work, but we acknowledge the difference between estimates and predictions for the readers

attuned to the subtle distinction.

Like the decision to treat an effect as fixed or random, the analyst has some discretion

when choosing the bounds of the model family. For this work, the two random effects are

the genuine user and the impostor, and based on the theoretical and practical considerations,
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we always include these random effects in our models, and we never model interactions in-

volving them. More complicated models may be considered in the future. In the meantime,

the proof that our current model families are acceptable will be seen in the success of the

validation step (described in Section 3.10).

Note that we adopt aprinciple of hierarchywhen working with a family of models.

According to this principle, if a higher-order interactionamong fixed effects is part of a

model, then we also include all the lower-order fixed effectsinvolving the same factors.

For instance, we cannot have a classifier/feature-set interaction term in a model without

also including individual classifier and feature-set terms. This principle is applied partly

for theoretical and partly for pragmatic reasons. For some experimental designs, parameter-

estimation procedures break when the principle is violated. Specifically, parameter estima-

tion involves solving systems of linear equations, and whenthe principle of hierarchy is

violated, relevant matrices sometimes become singular. Even when computational issues

do not prohibit the principle of hierarchy, we observe it because interaction effects are often

more easy to interpret in conjunction with main effects (Faraway, 2006).

3.7.2 Selecting the best model in a family

Having constructed a family of candidate models, we need to identify the best model in

the family. Various criteria have been proposed for comparing models. The one we adopt

is Schwartz’s Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). As discussed by Yang (2005), this

criterion has the desirable property that, in the limit (i.e., as the amount of data increases),

the BIC will correctly select thetruemodel from a family of models if the true model is in

the family.

Intuitively, the BIC offers a trade-off between model expressiveness and simplicity. A

more expressive model provides a better fit for the data. WithBIC, the fit is measured in

terms of the likelihood function. Recall that maximum-likelihood parameter estimates are

those which maximize the likelihood of the data. Of two models, the one whose maximum-

likelihood parameters produce a higher likelihood offers abetter fit for the data. However,

a better fit often comes at the expense of simplicity. With BIC, simplicity is measured in

terms of the number of parameters. A model with fewer parameters is simpler, while a

model with more parameters is more complex.

The specific equation for calculating BIC is as follows (Hastie et al., 2001):

BIC = −2 · L + d lnn
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whereL is the log-likelihood of the model,d is the number of parameters, andn is the num-

ber of observations. The first term (−2 · L) is a measure of model fit, and the second term

(d lnn) is a measure of simplicity. To calculate the BIC, we performparameter estimation

(as described in the last section), record the logarithm of the maximum of the likelihood

function (L), count the number of parameters in the parameter-estimatetable (d), and note

the amount of data (n).

A lower BIC score is preferable. Suppose we had to choose between a model with few

parameters and a model with many parameters. The model with more parameters (higher

d lnn) would typically offer a better fit (lower−2 · L). By comparing BICs, we decide

whether the better fit of the more complex model outweighs theadditional complexity.

Let us note one procedural issue when performing BIC-based model selection using

mixed-effects models. REML estimation is incompatible with the BIC heuristic because

the likelihood calculations produced from REML estimates have been transformed in such

a way that likelihoods cannot be compared across models. When comparing two mod-

els using BIC, the maximum-likelihood estimates are used. Once a model is selected, the

parameters are re-estimated using REML. Intuitively, we use the maximum-likelihood es-

timates because, despite their bias, they allow us to do model selection. Then, once we

have chosen a model, we can switch to the better REML estimates. This series of steps is

common practice in LMM analysis (Zuur et al., 2009).

Returning to the running example, we presented two models inSections 3.4 and 3.5;

they differed in that one contained a classifier/feature-set interaction while the other did

not. We raised the question of which of the two models was bestsupported by the data.

The BIC score for the model from Section 3.4 (without the classifier/feature-set term) is

4962.40; the BIC score for the model from Section 3.5 (with the classifier/feature-set term)

is 4965.37. The first score is lower, and so model selection would choose the model with no

classifier/feature-set interaction. Based on the analysisin this example, we would conclude

that there was insufficient evidence to support a classifier/feature-set interaction. (Note that

this example is only for illustrative purposes. The investigation in Chapter 6 revisits this

issue using more data, and we do find that a model with a classifier/feature-set interaction

term has the lowest BIC.)

The size of the family of candidate models can grow quite large if there are a lot more

terms in the maximal equation than the minimal one. The size of the family is exponential

in the number of terms, which is itself exponential in the number of factors. For these

large families, it is common to employ stepwise model selection. In particular, we start

with the maximal model equation, and we calculate the BICs ofall models generated by
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removing one term from the maximal model. Whichever model has the lowest BIC, we use

to start the next iteration. We calculate the BICs of all models generated by removing one

term from the model chosen in the previous iteration, and choose the one with the lowest

BIC. The process iterates until we arrive at the minimal model equation. From the models

encountered in this search, we choose the model with the lowest BIC overall. This iterative

procedure is calledstepwise model selection(Venables and Ripley, 1997).

Stepwise approaches such as this one have the undesirable property that they are, in

essence, greedy with no assurance that the greedy approach will arrive at the optimal solu-

tion. However, for large families of candidate models, a greedy heuristic is the only way to

make the search tractable. In this work, we have had the opportunity to compare the full-

search and stepwise model selection approaches in some cases where both are tractable

(Chapters 4 and 5). In all cases, the stepwise approach foundthe same model as the full-

search approach. That finding gives us some confidence that the stepwise approach finds a

good model even without optimality guarantees.

Once the model family is defined using minimal and maximal model equations, our

model-selection procedure is largely automated. Many sources advise against an entirely

automated model-selection procedure (Burnham and Anderson, 2002). The common con-

cern with a fully automated process is that one blindly trusts the correctness of the selected

model, ignoring the other models that may offer nearly the same explanatory power. An

analyst often has expertise that can be used to guide model selection in a sensible direction.

However, since this research is in its early stages, we are not able to rely much on prior ex-

perience. Instead, we rely on the validation step to ensure that the LMM produced through

this largely automated process is useful for predicting theresults of subsequent evaluations.

In the future, researchers might use our models as starting points, and the community will

develop the necessary expertise to dispense with automatedprocedures.

3.8 Testing hypotheses

So far, we have explained how to find an appropriate model to describe the evaluation

results (i.e., the effect of factors such as the classifier and feature set on the miss rate).

Now, we explain how we use such a model to draw conclusions about classifier behavior.

Specifically, we will be interested in answering two kinds ofresearch questions. The first

kind of question is whether a particular factor (e.g., the feature set) has a significant effect

on miss rates. The second is which values of a factor (e.g., which classifiers) have the

lowest miss rate.
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We use traditional statistical hypothesis testing to answer both kinds of questions. In

both cases, we employ the notion of anull hypothesisandstatistical significance(Dodge,

2003). In the first case, testing whether a factor has an effect, the null hypothesis is that

different values of the factor (e.g., different feature sets) do not differently affect the miss

rate. In the second case, identifying which values of a factor (e.g., which classifiers) have

the lowest miss rate, there are multiple null hypotheses, one for each pair of classifiers. For

two classifiers,A andB, the null hypothesis is that their miss rates are the same.

Hypothesis testing is relatively simple in theory but complicated in particular cases.

One must find an appropriate test statistic from the data and then derive the distribution of

that statistic under the null hypothesis (Casella and Berger, 2002). If the test statistic has

a sufficiently smallp-value—meaning that the statistic is sufficiently far into the tailof its

distribution—we reject the null hypothesis (e.g., such extreme values occur with less than

5% probability). In our case, finding an appropriate test statistic is relatively easy; deriving

its distribution and correspondingp-value are comparatively difficult.

The relevant test statistics are simple arithmetic combinations of the parameter esti-

mates and their standard errors. For example, to test whether the feature set has a signifi-

cant effect, an appropriate test statistic would be the estimated effect divided by its standard

error. In the first LMM (from Section 3.4), the estimated effect was 24.91. Thestandard

error of the estimate—which we have not described in detail, but which is also calculated

during parameter estimation—is 1.90. The test statistic is24.91/1.90 = 13.12).

With simpler modeling techniques than LMMs (e.g.,t-tests and ANOVA), this same test

statistic arises during hypothesis testing (Weisberg, 2005). When those simpler modeling

techniques are used, the test statistic can be shown to have at distribution with a degrees-

of-freedom parameter that can be calculated from the data. Unfortunately, with LMMs,

the test statistic does not have at distribution with an easily calculated degrees-of-freedom

parameter (Bates, 2006).

When the precise distribution of the test statistic cannot be derived analytically, as in

this case, the analyst has various options. A typical option, which we employ, is to find its

asymptotic distributionand use that. Because of the central limit theorem, as the amount

of data increases (e.g., the number of subjects), the distribution of many test statistics con-

verge to standard Normal distributions. Statisticians conventionally recommend around 30

subjects to justify asymptotic arguments (Wackerly et al.,2002). The minimum number of

subjects in the investigations in this work is 26, within range of the recommended number.

A further complexity arises when we perform many hypothesistests at once. We will

have two reasons to perform multiple tests. We intend to answer multiple questions within
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each investigation (e.g., one test for each potentially influential factor). Also, some ques-

tions require multiple tests to answer. For instance, to identify the top performing classifiers

among the three in the example, we must make three comparisons: (1) betweenA andB,

(2) betweenA andC, and (3) betweenB andC. In general, when a factor takes more than

two values, and we wish to identify which value (or values) result in the lowest miss rates,

we must make comparisons between all pairs of values.

Multiple testing is a problem because the standard hypothesis testing framework aims

to limit the probability of mistakenly rejecting the null hypothesis (called aType I error).

Specifically, if the null hypothesis is true, we intend to limit the probability of a mistaken

rejection to 5%. However, if we make three comparisons, and for each one we have limited

the probability of a Type I error to 5%, the overall probability of at least one Type I error

may be higher than 5%. For instance, if the probability of a mistake is 5% for each of three

comparisons, and the three probabilities are independent (for the sake of simplicity), then

the overall probability of making at least one mistake is14.3% (i.e.,1 − (1 − .05)3).

Multiple testing issues have been studied extensively; different options are available,

depending on the particular statistical model and the kindsof questions being asked (Miller,

Jr., 1981). In our work, all of the questions can be framed in terms of testing a null hy-

pothesis that a particular linear combination of parameters is equal to zero. For instance,

referring back to Table 3.1, the LMM has 4 fixed-effect parameters:µ, two parameters cor-

responding to(Classifier)i (one forB and one forC), and one(Feature Set)j parameter.

For the sake of this discussion, let us denote the four parameters asµ, (B − A), (C − A),

and(DD − Hold). This naming scheme follows from the logic that the(B − A) parameter

represents the effect of substituting ClassifierB for A.

To test the null hypothesis that there is no difference in themiss rates of Classifiers

A andB, we would test whether parameter(B − A) = 0. Analogously, to test the null

hypothesis that there is no difference in the miss rates of ClassifiersC andA, we would

test whether parameter(C − A) = 0. To test the null hypothesis that there is no difference

in the miss rates of ClassifiersC andB, the situation is more complicated but only slightly.

The effect of substitutingC for B is just the sum of substitutingA for B and thenC for A.

So, the null hypothesis is(C − A) − (B − A) = 0. In all cases, the null hypothesis tests

whether a linear combination of the parameters is zero.

When multiple hypothesis tests involve only testing linearcombinations of the param-

eters, the set of tests can be organized into a matrix, each column representing one of the

parameters, and each row corresponding to a test (i.e., a linear combination of the parame-

ters). This matrix is called acontrast matrix. When the tests can be organized into a contrast
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µ (B − A) (C − A) (DD − Hold)
classifier: B - A 0 1 0 0
classifier: C - A 0 0 1 0
classifier: C - B 0 -1 1 0
featureset: DD - Hold 0 0 0 1

(a): Contrast matrix

effect stderr t.stat p.value
classifier: B - A -6.787 2.325 -2.919 0.0133
classifier: C - A 1.629 2.325 0.700 0.8778
classifier: C - B 8.416 2.325 3.619 0.0012
featureset: DD - Hold 24.907 1.899 13.118 <.0001

(b): Test results

Table 3.3: Hypothesis tests comparing different classifiers and feature sets. Panel (a)
presents the contrast matrix that represents the four tests. Note that each test can be repre-
sented as a linear combination of the parameters. Panel (b) presents the results of the four
tests:p-values, effect size, estimated standard error, andt-statistic. If ap-value< .05 is
judged significant, this set of tests finds (1) little difference between classifiersA andC, (2)
a significant difference between those two classifiers and classifierB, and (3) hold times
offer a significant reduction (statistically and practically) in miss rates.

matrix, one can use the multiple-testing solution providedby Hothorn et al. (2008). Given

a contrast matrix, this approach uses the parameter estimates, their standard errors, and the

correlations between those estimates to correct thep-values for multiple testing. In other

words, thep-values of each test are adjusted so that if they are all compared to a threshold

significance level of 5%, the probability of making even one Type I error across all the tests

is limited to 5%.

There are some standard contrast matrices for testing particularly common sets of hy-

potheses. In particular,Tukey contrastsare often used when a factor takes more than two

values (e.g., 3 different classifiers), since they test eachpair of values for a significant dif-

ference (e.g., ClassifiersA vs.B, B vs.C, andA vs.C). We will use Tukey contrasts when

identifying the top performing set of classifiers. Not everytest corresponds to a set of stan-

dard contrasts, and in some cases, we will be forced to write our own linear combination

of parameters. The manually-created contrast matrices aredescribed as best possible in the

text. They are also provided in the online supplement to thiswork (described in Chapter

7).

To ground this discussion in our running example, Table 3.3 presents a contrast ma-

trix and the results of four simultaneous hypothesis tests.Three of the tests compare the
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three classifiers using Tukey contrasts to compare each pairof classifiers. The fourth test

compares down-down and hold times. Panel (a) presents the contrast matrix for this set of

tests. As described, there is one column for each parameter and one row for each test. Each

test is encoded as a linear combination of parameters, and the null hypothesis is that the

combination equals zero.

In Panel (b), the test results are tabulated. The estimated value of the parameter com-

bination is given along with its standard error. Thet statistic (i.e., the test statistic) is the

ratio of the estimate and its standard error. Thep-value in the last column has been ad-

justed for multiple testing (i.e., they are larger than theywould be if any one of the tests

were conducted in isolation).

Based on this table, we would conclude that ClassifierB is better than ClassifiersA

or C. The p-values whenB is compared to each of the other two classifiers are below

.05. Since thep-value for the comparison of ClassifiersA andC is so high, there is little

evidence that the two classifiers are different (i.e., we retain the null hypothesis for now).

Regarding the feature set, the effect of switching from holdtimes to down-down times is

highly significant (with thep-value calculated as below0.0001). While the test results in

this section are presented for illustrative purposes (not scientific conclusions), the analysis

would support our initial observation that using hold timesinstead of down-down times has

more effect on miss rates than the choice of classifier.

3.9 Computational details

All analyses in this work used the following software: the R statistical programming envi-

ronment, version 2.13.1 (R Development Core Team, 2008); thelme4 mixed-effects mod-

eling package, version 0.999375-41 (Bates, 2005); and themultcompmultiple-comparison

package, version 1.2-7 (Bretz et al., 2011).

As noted in Section 3.6, parameter estimation for LMMs requires numerical optimiza-

tion; the closed forms for the maximum-likelihood solutions cannot be derived analytically.

Thelmer function in thelme4 package implements the parameter-estimation procedure.

Options to the function enable us to switch between maximum-likelihood estimation (dur-

ing model selection) and REML estimation (after the model equation is chosen). The BIC

calculation used in model selection is also part of thelme4 package. The log-likelihood

calculations of different statistical packages often differ by a constant factor (e.g., because

they drop different constant terms when optimizing for performance). However, since we

only compare BIC scores from LMMs fitted using thelmer function inlme4, we avoid
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this pitfall.

Most of the evaluations and all of the analyses were performed on an 8 core Intel i7

CPU (2.8GHz) workstation, running the Linux (Redhat 4.3.2)operating system. Because

some investigations required a massive number of evaluation runs, and because these eval-

uations can be run in parallel, we distributed them across 10–20 nodes of a Condor cluster

maintained by Computing Facilities in the CMU School of Computer Science. The Condor

cluster included 12 servers each running 10–12 virtual machines. Each virtual machine

acted as a Condor node running Linux. When a job is submitted to the cluster, nodes are

allocated at random, dependent in part on the running jobs ofother cluster users.

3.10 Validation

While LMM model selection and parameter estimation are based on sound statistical the-

ory, the analyst does face many choices in the process: the decision to treat some factors

as fixed effects and others as random; the choice of simple andcomplex boundary model

equations during model selection; the use of maximum-likelihood estimates and BIC-based

model selection. One could argue that these series of decisions can guide the results in such

a way that they confirm the analyst’s biases rather than uncovering a model that best sup-

ports the data.

To avoid such an argument, we validate the model by demonstrating its usefulness.

Specifically, we use the fitted model to make predictions about the results of subsequent

evaluations. The subsequent evaluation is then performed,and the results are compared

to the predictions. If the model is able to predict the error rates of the classifiers and

which factors cause those error rates to increase or decrease, then it has demonstrated its

usefulness regardless of the choices the analyst made when creating it.

This validation procedure is already used in standard evaluations of machine-learning

algorithms (Hastie et al., 2001); separate data are used to train and test the algorithm. When

collecting data, researchers collect a primary data set andwithhold a second data set for the

validation. The primary data set is used to train the algorithm and produce a classifier; the

second data set is labeled using the classifier. The classifier-produced labels are compared

to the true classes, and the accuracy of the classifier is established.

Analogously, we perform a primary and a secondary evaluation. In each evaluation, the

same classifiers are evaluated under the same conditions. However, the subjects acting as

genuine users and impostors in the two evaluations are separate. The primary evaluation

is conducted with typing data from 2/3rds to 3/4ths of the total set of subjects, and the
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secondary evaluation is conducted using typing data from the remainder of the subjects.

These proportions are typical of the split between trainingand testing in machine-learning

evaluations (Mitchell, 1997).

One might ask why we opted to use a single training set and testset. More typical

in machine learning is to use cross-validation: repeatedlysplitting the data into several

different training and test sets to produce multiple estimates of accuracy. Under standard

assumptions, the average of these estimates vary less than the estimate produced from a

single training/test split (Hastie et al., 2001).

A single training/test split was used because the standard assumptions of machine learn-

ing may not be acceptable assumptions in computer-securityresearch (Sommer and Paxson,

2010). One oft-cited threat to security technologies isconcept drift. Intuitively, concept

drift is a term used to explain why a technology (e.g., an intrusion-detection system) may

appear to work initially, but accuracy degrades because theenvironment slowly changes. In

our work, concept drift is not only a threat for the classifiers (i.e., because typing behavior

might evolve over time), it is a threat for the LMMs. Subject recruitment occurred over

several years and through various means (e.g., class participation, active recruitment, etc.)

One could imagine that some aspect of subject behavior mightdrift over this time period.

Cross-validation would have obscured such drift, whereas as single training/test split will

reveal it.

We adopt the convention of splitting the data into primary and secondary sets chrono-

logically. The data for the secondary evaluation are collected after the data used for the

primary evaluation. As such, our validation step resemblesthe typical scientific practice of

replicating important scientific experiments to confirm or refute the initial results.

For illustration, we conduct a mock validation of the LMM in Table 3.1. We collected

a secondary data set by having 10 new subjects type the password .tie5Roanl 200 times.

As in the primary evaluation described in Section 3.2, we ranan evaluation trial for each

combination of the three classifiers (A, B, andC), two feature sets (hold and down-down

times), and 10 subjects. In each trial, the given subject wasdesignated as the genuine

user, and the given classifier was trained using 100 repetitions of the genuine-user subject

typing the password. The remaining 100 repetitions were used to tune the classifier to

obtain a 5% false-alarm rate. Then, each of the other 9 subjects in the secondary data set

are designated as impostors, and the first 50 repetitions from each one are presented to the

trained classifier. The miss rate is calculated from the classifier’s response.

Figure 3.4 shows the results of this secondary evaluation. They are laid out in the same

way as the results of the primary evaluation were in Figure 3.1. As in the earlier figure,
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Figure 3.4: Example results from secondary evaluation for model validation. After results
of a primary evaluation (shown in Figure 3.1) were used to build an LMM, data were
collected from 10 more subjects and used to conduct a secondary evaluation. Genuine-
user subjects have been ordered from least to greatest average miss rate. As in the primary
evaluation, the wide range of miss rates within each panel and for each user make it difficult
to interpret the results. The purpose of the validation is toestablish whether the model
provides an accurate interpretation.

for each classifier and feature set, some miss rates are low and others are high. For most

genuine-user subjects, some per-impostor miss rates are low and others are high. This

figure offers a reminder as to why we need statistical modeling to help us make sense of

evaluation results. By comparing the models predictions tothese results, we check whether

the model offers an accurate description of how miss rates are affected by the classifier,

feature set, user, and impostor.

Since the model predictions are quantitative (e.g., miss rates), we cannot simply vali-

date the model by checking whether the predicted miss rates equal the actual miss rates.

Differences between the predicted and the actual error rates are to be expected. In fact, the

model predicts a high level of per-user and per-impostor variability (with the highσ(user)

andσ(impostor ) estimates).

To validate the predictions, the following procedure is used. First, we use the model

to make predictions about the average miss rates and the per-user deviations. Specifically,

we estimate 95th percentile prediction intervals for the per-user miss rates. For instance, in
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Figure 3.5: Model predictions and validation data for the example evaluation. The panels
on the left and right presents results using hold times and down-down times respectively as
features. In each panel, results are presented for the threeclassifiers in separate columns.
Horizontal lines delineate the 95% prediction intervals for each classifier from the model.
The blue dots indicate the per-user miss rates for the 10 users in the secondary evaluation
data set. Nearly all actual results fall within the predicted intervals (with some exceptions
to be expected), indicating a successful validation.

Section 3.4, we calculated a 95% prediction interval for theaverage miss rate for 95% of

users using ClassifierA and hold times:

VST −1(40.72 ± 1.96 · 12.98) = [5.6%, 74.3%]

The numbers come from the estimates ofµ andσ(user) in Table 3.1. From the secondary-

evaluation results, we calculate per-user average miss rates for each combination of fixed

effects (e.g., for each combination of classifier and feature set). We graphically plot the

prediction intervals and overlay the actual results from the second evaluation. Based on

these plots, we assess whether the predictions of the model are accurate.

Figure 3.5 presents the results of this first validation step. For each classifier and fea-

ture set, we plot the 10 points corresponding to the average per-user miss rates for the 10

genuine-user subjects in the secondary evaluation. Superimposed on each set of points is

the prediction interval calculated from the model. Most of the points lie within the pre-

dicted interval, indicating that the model is making accurate predictions. A few points do

lie outside the intervals, but a few such points are to be expected. Of particular note, one

can observe that the predicted intervals and actual resultsfor all three classifiers are much
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higher for down-down times than for hold times. This observation further confirms our

conclusions about the relative importance of the feature set.

As already noted, because of the large per-user variance, the prediction intervals are

quite large. One might wonder whether they are overly large,thereby ensuring that the

results of the secondary evaluation fall within them. To address this potential issue, after

the initial assessment using prediction intervals, we perform a more comprehensive check

that the model accurately predicts the results of the secondary evaluation. Based on the

model, the per-user, per-impostor, and residual effects should all be Normally distributed

with zero mean and a particular variance (given by the standard deviations in the parameter-

estimate table).

The more rigorous assessment of the model will check not onlythe accuracy of the

average prediction but the distributional characteristics of the errors in the predictions. For

each miss rate in the secondary evaluation, we calculate thedifference between the miss

rate and what the model predicts based on the classifier and feature set. This produces

90 miss-rate differences for each classifier and feature-set combination (10 genuine-user

subjects× 9 impostor subjects). We decompose these miss-rate differences into per-user

effects, per-impostor effects, and residual effects. For each classifier and feature set, we

calculate 10 per-user effects by averaging the 9 differences involving the same genuine-

user subject. Likewise, for each classifier and feature set,we calculate 10 per-impostor

effects by averaging the 9 differences involving the same impostor subject. Finally, we

subtract the corresponding per-user and per-impostor effect from each of the 90 miss-rate

differences to obtain a residual effect.

Based on the model, the per-user effects should be Normally distributed with zero mean

and standard deviation equal to the per-user standard-deviation parameter estimate in the

model. Likewise, the per-impostor and residual effects should be Normally distributed

with zero mean and their own standard deviations. In each case, if we divide the effects

and differences by their standard deviation according to the model, the resulting values

should follow standard Normal distributions. We can assesshow closely the results meet

this assumption by using aQQ-plot (Venables and Ripley, 1997).

Figure 3.6 presentsQQ-plots for the per-user, per-impostor, and residual effects. In a

QQ-plot, the quantiles of the empirical distribution of the data are compared to the quantiles

of a Normal distribution (in this work, though other distributions can be used as well).

Different statisticians and software use different conventions when assigning the empirical

or theoretical distribution to thex or y axes. In this work, we number thex axis with

the quantiles of a standard Normal distribution and they axis with those of the empirical
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Figure 3.6:QQ-plots for validating LMM predictions from the example evaluation. The
left panel assesses the Normality of per-user effects; the middle panel assesses per-impostor
effects; the right panel assesses residual effects. Per-user and per-impostor deviations meet
expectations except for one or two low outliers. Residuals show a slightly heavy tail.

distribution. If the data are Normally distributed, the quantiles should match and the points

should fall along the diagonal line. Deviations from the line indicate deviations from the

standard Normal. Particular properties of the empirical distribution (e.g., bias, heavy tails,

and skew) can be read from the deviations.

Reading the deviations in aQQ-plot can be something of an art. In panels (a) and (b),

the points below the line on the left side of the panel indicate either a few outliers or a

left-skewed distribution. With only 10 points, it is not possible to precisely differentiate

two cases. In panel (c), the slight sinusoidal shape is indicative of a slightly heavy tail

(i.e., extreme points are observed a bit more often than expected from a Normal distribu-

tion). Such small discrepancies are to be expected, but theQQ-plots are largely consistent

with the modeling assumptions. In such cases, we will conclude that the validation was

successful. The model accurately predicted the results of the secondary evaluation

The careful reader will note that even a successful validation attempt does not prove

that the initial findings were correct. There should be multiple, independent replications

before we can trust a technology with critical security tasks. Such a reader is right, in that

a single, successful validation attempt—especially by thesame researcher who conducted

the initial investigation—can only be so convincing. More work, by many researchers, will

need to be done to truly convince a reader, especially of a surprising result.

3.11 Summary

This chapter introduced linear mixed-effects models (LMMs), providing examples of mod-

els and some of the intuition behind them. We introduced the need to perform a variance-
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stabilizing transformation in order to study classifier miss rates, without which the assump-

tions of the model would be violated. We describe LMMs through example, and we explain

our procedure for using them: apply model selection to find the best model from a family

of candidate models, and use maximum likelihood to estimatethe effects of factors in the

model. We investigate these effects using hypothesis testing. In the end, we validate the

model by using it to predict the outcome of a subsequent evaluation. By comparing the

predictions to the actual results, we establish that the model is making useful predictions.

LMMs offer a means to identify and understand the factors that affect keystroke-dynamics

error rates. The investigations of the next three chapters use LMMs to this end.



Chapter 4

Benchmarking Keystroke-Dynamics

Classifiers

In this chapter, we conduct a fairly straightforward investigation to find the top-performing

classifier among a set of promising classifiers for keystrokedynamics. As should be evident

from the review in Chapter 2, many classifiers have been proposed and evaluated. Unfortu-

nately, the results reported in the past are difficult to compare; too many factors vary from

one evaluation to another. We collect a benchmark data set and evaluate 10 classifiers un-

der controlled conditions so that their relative error rates can be compared soundly. In the

process, we discover substantial per-user and per-impostor effects: some typists are easy to

distinguish and other very hard to distinguish, regardlessof the classifier.

4.1 Background

While the basic concept of keystroke dynamics is simple, different applications and clas-

sification technologies require us to distinguish different kinds of keystroke dynamics. In

some scenarios, keystroke-dynamics classifiers are used toidentify which typist, from a set

of known typists, submitted a test sample. In other scenarios, classifiers are used to verify

that the test sample was submitted by a particular known typist. In addition, the typing

samples can range from login-time data (e.g., usernames andpasswords) or in-session data

(e.g., whatever keystrokes the user happens to type).

The different kinds of keystroke dynamics are relevant because they require different

kinds of classification algorithm (i.e., with different inputs and outputs). Many machine-

learning algorithms require training samples from every class that they learn. Such algo-

rithms cannot be used in applications where the training samples all come from a single

67
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class (e.g., from a particular known typist). Algorithms operating on in-session data must

accept arbitrary keystrokes as input while those operatingon login-time data can assume

the same keystrokes will be present in all samples (e.g., because the same password is typed

every time).

These differences in the kinds of algorithm that can be used for each application make

it difficult to compare classifiers across applications. Differences in accuracy could be

attributed to the classifier or the application. While such comparisons can be made, for this

benchmark (and the remainder of this work), we focus on a single application. Specifically,

we concentrate on login-time authentication, and on classifiers that train on samples from

a single class (often calledanomaly detectors). This application is of particular importance

since classifiers which operate well in this application canbe put to immediate use. A

classifier operating on login-time typing behavior adds a second layer of authentication,

in the event that a user’s secret password has been compromised. Monrose et al. (2002)

likened this application tohardeninga password.

Even constrained to one application, many factors beyond the classifier itself might

make keystroke dynamics work better or worse. In login-timeapplications, one can analyze

the typing rhythms of various typing tasks: the user’s ID, full name, password, or some

combination thereof. One can use hold times, down-down times, up-down times, or various

other features and combinations. One can use a greater or lesser number of typing samples

to train the classifier. These and other differences in how keystroke-dynamics classifiers

are applied to login authentication might affect classifierresults.

Unfortunately, in prior work, these factors have not been suitably controlled in such

a way that classifiers can be compared across studies. Table 4.1 presents a summary of

seven studies wherein login-time classifiers were evaluated. Each study described one or

more classifier, gathered login-time typing data, conducted an evaluation, and reported the

results. The key observation from this table is that, despite having focused on the same

application of keystroke dynamics, each one used a different evaluation procedure. These

differences make it impossible to soundly compare the different classifiers across studies.

The table has been split into two sections for readability. The first column in each sec-

tion provides a reference to the source study. The remainingcolumns provide the following

information:

Classifier: A descriptive name for the classification algorithm used in the study. Some-

times we use different terminology than the source authors to clarify the type of

calculations that underlie the classification strategy.

Feature Sets: Features used to train and test the classifier. A check in theReturn-key
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Feature Sets Password

Source Study Classifier Return
key

Down-down Up-down Hold Length Reps

1 Joyce and Gupta (1990)Manhattan X X N/A 8
2 Bleha et al. (1990)Euclidean X 11–17 30

Mahalanobis X 11–17 30
3 Cho et al. (2000) Mahalanobisk-NN X X X 7 75–325

Auto-Associative Neural Net X X X 7 75–325
4 Haider et al. (2000)Outlier Count X 7 15
5 Yu and Cho (2003)SVM X X X 6–10 75–325
6 Araújo et al. (2004) Scaled Manhattan X X X 10+ 10
7 Kang et al. (2007) k-Means X X 7–10 10

Filtering Testing Results (%)
Source Study Users Times #Attempts Updating Threshold Miss False Alarm

1 Joyce and Gupta (1990) X 1 heuristic 0.25 16.36
2 Bleha et al. (1990) 1 X heuristic 2.8 8.1(a)

1 X heuristic 2.8 8.1
3 Cho et al. (2000) X X 1 zero-miss 0.0 19.5

X X 1 zero-miss 0.0 1.0
4 Haider et al. (2000) 2 heuristic 19. 11.(b)

2 heuristic 22. 20.
2 heuristic 13. 2.

5 Yu and Cho (2003) N/A N/A 1 zero-miss 0.0 15.78
6 Araújo et al. (2004) 1 X heuristic 1.89 1.45
7 Kang et al. (2007) N/A N/A 1 X equal-error 3.8 3.8

Table 4.1: Different studies use substantially different evaluation procedures. We char-
acterize the evaluation procedures used in seven studies evaluating login-time classifiers
trained only on genuine-user samples. Despite working on the same keystroke-dynamics
application, procedural differences in the evaluations make it impossible to soundly com-
pare classifier error rates. Every difference offers an alternative explanation for different
error rates. (Section 4.1 explains each column of the table.)

column means that theReturn key is considered part of the typing task and its timing

features are included in the feature set; a check in the down-down column means the

feature set includes times between digraph down-down events; checks in the up-

down and hold column indicate that the digraph up-down events and key hold times,

respectively, are included in the feature set.

Password–Length: Number of characters used in the typing task (e.g., the username or

password). An N/A indicates the length was not available from the source study.

Password–Repetitions:Number of typing-task repetitions used to train the classifier (i.e.,

samples of a user typing a password repeatedly). A range means that different

amounts of training data were used for different users within the study.

Filtering–Users: A check indicates that users whose typing times were highly variable or

inconsistent were identified during data collection and excluded from the study.

Filtering–Times: A check indicates that the collected timing data were processed with an

outlier-handling procedure to remove extreme values.
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Testing–#Attempts: Number of attempts that users were given to try to authenticate suc-

cessfully. For instance, a 2 means a user who was rejected thefirst time would be

given a second chance to repeat the task.

Testing–Updating: A check indicates that the typing profile was updated during testing to

accommodate any changes in the typing behavior over time.

Results–Threshold: The procedure for choosing a classifier’s decision threshold. These

classifiers produce an anomaly score expressing the difference between a typing

sample and the genuine user’s typing profile. A threshold score is used as a deci-

sion boundary between genuine-user and impostor class labels: ‘heuristic’ means

the threshold was chosen using some heuristic described in the study; ‘zero-miss’

means the threshold was chosen to obtain a miss rate of zero; ‘equal-error’ means the

threshold was chosen to obtain equal miss and false-alarm rates.

Results–Miss/False Alarm: Reported miss and false-alarm rates. Superscript (a) denotes

that the detectors were combined into an aggregate detector, and only the results

for the aggregate were reported; superscript (b) indicatesthat only results for two-

attempt authentication were reported.

For every one of these evaluation factors, the table shows that at least two studies differ in

their treatment of the factor. In some cases, such as Password–Length, the factor is allowed

to vary within the study as well. If these factors affect classifier miss and false-alarm rates,

then when these error rates differ across studies, one cannot separate the effect of the factor

from the effectiveness of the classifier; the two are confounded.

To illustrate the problem we encounter when we try to use the literature to determine

which classifier has the best performance, suppose we tried to compare two classifiers: the

Auto-Associative Neural Network developed by Cho et al. (2000), and the Outlier Count

classifier designed by Haider et al. (2000). The neural net has a reported miss rate of 0.0%

and a false-alarm rate of 1.0%. The outlier-counting detector has a reported miss rate of

13% and a false-alarm rate of 2%. Since the neural net has better miss and false-alarm

rates, one might be inclined to conclude that it is better than the outlier-counting detector.

However, that conclusion is unsound because the table reveals many differences be-

tween the procedures used to evaluate the two classifiers. The neural net (1) trained on a

different set of timing features, (2) had more repetitions in the training data, (3) did not

have to deal with users whose typing was inconsistent, or with timing outliers in the train-

ing data, (4) was given only one attempt (not two) to correctly verify the user, and (5) was

assessed using a different type of threshold on the anomaly score. Any of these five factors
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might explain why the neural net has lower error rates than the outlier-counting detector.

If these factors were all controlled, we might discover thatthe outlier-counting detector

outperforms the neural net. (The results of our benchmark will support this very reversal

of the classifiers.)

4.2 Aim and approach

Our aim in this particular investigation is to benchmark promising classification technolo-

gies under controlled conditions so their error rates can becompared. The top-performing

classifiers will be the focus of further evaluations in subsequent investigations (Chapters 5

and 6). In addition to comparing the classifiers themselves,we establish how much vari-

ation is due to the subjects who participate in an evaluationas genuine-user and impostor

typists.

Our approach is as follows:

1. Conduct an experiment to evaluate a set of classifiers. We collect a benchmark data

set, identify and implement 10 promising keystroke-dynamics classifiers, and evalu-

ate each classifier using the same procedure.

2. Analyze the evaluation results using linear mixed-effects models (LMMs). We build

the LMM, interpret the parameter estimates, and perform hypothesis tests. We iden-

tify the top performing classifier.

3. Validate the model by conducting a secondary evaluation.With the LMM, we make

predictions about the error rates in the secondary evaluation. We compare the empir-

ical results to the predictions, and we assess the accuracy of the model.

As an outcome, we identify which classifiers have the lowest error rates, and we also esti-

mate how much deviation from the average error to expect for different users and impostors.

4.3 Experimental method

The experiment consists of data collection, classifier implementation, and the evaluation

procedure. In brief, we collected typing data from 51 subjects, each typing 400 repetitions

of a password. The various timing features used by researchers (e.g., down-down times,

up-down times, and hold times) were extracted from the raw data. Ten classifiers from

the keystroke-dynamics and machine-learning literature were identified and implemented.

Each classifier was evaluated on the same data and under the same conditions, so that their

error rates can be compared.
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4.3.1 Password-data collection

The first step in our evaluation was to collect a sample of keystroke-timing data. We explain

how we chose a password to use as a typing sample, designed a data-collection apparatus,

recruited subjects to type the password, and extracted a setof password-timing features.

Choosing passwords for a keystroke-dynamics evaluation istricky. On one hand, it is

often more realistic to let users choose their own passwords. On the other hand, data col-

lection becomes more difficult since different impostor samples would be needed for each

password. Some researchers have suggested that letting users choose their own passwords

makes it easier to distinguish them (Araújo et al., 2004). Ifthe choice of a password is

truly a factor that affects classifier error rates, then letting users choose different passwords

could introduce a confounding factor. We decided that the same password would be typed

by all of our subjects.

To make a password that is representative of typical, strongpasswords, we employed

a publicly available password generator (PC Tools, 2008) and password-strength checker

(Microsoft, 2008). We generated a 10-character password containing letters, numbers, and

punctuation, and then modified it slightly, interchanging some punctuation and casing to

better conform with the general perception of a strong password. The result of this proce-

dure was the following password:

.tie5Roanl

The password-strength checker rated this password as ‘strong’ because it contained a capi-

tal letter, a number, a punctuation character, and more than7 characters. The top rating of

‘best’ was reserved for passwords longer than 13 characters, but according to the studies

that were presented in Table 4.1, 10 characters is typical. Those studies that used longer

strings often used names and English phrases that are easierto type.

We set up a laptop with an external keyboard to collect data, and we developed a Win-

dows application that prompts a subject to type the password. As shown in the screenshot

in Figure 4.1, the application displays the typing task on a screen with a text-entry field. In

order to advance to the next screen, the subject must type the10 characters of the password

correctly, in sequence, and then pressReturn. If any errors in the sequence are detected,

the subject is prompted to retype the password. The subject must type the password cor-

rectly 50 times to complete a data-collection session. Whenever the subject presses or

releases a key, the application records the event (i.e., key-down or key-up), the name of

the key involved, and what time the event occurred. An external reference clock was used

to generate highly accurate timestamps. The reference clock was demonstrated to have an

accuracy of±200 microseconds (by using a function generator to simulatekey presses at
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of the collection software for typing data. The subject is prompted
with a character sequence. The program monitors the typing to ensure that the correct
sequence of keystrokes is entered. When typographical errors are detected, the subject
is prompted to repeat the sequence, ensuring that the desired number of correct typing
sequences is collected. Each key-down and key-up event is recorded with its timestamp.

fixed intervals).

Of course, subjects would not naturally type their password50 times in a row, and they

would type it on their own computers, not our keyboard. We chose to sacrifice some amount

of realism so we could use this carefully-controlled data-collection apparatus. We had two

reasons for this decision. First, we wanted to ensure the accuracy of the timestamps (as

described above). Second, we wanted to make the environmentas consistent as possible

for all subjects. If some subjects typed the password more frequently than others, or if

different subjects used different keyboards, these differences would introduce uncontrolled

factors.

We recruited 51 subjects from within the university. Subjects completed 8 sessions of

data collection (with 50 password repetitions in each session), for a total of 400 password-

typing samples. They waited at least one day between each sessions, to capture some of the

day-to-day variation of each subject’s typing. Additionaldemographic information on the

subjects will be discussed in Chapter 5, where we investigate whether personal traits like

age, gender, dominant hand and typing style affect classifier error rates.

The raw typing data (e.g., key events and timestamps) cannotbe used directly by a

classifier. Instead, sets of timing features are extracted from the raw data. These features

are typically organized into atiming vector. Different researchers extract different combi-

nations of features (as shown in the Feature Sets columns of Table 4.1). Since some earlier
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studies considered theReturn key to be part of the password, we included theReturn key

timing features as well (effectively making the 10-character password 11 keystrokes long).

and we extracted down-down times and hold times for all keys in the password. For each

password, 21 timing features were extracted and organized into a vector (i.e., 11 hold times

and 10 down-down times). The times are stored in seconds (as floating-point numbers).

We chose not to include up-down times among our features, since they are linearly de-

pendent on the other features (i.e., each up-down time can bederived by subtracting a hold

time from a down-down time). Such features violate the assumption of linear independence

that many classifiers make. In Chapter 6, we investigate how other choices for the feature

sets affect classifier results.

4.3.2 Classifier implementation

The second step in our evaluation was to implement ten classification algorithms that ana-

lyze password-timing data. As explained at the beginning ofthis chapter (Section 4.1), dif-

ferent keystroke-dynamics applications require different kinds of classification algorithms.

We focused on one kind of algorithm: anomaly detectors, classifiers that train on samples

from only a single class (e.g., typing from one genuine user rather than from multiple users

and/or impostors).

Unfortunately, the classifiers used in keystroke-dynamicsresearch are rarely shared as

working code. Using a classifier proposed in the literature requires re-implementing it on

the basis of a description in a research report. Rather than attempting to re-implement each

classifier by adhering as faithfully as possible to the description, we attempted to build

a classifier that was faithful to the underlying concept. Forinstance, the auto-associative

neural network proposed by Cho et al. (2000) used learning-rate and momentum parameters

that, on our data, caused the training procedure to fail or produce poor results. We tuned

these parameters and increased the number of epochs used fortraining, to produce an auto-

associative neural network that performed better and yet remained similar in spirit to the

originally proposed classifier.

As reported in Chapter 2, hundreds of keystroke-dynamics studies have been conducted

and dozens of classifiers have been proposed; many of them arelogin-time anomaly detec-

tors. It would be impossible to re-implement every classifier previously proposed, so we

selected 10 promising algorithms. Six were chosen from classifiers presented in Table 4.1,

and four were among “classic” classification methods (e.g.,Euclidean, Manhattan, Maha-

lanobis, andk-NN).

The classifiers were implemented using the R statistical programming environment (R
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Figure 4.2: Contours of the decision surfaces for the 10 implemented classifiers. To create
the plot, a user typed.tie5Roanl 50 times, and we extracted thea hold time andan down-
down time from each repetition. The 50 pairs of timing features were used to train each of
the 10 classifiers. Each panel illustrates the typing profilelearned by one of the classifiers.
A contour line defines a set of timing pairs of equal similarity. Differences in two contour
plots represent differences in the profiles learned from thetyping data.

Development Core Team, 2008). Each classifier has a trainingphase and a classification

phase. During training, a set of timing vectors from the genuine user is used to build a

profile of the user’s typing behavior. During the classification phase, a new test vector is

assigned a class label and a score. That score is a measure of dissimilarity with the user’s

typing profile. Lower values indicate similarity, and high values express dissimilarity be-

tween the test sample and the training profile. As a result, these scores are often called

anomaly scores. Different classifiers assess similarity differently, andso they assign differ-

ent scores to a test sample. The class label is determined by comparing the anomaly score

to a threshold, and if the score exceeds the threshold, the typist is classified as an impostor;

otherwise, the typist is classified as the genuine user.

When describing these classifiers, we must occasionally resort to terminology that is

specific to a statistical or machine-learning technique (e.g., the vocabulary of neural net-

works); references are provided. Before we delve into the details of each of the 10 classi-

fier implementations, Figure 4.2 presents contour plots of each classifier’s anomaly scores
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when trained on the same data set. To create the plot, a user typed .tie5Roanl 50 times,

and we extracted thea hold times and thean down-down time from each repetition. The

50 pairs were used to train the 10 classifiers we implemented.Once trained, the anomaly

scores produced by these classifiers were used to generate contour plots.

The contours of each classifier are presented along with the points used to train the

classifier. Looking at the contours, one can compare the profiles learned by each classifier.

Classifiers with similar contours more-or-less learned similar profiles; they can be expected

to have similar behavior. Those classifiers with markedly different contours learned differ-

ent concepts and may have markedly different behavior.

We find contour plots useful for developing our intuition about classifier behavior. For

instance, consider three groups of points in each panel: those in the center of the cloud of

points, those on the left edge of the cloud of points, and those outside the cloud in the lower

left. The Euclidean contours radiate out from the center of the points. Relatively speaking,

points in the middle of the cloud will have low anomaly scores; those on the edge of the

cloud will have medium scores; those outside the cloud in thelower-left corner will have

very high scores. In contrast, thek-NN contours radiate from the nearest point, so every

point—be it in the middle of the cloud, on the edge, or outside—will have a low anomaly

score. The different shapes of the Euclidean andk-NN contours depict the very different

typing profiles learned by these classifiers. With the intuition provided by the contour plots

in mind, we present the details of the 10 classifier implementations.

Euclidean. This classic anomaly-detection algorithm (Duda et al., 2001) models each

password as a point inp-dimensional space, wherep is the number of features in the timing

vectors. It treats the training data as a cloud of points, andcomputes the anomaly score of

the test vector based on its proximity to the center of this cloud. Specifically, in the training

phase, the mean vector of the set of timing vectors is calculated.

In the classification phase, the Euclidean distance betweenthe test vector and the mean

vector is computed. Withxi andyi representing thei-th timing feature of the mean vector

and test vector respectively, the anomaly score is calculated as

anomaly score =

√

√

√

√

p
∑

i=1

(xi − yi)2

In Figure 4.2, we see that the contours form concentric circles (or hyperspheres inn di-

mensions) around the central mean vector. As noted above, the anomaly score of a point
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depends on its distance from that central mean vector.

Manhattan. This anomaly-detection algorithm (Duda et al., 2001) resembles the Eu-

clidean classifier except that the distance measure is not Euclidean distance, but Manhattan

(or city-block) distance. In the training phase, the mean vector of the timing vectors is

calculated.

In the classification phase, the Manhattan distance betweenthe mean vector and the

test vector is computed. Specifically, the difference between the two vectors is calculated

across each of the 21 features, and the absolute values of these differences are summed.

Again, usingxi andyi as thei-th timing features of the mean and test vectors, respectively,

the anomaly score is

anomaly score =

p
∑

i=1

|xi − yi|

In Figure 4.2, we see that the contours form concentric diamonds around the mean

vector. As with the Euclidean classifier, points in the center of the cloud will have low

anomaly scores, and points outside the cloud in the lower left will have high scores. Unlike

the Euclidean classifier, points on the left edge of the cloudhave relatively low anomaly

scores. Because of the diamond shape of the Manhattan contours, points that differ from

the center in only one dimension (i.e., horizontalor vertical) are assigned lower anomaly

scores than those that differ in multiple dimensions. Specifically, a 50 millisecond deviation

in one feature is equivalent to 25 millisecond deviations ineach of 2 features, since the sum

total deviation is the same.

Scaled Manhattan. This classifier is similar to that described by Araújo et al. (2004).

In the training phase, the mean vector of the timing vectors is calculated, and a vector of

standard deviations is calculated as well. This vector has the same length as the mean

vector and contains the standard deviations of each feature. In the classifier described by

Araújo et al., the mean absolute deviation is calculated instead. (Empirically, we found little

difference between the two classifiers, and while the mean absolute deviation is potentially

a more robust estimator, we used the standard deviation for consistency with other scaled

classifiers).

In the classification phase, the calculation is similar to the Manhattan distance, but with

a small change. The distances in each dimension (i.e., for each feature) are scaled by the

standard deviation of the training samples in that dimension. Specifically, withxi andyi

defined as with the previous classifiers, and withsi as the standard deviation of thei-th
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feature over the training data, the anomaly score is

anomaly score =

p
∑

i=1

|xi − yi| /si

In Figure 4.2, we see that the contours form concentric diamonds, but unlike the Man-

hattan diamonds, these ones are wider than they are tall. Thetraining data varies more

widely in theDown-Down(an) dimension than in theHold(a) dimension. Consequently,

points on the right and left edge of the cloud of points have almost the same anomaly score

as points on the upper and lower edge of the cloud, despite thepoints on the right and left

being 25 milliseconds from the center of the cloud rather than 10 milliseconds.

Outlier Count. This classifier was described by Haider et al. (2000), who called it the

“statistical technique.” In the training phase, the classifier calculates the mean and standard

deviation of each timing feature.

In the classification phase, the classifier computes the absolute z-score of each feature

of the test vector. Thez-score for thei-th feature is calculated as

zi = |xi − yi| /si

wherexi, yi, andsi are defined as above. Each of thez-scores is compared to the two-sided

95th percentile of the standard Normal distribution. Specifically, anyz-score lower than the

2.5th percentile or higher than the 97.5th percentile was considered an outlier. Since these

percentiles correspond to±1.96, the classifier counts the number ofz-scores that exceed

these values:

anomaly score =

p
∑

i=1

I (|zi| > 1.96)

whereI (x) is the indicator function: 1 ifx is true and 0 otherwise.

In Figure 4.2, we see grid-like contours. In the middle rectangle, the anomaly score is

0 because neither timing features’z-scores exceed the±1.96 threshold. In the 4 rectangles

directly above, below, to the left, and to the right of the middle rectangle, the anomaly

score is 1 because one timing feature’sz-score exceeds the threshold, but the other does

not. Finally, in the four corners of the panel, the anomaly score is 2 because both features’

z-scores exceed the threshold. Observe that one potential limitation of this classifier is

the granularity of its anomaly scores; only integer values between0 and the number of

features (p) are possible. This granularity can make it difficult to fine-tune the classifier for
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a particular false alarm rate.

Auto-Associative Neural Network. This classifier was described by Cho et al. (2000),

who called it an “auto-associative multilayer perceptron.” Like a traditional neural network,

the layout is feed forward and the back-propagation algorithm is used for training. Unlike

a typical neural network, the structure of the network is designed for use as an anomaly

detector (Hwang and Cho, 1999). Intuitively, the training phase teaches the network to pro-

duce output vectors close to the inputs for the training vectors (hence the “auto-associative”

descriptor). Then, during the classification phase, input vectors that produce dissimilar out-

puts are assigned high anomaly scores.

In the training phase, the neural network is constructed with p input nodes andp out-

put nodes (wherep is the number of timing-vector features). We usedp hidden nodes as

well (as described by Cho et al. (2000)). The network is trained to reproduce each in-

put timing vector as the output. We trained for 500 epochs using a learning-rate of 0.01

and a momentum parameter of 0.03. TheAMORE neural-network package, version 0.2-12

(Castejón Limas et al., 2010), was used to implement the classifier.

In the classification phase, thep-feature test vector is run through the network, produc-

ing a p-feature output vector. The anomaly score is calculated as the Euclidean distance

between the test vector and the output vector. In Figure 4.2,the Neural Net contours re-

semble the Euclidean contours: concentric circles. In thiscase, the neural net typing profile

resembles the Euclidean profile. More typically, especially in higher dimensions, the two

profiles are very different, and the neural net profile is an improvement over the Euclidean

profile.

Mahalanobis. This classic detection algorithm (Duda et al., 2001) resembles the Eu-

clidean and Manhattan classifiers, but the distance measureis more complex. Mahalanobis

distance can be viewed as an extension of Euclidean distanceto account for correlations

between features. In the training phase, both the mean vector and the covariance matrix of

the timing vectors are calculated.

In the classification phase, the Mahalanobis distance is calculated between the mean

vector and the test vector. Specifically, lettingx be thep-dimensional mean vector,y

be thep-dimensional test vector, andS be thep × p-covariance matrix, the Mahalanobis

distance (and the anomaly score) is

anomaly score =
√

(x − y)TS−1(x − y)
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In Figure 4.2, we see that this classifier’s contours form tilted ellipses. The elliptical

shape reveals that this classifier, like the Scaled Manhattan classifier, accounts for differ-

ences in variation across dimensions. The tilt shows that the classifier also accounts for

correlations among paired features. In this case, shortera hold times correlate with shorter

an down-down times.

k-Nearest Neighbor. Most of the classifiers described above calculate the anomaly score

using distances from the test vector to the center of the training vectors. Nearest-Neighbor

algorithms calculate distances from the training vectors nearest to the test vector (Duda

et al., 2001). Specifically, in the training phase, the mean vector of the timing vectors

and the standard deviations of each feature are calculated.The training data are scaled

and re-centered to have zero mean and unit variance (i.e., bysubtracting the mean from

each feature and dividing by the standard deviation). The classifier saves this list of scaled

training vectors.

During the classification phase, the classifier performs thesame scaling and re-centering

on the test vector. Then, it finds thek training vectors closest to the test vector (using Eu-

clidean distance), where for this investigationk = 1 was chosen. The anomaly score is

calculated as the average of thesek vectors. TheANN approximate-nearest neighbor li-

brary, version 0.1 (Mount and Arya, 2010), was used to implement this classifier.

Figure 4.2 shows how the contours across the panel depend on the distance to the closest

of the training points. Each point in the training data has ananomaly score of zero, and the

contours radiate in concentric circles from the nearest point.

Mahalanobis k-Nearest Neighbor. This classifier was described by Cho et al. (2000).

In the training phase, the classifier calculates the mean vector and the covariance matrix of

the timing vectors. Each training vector is transformed as follows:

x′ = (x − x)TED−1/2ET

wherex is the training vector (arranged as a column),x is the mean vector,E is the set of

eigenvectors of the covariance matrix (each in a separate column of the matrix), andD is a

diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues along the diagonal. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues

in E andD are arranged in corresponding order (e.g. the eigenvalue inthe first column of

D corresponds to the eigenvector in the first column ofE).

After this transformation, the new training vectors (denotedx′ above) have zero mean,

unit variance, and zero covariance between features. As a result, Euclidean distances be-
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tween points post-transformation are equivalent to Mahalanobis distances between points

pre-transformation. In addition to the mean vector and covariance matrix, the classifier

saves the list of transformed training vectors.

During the classification phase, the classifier performs thesame transformation on the

test vector (usingx, E, andD from the training phase). Then, it finds thek training

vectors closest to the test vector, where againk = 1 was chosen. Since the Euclidean

distance was used to calculate these distances in the transformed-vector space, the closest

training vectors are those with the shortest Mahalanobis distance in the original space. The

anomaly score is calculated as the average of thesek distances. As with thek-NN classifier

implementation, theANN approximate-nearest neighbor library, version 0.1 (Mountand

Arya, 2010), was used to implement this classifier.

Figure 4.2 shows how the contours of this classifier bear someresemblance to those of

both the Mahalanobis andk-NN classifiers. Like thek-NN classifier, the contours depend

on the nearest point, but now the distance is scaled and tilted in the same manner as the

Mahalanobis ellipses.

k-means. This classifier is similar to that described by Kang et al. (2007). It uses thek-

means clustering algorithm to identify clusters in the training vectors, and then calculates

whether the test vector is close to any of the clusters. In thetraining phase, the classifier

simply runs thek-means algorithm on the training data withk = 3. The algorithm produces

three centroids such that each training vector should be close to at least one of the three

centroids.

In the classification phase, the nearest centroid to the testvector (using Euclidean dis-

tance) is identified. The anomaly score is calculated as the distance between this centroid

and the test vector. The classifier we implemented differs from that described by Kang et

al. because they scaled the distances to each cluster by the average distance of points in

the cluster. Presumably, in their evaluation, this adjustment produced better results. In our

preliminary test, the simpler algorithm (with no such adjustment) performed much better,

so we used it.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the behavior of this classifier. Two centroids have been fitted to

the main cloud of points in the middle of the panel, and one centroid has been fitted to the

three points near the bottom of the panel. The contours throughout the panel emanate from

the nearest centroid.
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SVM. This classifier was described by Yu and Cho (2003). It incorporates an algo-

rithm called a support-vector machine (SVM) that projects two classes of data into a high-

dimensional space and finds a linear separator between the two classes. A “one-class” SVM

variant was developed for anomaly detection (Schölkopf et al., 2001); it projects the train-

ing data and finds a separator between the projection and the origin. In the training phase,

the classifier builds a one-class SVM using the training vectors. In contrast to the classifier

described by Yu and Cho, the SVM parameter (ν) was set to 0.05, since it corresponds to a

target false-alarm rate and a 5% false-alarm rate seemed reasonable.

In the classification phase, the test vector is projected into the same high-dimensional

space and the (signed) distance from the linear separator iscalculated. The anomaly score

is calculated as this distance, with the sign inverted, so that vectors with negative scores

are on the same side of the separator as the training data and those with positive scores are

separated from the data. The SVM functionality in thekernlab package, version 0.9-13

(Karatzoglou et al., 2004), was used to implement the classifier.

Figure 4.2 captures the somewhat peculiar behavior of this classifier. Effectively, the

transformation projects the area around each training datapoint into one region, and every-

thing else near the origin. As a result, the separating hyperplane manifests in the original

space as a series of tight ellipses around each data point. The tight packing of these ellipses

is an artifact of the small distances between all the points in the projection space.

4.3.3 Evaluation procedure

Consider a scenario in which a user’s long-time password hasbeen compromised by an

impostor. The user is assumed to be practiced in typing theirpassword, while the impostor

is unfamiliar with it (e.g., typing it for the first time). We evaluate each classifier’s ability to

discriminate between the impostor’s typing and the genuineuser’s typing in this scenario.

We start by designating one of our 51 subjects as the genuine user, and the rest as im-

postors. We train a classifier and test its ability to recognize the genuine user and impostors

as follows:

1. We run the training phase of the classifier on the timing vectors from the first 200

password repetitions typed by the the genuine user. The classifier builds a profile of

the genuine user’s typing behavior.

2. Then, we run the classification phase of the classifier on the timing vectors from the

remaining 200 repetitions typed by the genuine user. We record the anomaly scores

assigned to each timing vector. We find the 95th percentile ofthese scores and tune

the classifier to operate with this threshold. Such tuning ensures that the classifier
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Figure 4.3: Example ROC curve with the 5% false-alarm operating point marked. The
curve illustrates the false-alarm/miss trade-off for a classifier. The marker indicates the
operating point when the classifier has been tuned to operatewith a 5% false-alarm rate. At
that false-alarm rate, this particular classifier achievesa 71% hit rate—equivalent to a 29%
miss rate.

operates with a 5% false-alarm rate.

3. Finally, we run the classification phase of the classifier on the timing vectors from

the first 50 repetitions typed by each of the 50 impostors. We record the anomaly

scores assigned to each timing vector. These scores constitute theimpostor anomaly

scoresfor the particular user. We compare these scores to the operating threshold

(calculated in step 2), and we determine whether the classifier would have recognized

or missed the impostor. From all 50 samples from a particularimpostor subject for a

particular genuine-user subject, we calculate theper-user/impostormiss rate for that

combination of classifier, genuine-user subject, and impostor subject.

This process is then repeated, designating each of the othersubjects as the genuine user

in turn. After training and testing each of the 10 classifiers, we have a total of 1,275,000

impostor anomaly scores (10 classifiers× 51 genuine-user subjects× 50 impostor subjects

× 50 repetitions) and 25,000 per-user/impostor miss rates.

The process of tuning a classifier to have a 5% miss rate is illustrated on the ROC curve

in Figure 4.3. The hit rate is the frequency with which impostors are classified as such
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(i.e.,1−miss rate), and the false-alarm rate is the frequency with which genuine users are

mistakenly classified as impostors. Whether or not a sample is classified as being from an

impostor depends on how the threshold anomaly score is chosen. The threshold determines

an operating point on the ROC curve. Over the continuum of possible thresholds, the

ROC curve illustrates the hit and false-alarm rates that would be attained at each possible

operating point.

For this work, the operating point is chosen to achieve a 5% false-alarm rate. Different

choices are certainly possible, but we believe that this represents a reasonable choice. A

5% false-alarm rate is a reasonable target for a keystroke-dynamics classifier. If 1 in 20

genuine attempts is rejected, the rate is similar to the rateof password typographical errors

(at least in our experience). In either case, the user would have to retype the password

to authenticate. While a higher or lower false-alarm rate may be desired under certain

circumstances, a 5% target appears reasonable.

Our decision to use this tuning procedure stemmed from the lack of desirable alterna-

tives in the literature. Equal-error rates are often recommended as a means of summarizing

classifier performance in a single number (Peacock et al., 2004; Crawford, 2010), but of-

ten that number represents a point on the ROC curve far from the region of interest. For

instance, if one classifier has a 20% EER and another has a 30% EER, we can infer very

little about their relative performance at a 5% false-alarmrate. (About the only thing we

can conclude, based on the convexity of ROC curves, is that the first classifier’s miss rate

is higher than 20% and the second one’s is higher than 30%.) A second alternative, used

by Cho et al. (2000), is to analyze the test-sample anomaly scores (post-hoc) to find the

zero-miss threshold. We believe such a procedure has weakersupporting rationale than

our 5%-false-alarm threshold. Estimating a threshold to obtain a target false-alarm rate

requires only genuine-user anomaly scores; estimating a threshold to obtain a miss rate

requires impostor anomaly scores. The latter are presumably much harder to come by in

practice, making it seem less practical to tune a classifier to operate at a fixed miss rate.

Finally, it may seem that 200 repetitions is an unrealistically large amount of training

data. We were concerned that fewer passwords might unfairlycause one or more classifiers

to under-perform. Table 4.1 on page 69 presented studies in which classifiers required up

to 325 passwords for training. Likewise, an unpracticed impostor might seem unrealistic,

since impostors might practice if they knew timing mattered. We believe that our choices

are fair for an initial benchmark; subsequent investigations (e.g., in Chapter 6) involve

fewer training repetitions and more practiced impostors.
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Classifier False-Alarm Rate Miss Rate
ScaledManhattan 5.0 23.6

KNN 5.0 29.8
SVM 5.0 30.2

OutlierCount 2.9 31.7
MahalanobisKNN 5.0 33.7

KMeans 5.0 35.0
Mahalanobis 5.0 39.1

Manhattan 5.0 41.8
AutoAssocNNet 5.0 56.3

Euclidean 5.0 61.0

Table 4.2: Average error rates for the classifiers on the benchmark data. False-alarm and
miss rates are presented as percentages. Classifiers were tuned to have a 5% false-alarm
rate (insofar as possible), and results are sorted by miss rate.

4.4 Empirical results

The per-user/impostor miss rates were averaged over every user/impostor combination to

find the average miss rates for each classifier. These resultsand the corresponding false-

alarm rates are presented in Table 4.2. Because we tuned eachclassifier to have a false-

alarm rates of 5%, we should explain the 2.9% false-alarm rate for the Outlier Count clas-

sifier. As noted earlier, the anomaly scores of this classifier are so coarse that 2.9% is the

closest operating point to a 5.0% false-alarm rate.

Scaled Manhattan has the lowest empirical miss rate: 23.6%.A group of six other

classifiers have miss rates below 40%. The remaining three classifiers have miss rates be-

tween 41% and 61%. The results in this table are typical of those reported from keystroke-

dynamics evaluations in the sense that they include only averages: average miss and false-

alarm rates.

Tables such as these imply that each classifier hasan error rate (ora miss rate anda

false-alarm rate). They do not capture or convey any of the uncertainty in these estimates.

For the Scaled Manhattan classifier, can a 23%–24% miss rate be expected in a deployment,

or a 3%–53% miss rate? Either could correspond to an average miss rate of 23.6%. This

question can only be answered by analyzing variability. Per-user and per-impostor miss

rates can provide some insight into this variability.

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 plot the per-user miss rates for the 10 classifiers. They were di-

vided among two figures due to layout constraints. Figure 4.4presents results for the five

classifiers with the lowest average miss rates, and Figure 4.5 presents results for the five
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Figure 4.4: Per-user miss rates for the first 5 classifiers in the benchmark evaluation. The
miss rates are presented separately for each of the 51 genuine-user subjects, ordered by
average miss rate. Each boxplot summarizes the distribution of miss rates for the genuine-
user subject over all 50 impostor subjects. The red line denotes the average miss rate for
the classifier. Note how some per-user miss rates are low for every classifier and others are
high.
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Figure 4.5: Per-user miss rates for the last 5 classifiers in the benchmark evaluation. Each
panel is structured as in Figure 4.4. Again, note that some per-user miss rates are low for
every classifier and others are high.
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classifiers with the highest average miss rates. These figures contain a panel per classi-

fier, and separate columns within each panel for individual users. Each column contains a

boxplot to capture the distribution of miss rates for the corresponding user. Boxplots are

standard tools for visualizing data distributions (Gonickand Smith, 1993; Moore and Mc-

Cabe, 1998). In these boxplots, the medians are presented asblack dots. The range from

the 25th to the 75th percentile is enclosed in the box. The whiskers stretch to the minimum

and maximum points, up to a heuristic maximum length (i.e., 1.5 times the inter-quartile

range, the distance from the 25th to 75th percentile). Points beyond the end of the whisker

are drawn individually, denoting their status as possible outliers.

The red line across each panel indicates the average error rate for that classifier. Every

panel contains boxplots that stretch from 0% to 100%, indicating that for at least some

genuine-user subjects, some impostor subjects are perfectly detected and others are never

detected. As in the example in Chapter 3, high variability continues to be a key feature of

keystroke-dynamics miss rates.

It is interesting to note how similar many panels are. The medians for all five of the

classifiers in Figure 4.4 and several classifiers in Figure 4.5 have a similarly shaped trends.

They are near zero for about a third of the panel and then rise almost linearly to one across

the remainder of the panel. The similarity of these panels suggests that these classifiers not

only have similar average miss rates (per the results in Table 4.2), but also similar per-user

miss rates. The implication is that one cannot dramaticallyimprove error rates by matching

each user with the best classifier for that user. It is not the case that one classifier has low

error for one group of users, and another classifier has low error for a separate group.

These plots also reveal some users for whom this technology works well, and others for

whom it works poorly. The 23.6% average miss rate for the Scaled Manhattan classifier is

an average over a wide range. On the one hand, this is a discouraging observation, because

it means that there are some users for whom the technology works much worse than the

23.6% average miss rate. On the other hand, if we can understand the users for whom the

technology gets very good results (e.g., below 5% miss rate), then for those users we have

a viable technology.

4.5 Statistical analysis

Having performed exploratory analysis of the empirical results, we now proceed with a

more formal statistical analysis. As described in Chapter 3, we use linear mixed-effects

models. The false-alarm rate was held constant at 5%, and so we model the miss rates.
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Minimal Model Equation:
VST(miss rate)ijk = µ + (user)i + (impostor)j + εk

(user)i ∼ N(0, σ2
(user))

(impostor)j ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εk ∼ N(0, σ2
ε )

Maximal Model Equation:
VST(miss rate)ijkl = µ + (Classifier)i + (user)j + (impostor)k + εl

(user)j ∼ N(0, σ2
(user))

(impostor)k ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εl ∼ N(0, σ2
ε )

Figure 4.6: Equations for model selection in the benchmark-evaluation analysis. The min-
imal equation includes only the random effects, which are part of the structure of the ex-
periment. The maximal equation also includes the classifier. In this case, the two model
equations are the only two in the family. Model selection, inthis case, reduces to a question
of whether the classifier has an effect on the miss rate.

We begin with model selection and parameter estimation followed by statistical hypothesis

testing.

4.5.1 Model selection

During model selection, we construct a family of candidate models by defining a minimal

and a maximal member of the family. These two model equationseffectively define the

boundaries of the model family. For this analysis, the minimal and maximal models are

presented in Figure 4.6. The minimal equation contains the user and impostor random

effects, which we include in every model of miss rates. The maximal equation contains

those random effects and also a classifier fixed effect. Sincethe two equations differ in the

presence/absence of a single term, they are the only two models in the family they define.

With this set of model equations, the model selection process effectively degenerates

to the question of whether there is sufficient evidence that the classifier has an effect on

miss rates. If not, then model selection will choose the minimal equation (without the

term); if so, then model selection will choose the maximal equation (with the term). Under

other circumstances, an analyst might choose to use a different statistical technique (e.g.,

likelihood-ratio testing) to choose between these models.However, for consistency with

the other investigations in this work, we use model selection based on the BIC criteria.

We use maximum-likelihood parameter estimation to estimate the parameters of both
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the minimal and maximal model. For each model, we compute theBIC and compare. Not

surprisingly given the different empirical average miss rates for the different classifiers,

the BIC for the maximal model (226212.24) is lower than the BIC for the minimal model

(231623.44). We select the model containing a classifier effect.

4.5.2 Parameter estimation

Having selected the model, we repeat the parameter-estimation procedure using REML.

Table 4.3 presents the selected model equation and the REML parameter estimates. Note

that these estimates are in the variance-transformed space(i.e., VST(y/n) for miss rate

y/n), as explained in Chapter 3.

In the parameter-estimation table, the baseline is the Euclidean classifier. The choice

of baseline was made arbitrarily, but it happened to be the classifier with the highest

miss rate. The estimated baseline is 57.68, corresponding to an estimated miss rate of

VST−1(57.68) = 61.9%. Note that this estimate is very close to but not exactly thesame

as the empirical average miss rate for the Euclidean classifier (61.0%) from Table 4.2. The

small difference is due to the non-linearity of the variance-stabilizing transformation. The

average of the transformed values is not the same as the transformation of the averaged

values. Nevertheless, the estimate is still quite close to the observed error rate.

The nine classifier-effect parameters estimate the change in the variance-transformed

miss rate when the Euclidean classifier is replaced with eachof the other nine classifiers.

All these estimates are negative, indicating that the miss rate is lower. For some classifiers,

like the Auto-Associative Neural Net, the change is comparatively small (−4.63); for oth-

ers, like Scaled Manhattan, the change is quite large (−33.14). The estimated miss rate for

the Scaled Manhattan classifier is14.1% (VST−1(57.68 + −33.14)).

This estimate from the LMM is substantially lower than the empirical average miss

rate for the Scaled Manhattan classifier (23.6%) from Table 4.2. Again, the reason for

a discrepancy between the estimate and the empirical average is the non-linearity of the

variance-stabilizing transformation. The final three rowsof the parameter-estimation table

present estimates of the per-user, per-impostor, and residual standard deviations (i.e., square

roots of the variances). These standard deviations—17.31,15.74, and 20.14—are only

slightly smaller than most of the classifier fixed-effects. The high variability magnifies the

non-linearity in the variance-stabilizing transformation. The size of the discrepancy would

seem to be a problem, but the validation (in Section 4.6) willshow that the predictions

remain quite accurate despite this discrepancy.

Using the standard deviations and Normality assumptions, we can calculate per-user
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Selected Model Equation:
V ST (miss rate) = µ + (Classifier)i + (user)j + (impostor)k + εl

(user)j ∼ N(0, σ2
(user))

(impostor)k ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εl ∼ N(0, σ2
ε)

Parameter Estimates:
Parameters classifier estimate

(µ) baseline Euclidean 57.68
classifier Manhattan -16.35

ScaledManhattan -33.14
OutlierCount -25.31

AutoAssocNNet -4.63
Mahalanobis -19.34

KNN -27.36
MahalanobisKNN -23.85

KMeans -23.02
SVM -26.92

σ(user) 17.31
σ(impostor ) 15.74

σε 20.14

Table 4.3: LMM for the results of the benchmark evaluation. The model equation is at
the top. The classifier term was kept during the model-selection process. The maximum-
likelihood parameter estimates for the baseline classifier(Euclidean) and the adjustments
for the other classifiers are tabulated. The estimates of per-user, per-impostor, and residual
standard deviations are at the bottom of the table.

and per-impostor miss-rate prediction intervals. For example, for the Scaled Manhattan

classifier, the estimated variance-stabilized miss rate is24.54, calculated by adding the

baseline (57.68) and the Scaled-Manhattan classifier effect (−33.14) from the model. The

per-user standard deviation is (17.31), and so the 95% prediction interval (in the variance-

stabilized space) is

24.54 ± 1.96 × 17.31.

When we apply the inverse of the variance-stabilizing transformation, the interval is0.0%

to 63.1%.

We interpret a 95% per-user prediction interval as follows.In the long term, a particular

user will have someaveragemiss rate. While the miss rate may be higher or lower on a

given day, against particular impostors, we focus on the long-term average miss rate. The

95% per-user prediction interval is a region in which we predict that 95% of users long-
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term average miss rates will lie. Such intervals are useful in establishing how a classifier

will perform for the large majority of users. The 95% per-user prediction interval for the

Scaled Manhattan classifier spans nearly 2/3rds of the rangeof viable miss rates. This

estimate quantifies our observation that the particular user has a major effect on whether a

classifier’s performance is quite good or quite bad.

Similar calculations can be made to estimate 95% per-user prediction intervals for other

classifiers. The only difference in the range of these intervals comes from the non-linearity

of the variance-stabilizing transformation. In all cases,the intervals span more than half of

the range of viable miss rates; the substantial per-user effect is observed for all classifiers.

Similar calculations can also be used to estimate 95% per-impostor prediction inter-

vals (i.e., describing the long-term average miss rates forthe large majority of impostors).

We simply substitute the estimated per-impostor standard deviation instead of the per-user

standard deviation. For the Scaled Manhattan classifier, the prediction interval is0.0% to

58.4% (i.e.,VST −1(24.54 ± 1.96 × 15.74)). The per-impostor interval also covers almost

2/3rds of the viable space. Like the user, the impostor has a substantial effect on whether a

classifier’s miss rate will be high or low, regardless of the classifier.

These estimates support our observation from the empiricalresults that, even for the

best classifier, there is a lot of uncertainty in the miss ratebecause some users have much

lower miss rates than others, and some impostors have much lower miss rates than others.

Something about the typing characteristics of different users and impostors seems to have

as much if not more effect on the miss rate than the classifier.We will investigate some

aspects of user and impostor typing that might explain thesedifferences in Chapter 5. The

high residual standard deviation establishes that, even after the user and impostor effects

have been taken into account, there remains a lot of uncertainty when predicting miss rates.

This residual variation suggests that other factors, beyond the user and impostor, are also

exerting unknown influence on classifier miss rates. We will investigate some of these

factors and measure their influence in Chapter 6.

4.5.3 Statistical hypothesis testing

The model-selection and parameter estimation phases of theanalysis provide strong evi-

dence that the classifier is an important factor (but not the only one) in determining the

miss rate. Such a result is not surprising as it only confirms that some classifiers work bet-

ter than others. That result alone does not establish which classifiers are better than which

other classifiers. For instance, based on Table 4.2 with empirical miss rates and Table 4.3

with parameter estimates, the Scaled Manhattan classifier has one of the lowest miss rates.
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Thek-NN and SVM classifiers also have low error rates. Are these three classifiers equally

good in the long term, or is the Scaled Manhattan classifier uniquely the best? To answer

such a question, we must use statistical hypothesis testingto compare individual classifiers.

As discussed in Chapter 3, we use contrasts to compare pairs of classifiers. In this

analysis, we use all-pairs contrasts (i.e., Tukey contrasts) to compare the miss rates of each

pair of classifiers (Bretz et al., 2011). With 10 classifiers,there are 45 distinct pairings

(i.e.,10 choose 2). Table 4.4 presents the results of these 45 tests. The pairing is presented

in the first column. The estimated difference in effect is in the second column (effect),

with the sign indicating whether the miss rate for the first classifier is higher (positive)

or lower (negative) than the second. The standard error of the estimate andt-statistic are

presented in the third and fourth columns. The standard error is calculated from the residual

variability and the sample size. The final column lists thep-values for each test; they have

been adjusted using the method of Bretz et al. (2011) to accommodate the simultaneous

testing of 45 hypotheses.

Just as a procedural note, although our primary interest is in identifying the top per-

forming classifiers, we must perform 45 tests, one for each pair of classifiers. It might

seem as though one would only need to perform 9 tests, comparing the top-performing

classifier, Scaled Manhattan, to each of the other 9 classifiers. However, to perform such a

series of tests, one must already have calculated that the Scaled Manhattan classifier is the

top-performing classifier. Implicit in such a calculation is a comparison of each classifier’s

effect with each other classifier’s effect. In other words, to compare the best classifier to

the other 9 classifiers, one is actually performing 45 comparisons.

Nearly every pairwise comparison is highly significant (<.0001). In particular, at any

reasonable level of significance, the Scaled Manhattan classifier has a lower error rate than

each of the other 9 classifiers. Based on this analysis, we would conclude that the Scaled

Manhattan classifier has the best miss rate.

Given the high uncertainty, due to per-user, per-impostor,and residual variance, one

might be surprised by such lowp-values. The explanation is that per-user and per-impostor

miss rates are highly correlated across classifiers. Some users have miss rates much lower

than average, and others have miss rates much higher than average. Nevertheless, users with

a low miss rate have low miss rates across all classifiers, andusers with a high miss rate

have high miss rates across all classifiers. As a result, eventhough the per-user variability

is quite large, one can still show differences between the classifiers by looking at how each

user’s error rate changes across classifiers. In statistical terms, the classifier effect is being

testedwithin each subjectrather thanbetween subjects, enabling us to identify the Scaled
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effect stderr t.stat p.value
Manhattan - Euclidean -16.352 0.564 -28.993 <.0001
ScaledManhattan - Euclidean -33.138 0.564 -58.755 <.0001
OutlierCount - Euclidean -25.310 0.564 -44.874 <.0001
AutoAssocNNet - Euclidean -4.627 0.564 -8.203 <.0001
Mahalanobis - Euclidean -19.342 0.564 -34.294 <.0001
KNN - Euclidean -27.360 0.564 -48.510 <.0001
MahalanobisKNN - Euclidean -23.855 0.564 -42.295 <.0001
KMeans - Euclidean -23.025 0.564 -40.823 <.0001
SVM - Euclidean -26.916 0.564 -47.722 <.0001
ScaledManhattan - Manhattan -16.786 0.564 -29.762 <.0001
OutlierCount - Manhattan -8.957 0.564 -15.881 <.0001
AutoAssocNNet - Manhattan 11.726 0.564 20.790 <.0001
Mahalanobis - Manhattan -2.990 0.564 -5.301 <.0001
KNN - Manhattan -11.008 0.564 -19.517 <.0001
MahalanobisKNN - Manhattan -7.502 0.564 -13.301 <.0001
KMeans - Manhattan -6.672 0.564 -11.830 <.0001
SVM - Manhattan -10.563 0.564 -18.729 <.0001
OutlierCount - ScaledManhattan 7.829 0.564 13.881 <.0001
AutoAssocNNet - ScaledManhattan 28.512 0.564 50.552 <.0001
Mahalanobis - ScaledManhattan 13.796 0.564 24.461 <.0001
KNN - ScaledManhattan 5.778 0.564 10.245 <.0001
MahalanobisKNN - ScaledManhattan 9.284 0.564 16.460 <.0001
KMeans - ScaledManhattan 10.114 0.564 17.932 <.0001
SVM - ScaledManhattan 6.223 0.564 11.033 <.0001
AutoAssocNNet - OutlierCount 20.683 0.564 36.671 <.0001
Mahalanobis - OutlierCount 5.967 0.564 10.580 <.0001
KNN - OutlierCount -2.051 0.564 -3.636 0.0106
MahalanobisKNN - OutlierCount 1.455 0.564 2.580 0.2265
KMeans - OutlierCount 2.285 0.564 4.051 0.0019
SVM - OutlierCount -1.606 0.564 -2.848 0.1210
Mahalanobis - AutoAssocNNet -14.715 0.564 -26.091 <.0001
KNN - AutoAssocNNet -22.733 0.564 -40.306 <.0001
MahalanobisKNN - AutoAssocNNet -19.228 0.564 -34.091 <.0001
KMeans - AutoAssocNNet -18.398 0.564 -32.620 <.0001
SVM - AutoAssocNNet -22.289 0.564 -39.518 <.0001
KNN - Mahalanobis -8.018 0.564 -14.216 <.0001
MahalanobisKNN - Mahalanobis -4.512 0.564 -8.000 <.0001
KMeans - Mahalanobis -3.683 0.564 -6.529 <.0001
SVM - Mahalanobis -7.573 0.564 -13.428 <.0001
MahalanobisKNN - KNN 3.506 0.564 6.215 <.0001
KMeans - KNN 4.335 0.564 7.687 <.0001
SVM - KNN 0.444 0.564 0.788 0.9988
KMeans - MahalanobisKNN 0.830 0.564 1.471 0.9037
SVM - MahalanobisKNN -3.061 0.564 -5.427 <.0001
SVM - KMeans -3.891 0.564 -6.899 <.0001

Table 4.4: Hypothesis tests comparing classifiers in the benchmark evaluation. Between
all 10 classifiers, there are 45 pairs of classifiers, and testresults for each each pairing are
presented. Thep-values (adjusted for multiple testing) are accompanied bythe effect size,
standard error estimate, andt-statistic. For most pairs of classifiers, thep-values show
highly significant differences in the miss rates.
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Manhattan as the unique classifier (among the 10) with the lowest average miss rate.

Only 4 comparisons producep-values above.05. These 4 comparisons form a sequence

of 5 classifiers:k-NN, SVM, Outlier Count, Mahalanobisk-NN, k-Means. Each consec-

utive pair of classifiers in the sequence (e.g.,k-NN–SVM) has ap-value above.05, which

we interpret to mean there is little evidence that the classifier miss rates differ substantially.

These five classifiers all have similar empirical miss rates in Table 4.2. This result suggests

that, even though the classifiers would seem to learn very different concepts, they exhibit

similar overall behavior on keystroke-dynamics data.

4.6 Validation

While model-selection and statistical hypothesis-testing procedures are designed to reduce

or limit the possibility of drawing incorrect conclusions,they are necessarily based on

various modeling assumptions. In the end, we believe that the value of any model lies in

its ability to predict the future behavior of a classifier. Consequently, to validate the model,

we make predictions and then check those predictions in a second evaluation.

We collected a second data set using the same procedure. For this secondary data

collection, we had 14 subjects type the same strong password(.tie5Roanl) 400 times over

8 sessions. The same software and timing apparatus were used. With this second, smaller

data set, we perform the same evaluation procedure. Each of the 10 classifiers was trained,

tuned, and tested in a series of trials. The evaluation procedure is the same one described

in Section 4.3.3, substituting the 14-subject typing data from the secondary evaluation for

the 51-subject typing data used in the primary evaluation. With this smaller data set, we

obtain 1820 per-user/impostor miss rates (10 classifiers× 14 genuine-user subjects× 13

impostor subjects).

Table 4.5 presents the average miss and false-alarm rates for all the classifiers in this

validation data set. As in the primary evaluation, the classifiers have been tuned to have a

5% false-alarm rate. Again, the Outlier Count classifier hascoarse anomaly scores, and the

operating threshold was tuned as close as possible to a 5% false-alarm rate. Each classifier’s

average miss rate is within a few percentage points of the corresponding average miss rates

from the original evaluation (Table 4.2).

Our first step in validating the model is to check the per-userpredictions. Earlier, in

Section 4.5, we explained how to calculate 95% per-user prediction intervals for each clas-

sifier. These intervals enclose a region in which we expect that 95% of users’ long-term

miss rates will lie. Using the validation data, we can estimate long-term miss rates for each
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Classifier False-Alarm Rate Miss Rate
ScaledManhattan 5.0 20.6

KNN 5.0 27.1
SVM 5.0 29.4

OutlierCount 2.6 31.7
MahalanobisKNN 5.0 30.3

KMeans 5.0 33.0
Mahalanobis 5.0 35.9

Manhattan 5.0 47.2
AutoAssocNNet 5.0 50.5

Euclidean 5.0 57.9

Table 4.5: Average error rates for classifiers on the validation set. On the 14-subject vali-
dation data, the 10 classifiers were trained and tuned to have5% miss rates (or as close as
technically possible). The classifiers are sorted in order of their miss rates on the evaluation
data set (Table 4.2 on page 85). The average miss rates are similar on this secondary data
set.

of the users. For each classifier and each genuine-user subject, there are 13 miss rates,

corresponding to each of the 13 impostor subjects. The average of these 13 miss rates is a

reasonable estimate of the long-term miss rate for that genuine-user subject. We calculate

14 per-user average miss rates for each classifier. By examining whether these 14 points

fall within the predicted region, we can demonstrate whether the model is making accurate

predictions about classifier performance.

Figure 4.7 presents the per-user 95% prediction intervals for each of the classifiers.

Along with the intervals, we have plotted the 14 per-user average miss rates for each clas-

sifier from the validation data set. Nearly all of these points fall within the corresponding

prediction interval, demonstrating that the predictions are accurately bounding the range of

observed behavior. That only one point falls outside the interval suggests that the intervals

might be slightly conservative (i.e., overly long). With 95% prediction intervals, we would

expect 1 point out of 20 to exceed the interval, and the figure contains 140 points. Never-

theless, for most classifiers, the points are distributed fairly consistently around the entire

range of the interval, suggesting that the intervals are notvery conservative.

Checking that the per-user miss rates are within the prediction intervals is only part of

validating the model. The per-user, per-impostor, and residual distributions are assumed to

be Normally distributed with variance estimated from the data. These prediction intervals

only concern the validity of the per-user variability.

Our second step in validating the model is to check these modeling assumptions more

rigorously. As explained in the explanation of the validation step in Chapter 3 (Section
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Figure 4.7: Model predictions and validation data for the benchmark evaluation. The hor-
izontal lines delineate the 95% prediction intervals for each classifier. The blue dots indi-
cate the per-user miss rates for the 14 users in the validation data set. Nearly all results fall
within the predicted intervals.

3.10), we calculate per-user effects, per-impostor effects, and residual effects by compar-

ing the results of the secondary evaluation with the model predictions. Through this pro-

cess, we find 14 per-user effects (one for each subject), 14 per-impostor effects (one for

each subject), and 1820 residual miss rates (one for each classifier, genuine-user, and im-

postor subject). All three sets of points are assumed to be Normally distributed with zero

mean and variance predicted by the model. Validating the model involves checking these

assumptions.

The variances of these Normal distributions were estimatedas part of the model. If one

divides a set of Normally distributed values with zero mean by their standard deviation,

the resulting values should have a standard Normal distribution (i.e., zero mean and unit

variance). We perform this scaling calculation on the per-user effects, per-impostor effects,

and residuals using the standard deviations from the model to obtainstandardizedper-user

effects, per-impostor effects, and residuals.

To assess whether the Normality assumptions are met for these standardized effects

and residuals, we useQQ-plots. Figure 4.8 shows theQQ-plots for the 14 standardized

per-user effects (on the left), the 14 standardized per-impostor effects (in the middle), and
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Figure 4.8:QQ-plots for validating LMM predictions from the benchmark evaluation. The
left panel has per-user deviations from Normality; the middle panel has per-impostor devi-
ations; the right panel has residual deviations. Per-user and per-impostor deviations meet
expectations. Residuals are somewhat heavy tailed.

the 1820 standardized residuals (on the right). In the panels on the left and in the middle,

assessing the Normality of the per-user and per-impostor effects respectively, the points

closely adhere to the diagonal line. These panels support the Normality assumption for

these effects. In the panel on the right, assessing the Normality of the residuals, the points

have a slightly sinusoidal shape. This shape is indicative of slightly heavy tails.

In general, some violation of the modeling assumptions is acceptable and to be ex-

pected. Heavy-tailed residuals suggest that while our model can accurately predict average

effects for users and impostors, it falls a little short whenpredicting how much variation

to expect for a particular user or impostor. For a single user, there can be day-to-day

variation in the miss rate for unknown reasons. Even with slightly heavy-tailed residuals,

QQ-plots demonstrate that the model constructed from the benchmark evaluation makes

accurate predictions of error rates in a secondary evaluation. The model has captured not

only the average error rates of each classifier, but also how much per-user, per-impostor,

and residual variability to expect.

4.7 Discussion

Recall that the goal of this work is to understand the factorsthat affect classifier error rates.

Our analysis shows how much more can be learned by modeling the effects of individual

users and impostors on error rate, rather than simply tabulating the average miss rates

of each classifier. The average miss rates did reveal which classifier did best overall in

the evaluation (i.e., Scaled Manhattan), but they told us nothing about whether we could

expect individual user miss rates to be close to the overall average. In fact, analysis of
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those individual miss rates revealed that regardless of theclassifier’s average miss rate,

some user’s have extremely low miss rates and others have very high miss rates. Likewise,

some impostors are substantially more difficult to detect than others. Reports of only the

average error rate may potentially mislead a reader into thinking that individual results will

not vary substantially.

For instance, the average miss rate for the Scaled Manhattanclassifier is 23.6%; the

average miss rate for the Euclidean classifier is 61.0%, a seemingly large difference. How-

ever, when we estimate prediction intervals based on the per-user standard deviation, we

find that with the Scaled Manhattan classifier, 95% of per-user average miss rates will be

between 0.0% and 63.1%, while with the Euclidean classifier,95% of per-user average

miss rates will be between 13.3% and 98.3%. One might get pretty good results with a

bad classifier (e.g., 13.3% with the Euclidean classifier) orpretty bad results with a good

classifier (e.g., 63.1% with the Scaled Manhattan classifier).

Statistical hypothesis testing confirmed that the Scaled Manhattan classifier had the

lowest error rate, but the actual difference between that classifier and other good classifiers

(e.g.,k-NN and SVM) was small compared to the per-user and per-impostor standard de-

viation. This observation suggests that we may have reacheda point of diminishing returns

for using new classification technology to improve keystroke-dynamics error rates. Most

classifiers’ average miss rates are within a few percentage points of the others. The clas-

sifier effect is comparatively small. Different users and impostors sway the miss rates by

tens of percentage points. We might see greater improvementin keystroke-dynamics error

rates by understanding these larger effects.

This discovery of high per-user and per-impostor variability also presents a problem

for keystroke-dynamics evaluations. With such high variability, one needs many subjects

to accurately estimate error rates. Specifically, suppose we conduct an evaluation like that

described in this chapter, and we determine that a classifierhas a 30% miss rate (or 36.9 in

the variance-transformed space). Assuming that the per-user standard deviation is roughly

what we estimated earlier in this chapter (σ(user) = 17.31 in the variance-transformed

space), we can estimate the 95% confidence interval with the following equation:

CI95% = VST−1(36.9 ± 1.96 × 17.31/
√

n)

wheren is the sample size. In this case, a single sample correspondsto a subject. Note

that the confidence interval is not the same as a prediction interval. The confidence interval

estimates the range in which the true miss rate will fall 95% of the time. Ifn is greater than

1, the confidence interval will be narrower than the prediction interval. Asn gets larger,
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the confidence interval gets narrower.

By translating the interval back from the variance-transformed space to the space of

error rates, we can calculate how many subjects are needed for the confidence interval to

narrow to under±1 percentage point. With 50 subjects, the 95% confidence interval is

23.3% to 37.1%. With 100 subjects, the confidence interval only narrows to 25.2% to

35.0%. To narrow the interval to±1 percentage point (i.e., 29.0%–31.0%), one needs 2401

subjects. Few studies have that many genuine-user subjects, and so the uncertainty in many

error-rate estimates (i.e., the “margin of error”) is likely to be several percentage points

wide.

As noted earlier in this chapter, many different classifiershave been proposed, and

some studies which proposed a new classifier did compare its performance to that of one or

more existing classifiers. However, as we saw in the literature review from Chapter 2, very

few studies in keystroke dynamics used any inferential statistics to generalize from their

empirical results.

When a study uses no inferential statistics, it is difficult to compare the results to ours.

For instance, Harun et al. (2010) evaluated many of the same classifiers as this work (e.g.,

Euclidean, Manhattan, Mahalanobis, and Scaled Manhattan). They calculated equal-error

rates (EERs) for each of the classifiers and presented them ina histogram. The EERs ranged

from about 5% to 19%, but with no error bars or other statistical analysis, one cannot tell

whether the results suggest a significant difference between the classifiers, or whether they

are all about the same.

The few studies that used inferential statistics in comparing classifiers raise some in-

teresting concerns in relation to our work. Specifically, Cho et al. (2000) evaluated a Ma-

halanobisk-NN and an Auto-Associative Neural Network; they used a paired t-test and

established that the Neural Network was significantly better than the Mahalanobisk-NN

(p ≈ 0.00079). In this work, we find that the Neural Network does substantially worse than

the Mahalanobisk-NN. Explaining discrepancies in the results of different evaluations is

of fundamental importance to the practical use of keystrokedynamics.

In search of explanations, one might ask whether classifier implementation differences

are the cause of these discrepancies. Because we used our ownimplementations of the clas-

sifiers evaluated in this work, small implementation differences may change performance.

However, our classifier implementations were tuned to obtain good performance on our typ-

ing data. We expect that other researchers likewise tuned their classifiers. Consequently,

we believe that implementation differences cannot explainthe wild differences in classifier

error rates across study; some other factors must be responsible for the differences. In the
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study by Cho et al., subjects chose their own passwords, those with inconsistent typing

were removed from the study, and 75–325 training samples were used for each genuine-

user subject (depending on the amount of data collected fromthe subject). In the current

work, all subjects used the same password, no subjects were filtered from the study, and 200

training samples were used for all genuine-user subjects. These or any other differences

may explain why different classifiers perform best in different evaluations. Identifying and

understanding these differences spawned the remaining investigations in this work.

During the model-validation step, we effectively collected a second data set and used it

to test whether the model built from the first data set was accurate. This process might be

described as a replication since the first evaluation was an experiment and the second evalu-

ation was conducted as an attempt to reproduce the first experiment’s results. Replication is

one of the hallmarks of the scientific process, but to our knowledge this work contains one

of the few successful replications in keystroke dynamics. Replication is important because

it demonstrates a reliable understanding of the phenomena under study (e.g., classifier error

rates). By repeating the evaluation with new genuine-user and impostor subjects, we have

effectively shown an accurate understanding of how these classifiers behave, at least in the

evaluation environment.

4.8 Summary

This chapter presented our first investigation using LMMs tounderstand classifier behavior

in keystroke-dynamics. A benchmark evaluation of 10 classifiers was conducted to identify

the top-performing classifiers. LMMs were fit to the per-user/impostor miss rates for each

classifier. The models were used to accurately predict the results of a subsequent evaluation

thereby validating the model.

From this first investigation, we draw the following conclusions:

1. The Scaled Manhattan classifier has an estimated miss rate of14.1%, significantly

lower than those of the other 9 benchmarked classifiers.This conclusion depends,

obviously, on the details of the evaluation (e.g., the use ofa strong password, tun-

ing classifiers to a 5% false-alarm rate, etc.). Nevertheless, if one were to use this

evaluation to choose the best classifier, Scaled Manhattan would be it.

2. However, the estimated 95% prediction interval for per-user long-term average miss

rates is from0.0% to63.1% for Scaled Manhattan, and spans a similarly large range

for the other classifiers.Consequently, while Scaled Manhattan may have the best

average miss rate, the actual miss rate seems to depend more on the user than on the
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classifier.

3. Likewise, the estimated 95% prediction interval for per-impostor long term average

miss rates is from0.0% to 58.4% for Scaled Manhattan, and similarly large for

the other classifiers.Some impostors are substantially harder to detect than others,

regardless of the user.

4. Because of the high per-user effect on miss rates, an accurate estimate of a clas-

sifier’s error rate (i.e., to within±1 percentage point) may require thousands of

subjects.Few studies use so many subjects, so one explanation for why the same

classifier is reported to have wildly different error rates across studies may be the

sample size. Fortunately, because classifier error rates seem to be highly correlated

across subjects, hypothesis tests require substantially fewer subjects (e.g., 30–50) to

find a significant difference between two classifiers’ error rates.

These results support our claim that there are many factors beyond the classifier itself that

affect keystroke-dynamics error rates. For keystroke dynamics in the short term, these

results may seem somewhat discouraging. In the long term, the results suggest we should

focus on identifying and understanding these factors as a way to make progress in keystroke

dynamics.

In the thesis statement from Chapter 1, we claimed in part that LMMs offer better un-

derstanding of classifier behavior than current practices.In this investigation, we reviewed

earlier work and showed that—because most classifiers were evaluated in different evalu-

ation environments—few conclusions could be drawn about which classifier was the best.

Then, by conducting a benchmark and using LMMs to analyse theresult, we established

which classifier performs best (i.e., Scaled Manhattan) in aconsistent evaluation environ-

ment. We also discovered other factors, namely the user and impostor, that have at least

as much effect on miss rates as the classifier. Consequently,the investigation has furthered

our understanding of keystroke-dynamics classifier behavior.



Chapter 5

Personal Traits and Keystroke Dynamics

The investigation in this chapter attempts to identify someof the sources of per-user and

per-impostor variation in classifier error rates. In particular, could personal traits such as

age, gender, dominant hand and typing style explain why sometypists (or pairs of typists)

are more difficult to distinguish than others?

5.1 Background

In the last chapter, we discovered that the user and impostorhave a substantial effect on the

miss rate of a classifier. To better understand how and why theparticular user and impostor

affect classifier error rates, we consider various traits that might make a typist easier or

harder to distinguish from others.

There is some surprising evidence that even traits such as age and gender might af-

fect typing characteristics (and consequently affect classifier behavior). The Halstead-

Reitan Battery is a sequence of neuropsychological tests which include a finger-tapping

test (Spreen and Strauss, 1998). This test measures the rateat which a subject repeatedly

pushes a button. Test results have been shown to correlate with a subject’s age, gender,

dominant hand, overall health, and even whether he or she is putting maximal effort into

the task (Carlier et al., 1993; Okuno et al., 2006; Wall and Millis, 1998). Since using a

keyboard is a lot like pushing a button repeatedly, perhaps these same traits manifest in

different typing rhythms.

Anything that affects typing times and rhythms could plausibly affect the error rates of

keystroke-dynamics classifiers. For instance, right-handed typists might type digraphs on

the right side of the keyboard more quickly and consistently, while left-handed typists type

digraphs on the left side more quickly and consistently. Consequently, miss rates might be

103
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lower for right-handed users and left-handed impostors. Touch typists might have lower

miss rates because their more consistent typing rhythms aremore easily recognized by

a classifier than the inconsistent rhythms of a hunt-and-peck typist. Alternatively, touch

typists may have higher miss rates because they all type withthe same or very similar

rhythms. Regardless of the direction of the effect (i.e., higher or lower), it is plausible that

these traits might affect classifier error rates.

Very little work has been done to establish what effect personal traits have on keystroke-

dynamics error rates. Potential effects have certainly been acknowledged. Some earlier

studies have provided breakdowns of subjects in terms of age, gender, and other personal

traits. For instance, Hosseinzadeh and Krishnan (2008) andEl-Abed et al. (2010) both tab-

ulated the number of subjects by age and gender. Kotani and Horii (2005) reported that all

the subjects in their evaluation data set were right-handed. Dozono and Nakakuni (2008) re-

port that their subjects ranged in skill from “standard computer user to almost blind typist.”

By reporting these subject demographics, the researchers imply that the reported personal

traits may be important.

A few studies went a step further in attempting to compare classifier error rates for dif-

ferent levels of these factors. Tran et al. (2007) reported per-gender average EERs. Their

results suggest that the EERs for their female subjects werehigher, but no inferential statis-

tics were used to draw that conclusion. Likewise, Hosseinzadeh et al. (2006) found that

classification results were particularly poor for “two finger” typists, but again, no inferen-

tial statistics were used to test the claim.

Hwang et al. (2009a) did perform a statistical test involving the effects of personal traits

on classifier error rates. They tested whether typists who used both hands to type had higher

or lower equal-error rates. Based on the reportedp-value, they found no significant effect,

but their experiment suggested that further investigationof this issue is warranted. The

details of the Hwang et al. experiment differ substantiallyfrom the present investigation.

In particular, they were interested in whether artificial rhythms and cues improve keystroke-

dynamics error rates, and they considered the effect of different typing styles in this context.

5.2 Aim and approach

Our aim in this investigation is to understand which (if any)personal traits of genuine users

and impostors affect the error rates of keystroke-dynamicsclassifiers. Specifically, we

focus on four traits: age, gender, dominant hand, and typingstyle. We investigate whether

any traits—individually or shared between the user and the impostor—affect miss rates.
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We supplement the results from the benchmark evaluation in Chapter 4 with informa-

tion collected from a demographic survey filled out by each ofour subjects. Then, we

conduct a statistical analysis of the demographic data using LMMs to identify traits that

might explain the per-user and per-impostor variability inclassifier error rates. Finally, we

validate these models as before using data from a secondary evaluation.

5.3 Experimental method

We administered a lengthy demographic survey to the subjects who provided typing data

for our benchmark evaluation in Chapter 4. We collected information about age, gender,

dominant hand, and typing style, and we merged this information with the benchmark

evaluation results.

5.3.1 Demographic survey

The 51 subjects who provided typing times for the benchmark evaluation and the 14 sub-

jects who provided typing times for the validation data set were asked to complete a demo-

graphic survey. The survey was extensive, comprising 9 pages and covering a variety of

topics in computer usage, keyboard preferences, and other activities that affect manual dex-

terity. Our focus in this work is on four questions in the survey pertaining to age, gender,

dominant hand, and typing style.

Age: The survey used the following question to assess age.

Write your age here (or check one age group):
2 18–20 2 21–25 2 26–30 2 31–35 2 36–40

2 41–45 2 46–50 2 51–60 2 61–70 2 71–80

In retrospect, we might have structured this question differently, since subjects re-

sponded in unanticipated ways. Some checked a box; others wrote in their age; still

others wrote in a range that sometimes did and sometimes did not correspond to one

of the ranges explicitly offered. Nevertheless, for this work, we were able to accom-

modate the different kinds of answers by defining two age groups: 18–30, and 31+.

With these two groups, we can observe whether or not there areany major differences

in typing times of older and younger subjects.

Gender: In the demographic survey, subjects were asked their gender. All subjects re-

sponded to the question, identifying as Male or Female.
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Age Range Gender Dom. Hand Typ. Style
18-30 31+ Male Female Right Left Touch Other

Evaluation Pool 31 20 30 21 43 8 28 23
Validation Pool 7 7 8 6 13 1 9 5

Table 5.1: Summary of the subjects’ age, gender, dominant hand, and typing style. Results
in the first row are for the 51 subjects in the primary evaluation data set. Results in the
second row are for the 14 in the secondary validation data set. All traits were reported by
subjects via a questionnaire. In most categories, the subjects are balanced fairly evenly
among the groups.

Dominant Hand: The survey asked subjects to identify as either left-handed, right-handed,

or ambidextrous. All subjects indicated that they were either left- or right-handed.

Typing Style: The demographic survey asked subjects to assess their typing style with the

following question:

What is your level of typing skill in English? (Circle one)

1 2 3 4 5

Hunt and peck Average Touch type

(without looking at keyboard)

Again, in retrospect, we might have structured this question differently. Subjects

were given no real guidance on interpreting levels 1–4, but level 5 was defined

in straightforward operational terms (i.e., typing without looking at the keyboard).

Since we are looking for clear effects at this point, we labeled subjects who circled

option 5 astouch, and those who circled any of the other 4 options asother.

Each of the four traits has been made to take binary values: 18–30/31+, male/female,

left-handed/right-handed, and touch-typist/other. Table 5.1 presents the demographics of

our subjects according to this survey. The first row presentsresults for the 51 subjects in

the primary evaluation, used to build the statistical model. The second row presents results

for the 14 subjects in the secondary evaluation, used for validating the model.

When building a statistical model, a typical heuristic is that one should have at least

five participants in each group, and we do have at least five subjects in each group in the

primary evaluation pool. For three of the four traits (i.e.,age, gender, and typing style), the

numbers are fairly or very balanced. For the fourth trait (dominant hand), the numbers are

skewed, but the proportions are in keeping with the prevalence of left-handedness in the

population (about 10%).
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We have enough data to investigate the main effects of each trait and whether there is an

interaction between a genuine user’s traits and an impostor’s traits (e.g., whether a user and

impostor who share the same traits are harder to distinguish). We will not be able to look

for interactions between the four traits with the data available. In the primary evaluation

pool, we have only 4 left-handed subjects in the 18–30 year age range, and 4 left-handed

subjects in the 31+ age range; none in the latter group are female.

5.3.2 Merged demographic and evaluation results

Recall that in Chapter 4 we performed a benchmark evaluationof 10 classifiers using 51

subjects. Each subject typed the password.tie5Roanl 400 times. For each classifier and

each subject, we designated the given subject as the genuineuser and trained the classifier

using 200 of his or her typing samples. Then, we tuned the classifier to have a 5% false-

alarm rate using the remaining 200 samples from the genuine-user subject.

For each trained and tuned classifier, we designated the other 50 subjects as impostors,

and we classified the first 50 samples from each impostor. We recorded the miss rate for

each impostor. This process resulted in 25,500 miss rates, one for each of the 10 classifiers,

51 genuine-user subjects, and 50 impostor subjects.

Based on the results of that benchmark, we narrow our focus from ten classifiers to

seven: Scaled Manhattan, Outlier Count, Mahalanobis,k-NN, Mahalanobisk-NN, k-

Means, and SVM. While that earlier investigation concludedthat Scaled Manhattan was

the best of the classifiers, all seven had comparatively low miss rates (below 40%). Since

user and impostor traits may affect different classifiers differently (e.g., some are better at

distinguishing right-handed typists than others), we decided to include these seven classi-

fiers in this investigation.

Using the results of the demographic survey, we matched eachof the 25,500 miss rates

with the four demographic characteristics (i.e., age, gender, dominant hand, and typing

style) for the corresponding genuine-user subject and impostor subject. With this supple-

mental information, the evaluation results now comprise 25,500 miss rates along with (1)

the classifier, (2) the genuine-user subject’s ID, (3) the impostor subject’s ID, (4) the user’s

age, (5) the user’s gender, (6) the user’s dominant hand, (7)the user’s typing style, (8) the

impostor’s age, (9) the impostor’s gender, (10) the impostor’s dominant hand, and (11) the

impostor’s typing style.
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5.4 Empirical results

Figure 5.1 presents the classifier miss rates for each of the various pairings of user’s and

impostor’s age and gender. The meaning of the dots (medians), boxes (quartiles), whiskers

(min and max), and points (outliers) are the same as in Chapter 4. Recall that in the bench-

mark evaluation we tuned each classifier so that the false-alarm rate for each genuine-user

subject was fixed at 5%. Then, we compared classifiers based ontheir miss rates. In this

section we continue with this approach, analyzing whether different user and impostor per-

sonal traits have an effect on miss rates.

In part (a), the four panels present results from the four agematchups: 18–30 and 31+

genuine-user and impostor subjects. Looking only at the medians in each panel, we see a

gradual increase in the median miss rate from the Scaled Manhattan classifier on the left to

the Mahalanobis classifier on the right. Across panels, eachclassifier’s boxplots look very

similar. The boxes and whiskers span the whole space of possible miss rates, suggesting

that variability remains high even after age is taken into account. The medians appear to

be a few percentage points higher for the panels on the right (i.e., for 31+ users), but only

a more formal analysis will show whether this visual impression is significant.

In part (b), the four panels present results from the four matchups of male/female users

and male/female impostors. The most noticeable differencebetween panels is the smaller

boxplot for the Scaled Manhattan classifier for female users. The SVM and Outlier Count

classifiers also seem to have lower median miss rates for these users. Median miss rates on

the bottom row of panels may also be slightly higher than those in the top row (i.e., higher

for male impostors).

Figure 5.2 presents the miss rates separated by the remaining two traits: dominant hand

and typing style. In part (a), many of the boxplot features (i.e., the maximum, 3rd-quartile

marker, and medians) appear to be lower for left-handed users. This observation suggests

perhaps that left-handed typists are easier to distinguishfrom other typists. The dominant

hand of the impostor does not appear to have much effect.

In part (b), the four panels present results from the variousmatchups of touch-typing

and non-touch-typing users and impostors. The most striking contrast is between the top-

right panel (both touch typists) and the lower-left panel (neither touch typists). The medians

and boxplot quartiles are all substantially higher when theuser and impostor are both touch

typists.

In summary, the empirical results do suggest that the personal traits of the user and

the impostor may make distinguishing the two typists easieror harder. Of course, one of
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Part (b): Gender as a factor
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Figure 5.1: Miss rates by user and impostor age and gender. Each of the panels presents
one pairing of user and impostor traits. In part (a), separation is by user and impostor age
range. Medians may be somewhat higher for 31+ users. In part (b), separation is by user
and impostor gender. Medians are somewhat higher for male impostors; SVM and Outlier
Count classifiers perform somewhat better for female users.
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Part (a): Dominant hand as a factor
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Part (b): Typing style as a factor
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Figure 5.2: Miss rates by user and impostor dominant hand andtyping style. Each of the
panels presents one pairing of user and impostor traits. In part (a), separation is by user
and impostor dominant hand. Medians and boxplot quartiles seem somewhat lower for
left-handed users. In part (b), separation is by user and impostor typing style. Medians and
boxplot quartiles appear to be substantially higher for touch-typing impostors, particularly
when the user is also a touch typist.
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Minimal Model Equation:
VST(miss rate)ijk = µ + (user)i + (impostor)j + εk

(user)i ∼ N(0, σ2
(user))

(impostor)j ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εk ∼ N(0, σ2
ε)

Maximal Model Equation:
VST(miss rate)ijklmnopqrst = µ + (Classifier)i × (User Age)j × (Imp.Age)k

+ (Classifier)i × (User Gender)l × (Imp.Gender)m

+ (Classifier)i × (User Hand)n × (Imp.Hand)o

+ (Classifier)i × (User Style)p × (Imp. Style)q

+ (user)r + (impostor)s + εt

(user)r ∼ N(0, σ2
(user))

(impostor)s ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εt ∼ N(0, σ2
ε)

Figure 5.3: Equations for model selection in the personal-trait investigation. The minimal
equation includes only the random effects which are part of the structure of the experiment.
The maximal equation also includes fixed effects for the classifier, the 4 personal traits of
the genuine user, and the 4 personal traits of the impostor. All interactions between the
classifier and corresponding user and impostor traits are also included. TheA × B × C
notation is shorthand for including the three-way interaction term and all lower-order terms
involving factorsA, B, andC.

the running themes of this work is that inferential statistics are required to draw general

observations from empirical results, and so a more formal analysis follows.

5.5 Statistical analysis

As with the original benchmark data, we analyze the results using linear mixed-effects

models, proceeding through the model selection, parameterestimation, and hypothesis-

testing stages.

5.5.1 Model selection

Figure 5.3 presents the minimal and maximal model equationsused to define the search

space for model selection. The minimal equation only contains the user and impostor ran-

dom effects, which we include in all models of miss rates. Themaximal model includes

fixed-effect terms for the classifier, the four personal traits of the user, and the four per-
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sonal traits of the impostor. Interaction terms between theclassifier, the user traits and the

impostor traits are also included in the maximal model. Missing are interactions between

different traits; as noted earlier, investigation of such interactions cannot be supported by

our data set. For instance, an interaction between the user’s typing style and the impostor’s

typing style is included, but no interactions between the user’s typing style and user’s age,

or between the user’s typing style and the impostor’s age areincluded.

We used stepwise model selection starting from the maximal model equation. We re-

moved terms based on the term whose removal resulted in the smallest BIC score. After

iteratively applying this procedure until we arrived at theminimal model equation, we se-

lected the model with the lowest BIC score of all those seen during the search.

5.5.2 Parameter estimation

Once the model equation was selected, we repeated the parameter-estimation procedure us-

ing REML rather than maximum-likelihood, as explained in Chapter 3. Figure 5.2 presents

the model equation and the parameter-estimates from this procedure. Note, again, that the

estimates are in the variance-transformed space; they are not directly interpretable as miss

rates.

Looking first at the model equation, we see some terms that we expected to see, and

some terms that we found somewhat surprising. The presence of user and impostor typing

style and an interaction between them was expected from looking at the empirical results

in Figure 5.2, part (b). The presence of user and impostor gender are somewhat more

unexpected. Of the various possible effects we observed in the boxplots of the empirical

results, we did not anticipate the inclusion of these effects. In retrospect, revisiting Figure

5.1, part (b), the interaction term between the classifiers and the genuine-user gender is

understandable. Some classifiers did have markedly lower median miss rates for female

genuine-user subjects.

Turning to the parameter-estimate table, note that the baseline situation includes the

Scaled Manhattan classifier and male/non-touch-typist users and impostors. The remaining

fixed-effect estimates are adjustments from changing the baseline conditions. The baseline

estimate of19.28 corresponds to a miss rate of8.9%. Note that this is substantially lower

than the estimate for the Scaled Manhattan classifier in the last chapter. In Chapter 4,

the per-classifier estimates averaged over all users, whereas here the estimate is only for a

particular subset of genuine-user and impostor typists whoare easiest to distinguish. As

the rest of the analysis will show, other sets of typists increase the estimated miss rates.

Looking down the parameter-estimate table, we note that theScaled Manhattan classi-
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Selected Model Equation:
V ST (miss rate)ijklmnop = µ + (Classifier)i × (User Gender)j

+ (User Gender)j × (Imp.Gender)k

+ (User Style)l × (Imp. Style)m

+ (user)n + (impostor)o + εp

(user)n ∼ N(0, σ2
(user ))

(impostor)o ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εp ∼ N(0, σ2
ε )

Parameter Estimates:
Parameters classifier usergender impgender userstyle impstyleestimate

(µ) baseline ScaledManhattan Male Male Other Other 19.28
classifier OutlierCount 6.81

Mahalanobis 8.31
KNN 1.42

MahalanobisKNN 4.29
KMeans 5.57

SVM 5.17
usergender Female -5.19
impgender Female -7.31

userstyle Touch 4.34
impstyle Touch 11.30

classifier:usergender OutlierCount Female 2.48
Mahalanobis Female 13.31

KNN Female 10.58
MahalanobisKNN Female 12.13

KMeans Female 11.02
SVM Female 2.56

usergender:impgender Female Female 3.57
userstyle:impstyle Touch Touch 4.15

σ(user) 19.40
σ(impostor) 13.84

σε 19.01

Table 5.2: LMM for the results of the personal-traits study.The model equation is at the
top. Terms for the classifier and the genders and typing styles of the genuine users and
impostors were kept during model selection. The estimated effects of these factors and
the per-user, per-impostor, and residual standard deviations are in the parameter-estimates
table at the bottom.

fier is still estimated to have the lowest error rate under allconditions. The estimates in the

classifier section of the table are all positive, so the otherclassifiers are expected to have

higher miss rates for male genuine users. The estimates in the classifier/user-gender section

are also all positive, so the other classifiers are also expected to have higher miss rates for

female genuine users.

Based on the negative user-gender and impostor-gender estimates, we would expect

that miss rates are somewhat lower for female users and impostors, but the positive user-

gender/impostor-gender interaction estimate somewhat offsets those reductions when both

user and impostor are female. Note, however, that all these effects are fairly small, and
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we postpone drawing conclusions about the effect of gender until we test the hypothesis

formally.

One of the biggest effects in the table is the impostor’s typing style (11.30), indicating

a large increase in the miss rate when a touch-typing impostor is substituted for a non-

touch-typist. For the Scaled Manhattan classifier, substituting a touch-typing impostor is

estimated to cause the miss rate to increase from8.9% to 21.4%. Substituting a touch-

typing user for a non-touch-typing user is estimated to increase the miss rate to13.1%.

When both the user and impostor are touch typists, the interaction effect is also positive;

for the Scaled Manhattan classifier, with touch-typing users and impostors estimated miss

rate increases to33.2%. Since the user and impostor typing-style effects are independent

of the classifier, the estimated increase for the other classifiers would be similar.

Finally, note that the user, impostor, and residual standard deviations are quite high,

as they were in the model from the last chapter. One might haveexpected the standard

deviations to decrease since we have included personal traits in the model that help to ex-

plain some of the per-user and per-impostor effects. Looking at these numbers, the per-user

standard deviation has increased from the previous chapter, the per-impostor standard de-

viation has decreased, and the residual remains about the same. We should note that only

seven of the ten classifiers from the last chapter are evaluated in this chapter, so it is not

wholly proper to compare the estimates of the models across these chapters. Neverthe-

less, the overall variance—calculated as the sum of the per-user, per-impostor, and residual

variance—has decreased somewhat with the new model. This decrease suggests that user

and impostor personal traits such as touch typing do offer a partial explanation for why

some users and impostors have much higher miss rates than others.

5.5.3 Statistical hypothesis testing

With so many factors and interactions, there are literally thousands of possible tests we

could perform. Consequently, unlike in the previous chapter, where we compared every

pair of classifiers during hypothesis testing, here we must be more selective. Based on our

observations and the analysis so far, we believe that the most important effects to test con-

cern (1) the effect of touch-typing users and impostors, and(2) whether the classifiers/user-

gender term in the model means that some classifiers really work better for male typists

than for female typists. The first of these topics concerns the possibility that the effec-

tiveness of keystroke-dynamics is greatly reduced by touch-typing impostors. The second

topic concerns whether we can improve keystroke-dynamics by selecting the best classifier

based on a typist’s personal traits.
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Pair #1 Pair #2
user style imp. style user style imp. style effect stderr t.stat p.value

touch other other other 4.340 5.513 0.787 0.8794
other touch other other 11.303 3.943 2.867 0.0212
touch touch other other 19.790 6.764 2.926 0.0176
touch other other touch -6.963 6.763 -1.030 0.7491
touch touch touch other 15.449 3.938 3.923 0.0006
touch touch other touch 8.487 5.510 1.540 0.4170

Table 5.3: Hypothesis tests comparing miss rates for touch-typists and others. Each row
compares one pairing of users’ and impostors’ typing skillsagainst another pairing. Highly
significant positive effects (corresponding to increased miss rates) are found when we com-
pare pairings in which the impostor is a touch typist to thosewhere the impostor is not.

Regarding the touch-typing effects, we identified 4 relevant terms in the model: the

baseline, the user typing-style effect, the impostor typing-style effect, and the user/impostor

typing-style interaction effect. To investigate whether the user’s and impostor’s typing

styles significantly affect miss rates, we tested for differences among all 6 combinations of

these factors. Each combination corresponds to testing whether the miss rate is the same

for one pair of users and impostors and another pair of users and impostors. There are

4 ways to pair a touch-typing/non-touch-typing user and a touch-typing/non-touch-typing

impostor (2× 2), and there are 6 ways to choose two pairs for comparison outof 4 pairs.

Table 5.3 lists all possible comparisons among pairs and presents the results of the

hypothesis tests: the estimated effect, the standard error, the test statistic, and thep-value

(adjusted for multiple testing as explained in Chapter 3). Significant effects are those with

p-values below .05, and we find three significant effects. The significant effects correspond

to the 2nd, 3rd, and 5th rows of the table. In each of these rows, we compare pairings with

a touch-typing impostor to pairings with a non-touch-typing (other) impostor. In all three

cases, we find a significant increase in the miss rate corresponding to the pairing with the

touch-typing impostor. Based on this analysis, we concludethat touch-typing impostors

are more difficult to detect than non-touch-typing impostors.

Regarding the question of whether the user’s gender affectsa classifier’s error rate, we

conducted a series of tests, one for each classifier. In each test, we compared the classifier

effect for female users to the effect for male users. The results of these tests are in Table

5.4. None of the comparisons show a significant difference (at any reasonable level). Con-

sequently, while having the classifier/user-gender term inthe model was preferred by the

model-selection criterion, the hypothesis test downplaysits effect.

This result highlights the different goals and properties of model selection and hypoth-
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effect stderr t.stat p.value
ScaledManhattan -5.192 5.615 -0.925 0.8103
OutCount -2.715 5.615 -0.483 0.9755
Mahalanobis 8.120 5.615 1.446 0.4766
KNN 5.386 5.615 0.959 0.7909
MahalanobisKNN 6.935 5.615 1.235 0.6164
KMeans 5.832 5.615 1.039 0.7434
SVM -2.629 5.615 -0.468 0.9782

Table 5.4: Hypothesis tests comparing error rates across gender. Each row tests whether
gender has an effect on one of the seven classifiers. None of the results are significant;
there is little evidence that gender plays a substantial role in classifier accuracy.

esis testing. BIC included these terms in the model because that criterion aims for large-

sample fidelity to the true model. In the context of model selection, factors and terms can

be admitted to models more leniently than in the context of a significance test. In this case,

while we keep the gender terms in the model, the lack of a significant effect on classifier

error rate and the relatively small size of the effects leadsus to consider this factor of little

practical importance.

5.6 Validation

We validate the model by using it to make predictions about a secondary evaluation. In this

case, the predictions from the model concern classifier missrates for different combinations

of users and impostors, characterized by traits such as age,gender, dominant hand, and

typing style. In particular, since the model contains termsfor the user and impostor gender

and typing-style, we aim to predict error rates based in parton these traits. The validation

proceeds in two stages. First, we check whether the average miss rates of the users in

the secondary evaluation fall within the prediction intervals of the model. Then, we use

QQ-plots to more rigorously test the various modeling assumptions.

We use the same data for the secondary evaluation as in the previous chapter. The

demographic survey was administered to the 14 subjects in the secondary evaluation data

set, and we characterized them according to age, gender, dominant hand, and typing style.

The demographic breakdown of these subjects was presented in the second row of Table

5.1 on page 106. We match the evaluation results from the validation data set with the

personal traits of the genuine-user subject and the impostor subject.

Recall that the model includes terms for the classifier, userage, user gender, impostor
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age, and impostor gender. For each combination of these factors, we use the model to pre-

dict the average miss rate and use the per-user standard deviation to place 95% prediction

intervals around that average. In the secondary evaluation, we have at least two data points

with which to test each of these prediction intervals.

The prediction intervals and the per-user miss rates are presented in Figures 5.4 and

5.5. The results are split across figures—with results for male impostors in Figure 5.4

and female impostors in 5.5—because of layout constraints.In each panel, the intervals

represent the 95% prediction interval for the per-user missrates of each classifier. The

points represent the actual per-user miss rates calculatedfrom the second evaluation data

set.

Most of the points are within the prediction intervals. Whenpoints do exceed the in-

tervals (e.g., the panel in Figure 5.5 for female non-touch-typing users and impostors), a

correspondingly extreme point exists for all classifiers. Such sets of points actually cor-

respond to miss rates for a single subject who, because classifier error rates are so highly

correlated with one another, appears as multiple extreme points, once for each classifier.

Because points by-and-large fall within the prediction intervals, we believe that the results

validate the model.

In some panels, the points appear to be clustered in a region smaller than the full length

of the predicted interval. In other words, the intervals might be too conservative, predicting

that points will fall across a wider range than they actuallydo in the validation data set.

We must be cautious not to read too much into a small number of points. In many panels,

we only have two or three data points. When a small number of points cluster together

by chance, we should not assume that a larger number of pointswould exhibit the same

clustering. In fact, in panels with many per-user points (e.g., in Figure 5.4, with male

touch-typing user and impostor subjects), the spread of thepoints roughly matches the

intervals.

QQ-plots offer a more rigorous test of the model predictions and assumptions than the

prediction intervals above. Per-user, per-impostor, and residual effects were calculated as

described in Chapter 3. These effects were scaled by the corresponding standard-deviation

estimate from the model, resulting in three sets of standardized effects. Figure 5.6 presents

the QQ-plots comparing each set of standardized effects against astandard Normal dis-

tribution: per-user effects on the left, per-impostor effects in the middle; residuals on the

right. The data are largely consistent with the standard Normal distribution. Overall, this

validation step confirms that our model is making accurate predictions.
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Figure 5.4: Model predictions and validation data for personal-traits study (part 1). 95%
prediction intervals were estimated for the cases where theimpostor is male. (Results when
the impostor is female are in Figure 5.5.) In all but two panels, the data points—per-user
average miss rates—fall within the predicted intervals.
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Figure 5.5: Model predictions and validation data for personal-traits study (part 2). 95%
prediction intervals were estimated for the cases where theimpostor is female. (Results
when the impostor is male are in Figure 5.4.) In most cases, the data points fall within the
predicted intervals.
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Figure 5.6:QQ-plots for validating LMM predictions from the personal-traits study. Per-
user effects (left), per-impostor effects (middle), and the residuals (right) are all shown to
be largely consistent with the Normal distribution assumedby the model.

5.7 Discussion

This investigation discovered fixed-effect factors other the classifier that affect keystroke-

dynamics error rates, namely the user and impostor typing styles. The effect was seen

across all seven classifiers that we evaluated. In fact, swapping touch-typing users and

impostors for non-touch-typing ones is estimated to have a greater effect on the miss rate

than changing from any one of the seven classifiers to any other one. Based on the model,

the biggest difference in classifier variance-stabilized miss rates is between Scaled Manhat-

tan and Mahalanobis:8.31 for male users and13.31 for female users. In comparison, the

biggest difference due to typing styles is19.79, between non-touch-typist and touch-typist

users and impostors. This finding further supports our claimthat keystroke-dynamics error

rates depend on many factors in addition to the classifier.

As noted at the beginning of the chapter, other studies have considered the effect of

personal traits on keystroke-dynamics error rates. In particular, others have considered

typing style or skill in various forms and their effects on error rates. Mészáros et al. (2007)

provide a histogram showing that in their evaluation equal-error rates are lower for genuine-

user subjects who spend more “hours in front of computer.” Itis unclear whether the effect

is statistically significant, or whether the results contradict our own findings. Touch typists

may not spend any more time on computers than other kinds of typists.

One study by Hosseinzadeh et al. (2006) compared false-alarm and miss rates across

“ two fingertypers” and more expert typists. They observed that false-alarm and miss rates

were higher for the two-finger typists. Insofar as their expert and two-finger groups corre-

spond to our touch-typing and non-touch-typing groups, respectively, that result is in con-

trast to ours. However, they did not perform a statistical analysis to see whether there was
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evidence that the difference between the two groups generalized beyond the experiment.

Further, and perhaps more importantly, Hosseinzadeh et al.(2006) allowed their impostor

subjects to observe the genuine-user subjects’ typing (e.g., either directly or by examining

plots of their hold and down-down times). Their impostors watched the genuine-user sub-

jects type their passwords. Their conjecture is that two-fingered typists, who are known to

be such, are easier to imitate.

In similar work, Lin (1997) reported classifier errors by user and impostor typing skill.

That study identified proficient and non-proficient typists.The proficiency criteria were

based on an overall measure of words-per-minute in a typing task. Proficient typists scored

at or above 90 words per minute. Just as we have, that work found a higher number of

errors when users and impostors were both proficient. However, no statistical analysis was

performed to support the observation, and the sample size was comparatively small.

We split typists into those who touch type and those who do notbased on a survey.

Subjects in the touch-typing group self identified as touch typists. Naturally, this procedure

raises the question of whether these subjects really are touch typists who type without

looking at the keyboard. In some cases, we were able to check our lab notebook to confirm

that we observed the subjects in this group touch typing during data collection. More

generally, because the question of typing style was assessed on a 5 point scale, participants

were able to answer any value between 2–4 in the event that they were reluctant to admit

to being hunt-and-peck typists. We split our groups betweenthose who answered 1–4

and those who answered 5. To be incorrectly included in the touch-typing group, subjects

would have had to circle the extreme value (5) in the survey. Consequently, we believe that

subjects had little incentive to falsely claim touch-typing skill.

We should also provide a word of caution about interpreting our results concerning per-

sonal traits and classifier error rates. In our discussion, we have informally stated, for in-

stance, that gendermay affectmiss rates. We adopt this expression because it is much more

tortuous to say that gendermay be correlated with differences in the miss rate. However,

we cannot forget the oft-repeated mantra of statistics teachers: correlation is not causation.

In this case, we recruited a convenience sample of subjects,some of whom were male and

some female. Even if a gender effect survived statistical hypothesis testing (which it did not

in this investigation), it would be incorrect to infer from our results that something intrinsic

to gender makes one’s typing more or less amenable to keystroke dynamics. An effectively

infinite number of alternative explanations cannot be ruledout as hidden variables. Investi-

gating human physiology through convenience samples is perilous, and we caution readers

against drawing conclusions without a great deal of furtherresearch.
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5.8 Summary

Prior work in and outside keystroke dynamics suggested thattypists’ personal traits—such

as their age, gender, dominant hand, and typing style—may affect classifier error rates.

Personal-trait effects would help to explain the large per-user and per-impostor effects on

miss rates. To investigate these effects, we administered ademographic survey to subjects

whose data were used to evaluate keystroke-dynamics classifiers. Based on the survey

results, we used LMMs to analyze whether the personal traitsof the user and impostor

affected the classifier miss rates (for a fixed false-alarm rate).

From this second investigation, we draw the following conclusions:

1. The Scaled Manhattan classifier continues to have the lowestestimated miss rate,

regardless of the user and impostor age, gender, dominant hand, or typing style.The

previous investigation established Scaled Manhattan as the best overall classifier; the

current evaluation finds that we cannot do better than ScaledManhattan by choosing

a classifier based on the user’s age, gender, dominant hand, or typing style.

2. When the impostor is a touch typist rather than another kind of typist, the Scaled

Manhattan miss rate increases from13.1% to 33.2% if the genuine user is also a

touch typist, and from8.9% to 21.4% if the genuine user is not.The effects of

user and impostor typing skill are independent of the classifier, so similar increases

in the miss rate are expected for all classifiers, not just Scaled Manhattan. This

result suggests a possible vulnerability in keystroke dynamics, since an impostor

who wished to evade detection would do well to learn to touch type.

3. Other than the user and impostor typing style, none of the other tested traits (i.e.,

age, gender, or dominant hand) were found to have a significant effect on classifier

miss rates.With this conclusion, we do not reject the possibility that these other traits

might have effects; we only accept that such effects may be smaller and require more

work to find.

These findings reveal a new factor that must be considered when explaining the behavior of

keystroke-dynamics classifiers. They also expose a potential vulnerability that impostors

might use to increase their chances of evading detection.

Returning to the thesis statement from Chapter 1, we claimedin part that LMMs offer

better understanding of classifier behavior than current practices. In this investigation, we

examined earlier efforts to understand whether user and impostor personal traits affected

classifier behavior. We found the results inconclusive, in part because of small sample size

and in part because of a lack of inferential statistics. Then, by merging our benchmark
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evaluation results (from Chapter 4) with demographic-survey results, and by analyzing the

merged data set using LMMs, we discovered that typing skill strongly influences classifier

error rates. We were also able to gather evidence that other traits such as age, gender,

and dominant hand have less (if any) influence; ruling out factors as having a substantial

effect is a contribution in its own right. Consequently, theinvestigation has furthered our

understanding of keystroke-dynamics classifier behavior and the factors that affect it.
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Chapter 6

Screening Keystroke-Dynamics Factors

Many factors have varied across prior classifier evaluations, and in this chapter we inves-

tigate what effect those factors have. Specifically, in addition to the classifier we consider

the following factors: the typing task, the feature set, theamount of training, the updating

strategy, and impostor familiarity with the typing task. Different researchers have made

different choices with respect to these factors in earlier evaluations; if those choices do

affect evaluation results effect, it would help explain whyresults vary wildly across eval-

uations. By investigating these factors, we might also discover potential ways to optimize

performance (e.g. the best feature set and updating strategy) and potential vulnerabilities

(e.g., impostor familiarity).

6.1 Background

One can easily list dozens of factors that might affect whether a classifier can distinguish

two people’s typing. Many of the papers we surveyed in Chapter 2 included a discussion

of how the results might not generalize to other users, typing tasks, environments, and

so on. With so many factors thatmight affect keystroke-dynamics error rates, how do

we find those that do, and how do we decide which factors can be safely ignored? For

keystroke dynamics to become a dependable computer-security technology, we must be

able to explain what factors influence their error rates, andhow.

Some earlier work has gone beyond listing the possible factors that might affect error

rates. We have identified six factors that have been investigated in the literature by compar-

ing error rates across different levels or values of the factor:

1. Classifier: Obviously, the classifier itself is a factor; some classifiers may have higher

error rates than others. In an earlier survey, we found that about 54% of keystroke-

125
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dynamics studies compared multiple classifiers (Killourhyand Maxion, 2011). This

is one factor whose effects are investigated fairly frequently.

2. Typing task: Even if we restrict our attention to login-time authentication, keystroke

dynamics might be applied to a variety of tasks: different words, passwords, user-

names, and even numeric codes. Bleha et al. (1990) had subjects type both their

names and a fixed English phrase. Their findings that error rates were lowest with

names establishes the typing task itself as a possibly influential factor.

3. Feature set: A variety of timing features, including hold times, keydown-keydown times,

and keyup-keydown times have been tried. Different researchers use different com-

binations of these features in their evaluations. One studycompared many combina-

tions (Araújo et al., 2005); they recommended using all three at once for the lowest

error rate.

4. Training amount: Some researchers have trained their classifiers with as few as 5 rep-

etitions of a password, while others have used over 200. Increasing the number of

training repetitions even from 5 to 10 can reduce error (Joyce and Gupta, 1990), so

the amount of training is expected to be highly influential.

5. Updating strategy: Most research has focused on classifiers that train once on typing

samples and then the profile is fixed. More recently, researchers have suggested

that regularly updating the profile, retraining on the most recent typing samples, can

improve error rates (Kang et al., 2007).

6. Impostor familiarity: An impostor is an intelligent adversary and will presumablytry

to evade detection. Some researchers have given their impostor subjects the oppor-

tunity to become familiar with a password by typing it themselves before the evalu-

ation; they found that impostor familiarity raises miss rates (Lee and Cho, 2007).

Any of these six factors might explain different keystroke-dynamics error rates across

evaluations. However, earlier work on the effects of these factors is inconclusive. As

detailed in Chapter 2, evaluation results in keystroke dynamics are rarely analyzed with

formal inferential statistics; when they are used, the inferential technique almost never

takes into account possible interactions among the factors.

6.2 Aim and approach

Our aim in this investigation is to understand which of the six factors—classifier, typing

task, feature set, training amount, updating, and impostorfamiliarity—affect the error rate
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of keystroke-dynamic classifiers. We also hope to identify which of these factors interact

with each other so that future work can take such complexities into account.

As in the earlier investigations, we collect typing data andconduct an evaluation. The

evaluation is conducted such that we systematically vary the six factors of interest across a

sequence of evaluation runs. We analyze the results of the evaluation using LMMs to iden-

tify which factors and interactions between factors have a substantial effect on classifier er-

ror rates. Finally, we collect typing samples and conduct a secondary evaluation to validate

the model. In a slight departure from our earlier analyses, the size of the evaluation-results

data set necessitates splitting the analysis in two: (1) finding the best feature set, and (2)

understanding the effects of the many other factors.

6.3 Experimental method

The experimental method is comprised of three steps: (1) select values of interest for each

of the factors, (2) collect typing data with which to investigate those values of the fac-

tors, and (3) repeatedly run an evaluation, while systematically varying the factors over a

sequence of runs.

6.3.1 Selecting factor values.

The factors of interest in this investigation—classifier, typing task, feature set, training

amount, and impostor familiarity—can take many different values. For this study, we need

to choose a subset of values to test.

1. Classifier: We selected three classifiers for the investigation: ScaledManhattan, Ma-

halanobisk-NN, and SVM. Scaled Manhattan had the lowest miss rate amongall

the classifiers evaluated in Chapters 4 and 5. The SVM and Mahalanobisk-NN had

the 3rd lowest and 5th lowest miss rates, respectively. These three were chosen be-

cause the typing profiles they learn seem markedly different(as illustrated in the

contour plots of Figure 4.2 on page 75). By using them in this investigation, we hope

to discover cases where their miss rates diverge, showing the relative strengths and

weaknesses of each classifier.

2. Typing Task: In our earlier investigations, subjects typed a strong password, but login-

time keystroke dynamics has also been applied to words, passphrases, names, user

IDs, and numeric passcodes. We chose two additional typing tasks for comparison

with the strong password (.tie5Roanl): a simple-to-type user ID (hester), and a
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numeric passcode (412 193 7761). Together, these Strong, Simple, and Numeric

tasks enable us to understand how much effect the typing taskhas.

3. Amount of training: Prior researchers have trained login-time anomaly detectors with

as few as 5 repetitions and as many as 200 or more repetitions.Our values were

chosen to broadly map the contours of the range of possible values: 5, 25, 50, and

100 repetitions.

4. Feature sets:In the earlier investigations in this dissertation, we provided classifiers

with hold and down-down, times (not up-down times). We also provided timing

features for theReturn key at the end of the password. In this investigation, we

look each of these four feature sets as separate binary factors (sub-factors of the

feature-set factor, if you will): (1) presence/absence of hold-time features; (2) pres-

ence/absence of down-down features; (3) presence/absenceof up-down features; (4)

presence/absence ofReturn key features. Four binary variables lead to 16 combina-

tions, but 2 combinations are impossible (i.e., one of hold,down-down, or up-down

timing features must be in the feature set).

5. Updating strategy: In the earlier evaluations in this work, the typing data for the desig-

nated genuine-user subject was split so that the first samples (e.g., 1–200) were used

during a training phase to train a classifier, at which point the genuine-user subject’s

typing profile was fixed for the remainder of the evaluation. An updating classifier

effectively has multiple training phases. After the initial training phase, the remain-

ing typing samples must be presented to the classifier in batches (e.g., of 5 samples

each). The samples in a batch would be scored and then used to retrain the classi-

fier during a subsequent training phase. Then, the next batchwould be presented to

the newly retrained classifier. For this investigation, we chose to compare asliding

windowupdating strategy withnone(i.e., no updating).

6. Impostor familiarity: While prior work has considered the issue of impostors trying to

evade detection by becoming familiar with a password or watching the genuine-user

type it, the concept has not been operationalized formally.For this work, we mea-

sure familiarity in terms of the number of practice repetitions an impostor used. We

define two levels of familiarity:noneandhigh. With no familiarity, the impostor test

samples provided to the classifier are from impostors who never typed the password

before. Specifically, they are the first 50 repetitions from an impostor subject. One

might argue that by the 50th repetition, the impostor is somewhat familiar with the

password. Regardless, we use 50 samples to have enough data to accurately estimate
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the miss rate for the impostor. With high familiarity, the samples are taken after the

impostor subject has practiced typing the password 150 times. Specifically, they are

the 151st to 200th repetitions typed by the impostor (i.e., 100 additional repetitions

after the first 50).

To test whether a factor has an effect, one must identify the range of values that the factor

can take in an investigation. For each of the factors under study in this investigation, we

have established two or more relevant values that will be studied and compared. While

other choices of values are certainly possible, the range ofvalues chosen are realistic, and

will help us understand keystroke-dynamics under comparatively practical conditions.

6.3.2 Typing-data collection

We begin with the extant Strong data from Chapter 4, and we collect new typing data for

the Simple and Numeric typing tasks. In each task, as in the Strong task, subjects were

prompted to repeatedly type a given sequence of characters in multiple data-collection ses-

sions. The same data-collection apparatus was used to collect data for all three tasks. Pre-

viously described in Chapter 4, the apparatus consists of a laptop with an external keyboard

running a software application that prompts subjects to type key sequences and monitors

their compliance. In a given session, the subject must type the sequence correctly 50 times.

If any errors in the sequence are detected, the subject is prompted to retype the sequence.

The external keyboard is connected to an external referencetimer calibrated to generate

timestamps with an accuracy of±200 microseconds. Whenever a subject presses or re-

leases a key, a timestamp for the keystroke event is logged.

We chose to have subjects perform the following three typingtasks (with the already-

described Strong task included for completeness):

Strong: To make a password that is representative of typical, strongpasswords, we em-

ployed a publicly available password generator (PC Tools, 2008) and password-

strength checker (Microsoft, 2008). We generated a 10-character password contain-

ing letters, numbers, and punctuation, and then modified it slightly, interchanging

some punctuation and casing to better conform to the generalperception of a strong

password. The result of this procedure was the password:.tie5Roanl.

Simple: To construct a simple keystroke sequence that is representative of user IDs or

English words, we considered the common letters and digraphs in English words.

Letter and digraph frequency charts are compiled from corpora of English texts; a

common usage is in cryptanalysis. Menezes et al. (1997) presents a frequency table
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for the top 15 digraphs in a standard English corpus. In consultation with a dictionary,

we build two six-letter words comprised solely of these digraphs:hester andrested.

Pilot testing showed that both could be typed quite quickly by several typists, and the

former seemed like a suitably representative user ID. For our simple typing task,

subjects typed the user ID:hester.

Numeric: To construct a numeric passcode, we chose a mock phone number. Such a

number could be used for authentication on a mobile phone; itcould also act as an

access control code typed on a numeric keypad. A US phone number is composed

of an area code (first 3 digits), and NXX code (next 3 digits), and line code (last 4

digits). The 412 area-code would be familiar to our subjectsso we chose it. To avoid

publicizing a real phone number, we used an invalid NXX code.Ours started with a

1 since real NXX codes cannot start with a 0 or 1. The remainderof the code was

chosen to ensure a range of finger movements (Maxion and Killourhy, 2010). For

realism in entering an access-control code, and for a highlycontrolled experiment,

we instructed subjects to use the numeric keypad on the keyboard and to type the

number using only their right index finger. The following number was chosen for the

Numeric typing task:412 193 7761 (spacing included for readability).

In our first investigation with the Strong typing task, 65 subjects typed 8 sessions with

50 repetitions in each session. Of the 65 subjects, 51 were used in the evaluation pool

and the remaining 14 for the validation pool. For the Simple typing task, we recruited 38

subjects to type 4 sessions with 50 repetitions in each session (i.e., 200 repetitions for 38

subjects). For the Numeric typing task, we recruited 40 subjects to type 4 repetitions with

50 repetitions in each session (i.e., 200 repetitions for 40subjects). Note that, because we

only collected 4 sessions of data for the Simple and Numeric tasks, for this investigation, all

of our analyses will concern 200 repetitions of each task. Inparticular, even though we have

400 repetitions for each subject who typed the Strong password, we only use the first 200

repetitions in evaluating classifiers in this chapter. For each subject who participated, we

extracted hold times, down-down times, and up-down times for all the keystrokes including

theReturn key.

Across the Strong, Simple, and Numeric tasks, 26 subjects performed all three tasks,

and the remaining subjects performed only one or two of the tasks. We selected the data

from the 26 subjects for inclusion in the primary evaluationpool because having the same

subjects perform all three tasks will make the statistical analysis of the typing-task effect

more powerful. The data from the remaining subjects will be used in the secondary evalu-

ation to validate the model. Table 6.1 compiles the number ofsubjects per typing task and
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Strong Simple Numeric
Evaluation Pool 26 26 26
Validation Pool 14 12 14

Table 6.1: Summary of the number of subjects who completed each typing task. In the
Strong, Simple, and Numeric tasks, subjects typed.tie5Roanl, hester, and412 193 7761
respectively. The 26 subjects who typed all three were chosen for the primary evaluation
pool (i.e., those whose evaluation data are used to build theLMM). Those who did not type
all three were reserved for the secondary validation pool (i.e., those whose evaluation data
are used to validate the model).

how many subjects are used in the primary evaluation vs. the secondary evaluation. While

we have data from 65 subjects for the Strong task, we chose 14 for the validation set. The

particular subset of subjects were selected arbitrarily, but the size of the subset (i.e., 14)

was chosen so that the relative sizes of the three typing tasks’ validation pools would be

approximately the same.

6.3.3 Evaluation procedure

We have described how values were chosen for each of the factors under study, and we

collected data with which to study their effects. Our evaluation is full factorial in the six

factors of interest (Box et al., 2005). Every combination ofthe factor values is run in the

course of the experiment. We have 3 classifiers, 3 typing tasks, 14 feature sets, 4 amounts

of training data, 2 updating strategies, and 2 levels of impostor familiarity, leading to 2016

combinations (3 × 3 × 14 × 4 × 2 × 2).

For each of the 2016 combinations of factors listed above, weconduct a series of eval-

uation trials. In each trial, one of the subjects is designated as the genuine-user subject,

and the remainder as impostors. A trial can be thought of as a procedure that takes inputs,

performs a series of steps, and produces outputs. In this case, the inputs are values for each

of the 6 factors—classifier, typing task, feature set, amount of training, updating strategy,

and impostor familiarity—as well as the designated genuine-user subject.

To accommodate the different combinations of factor values, the evaluation procedure

is fairly complicated. We present it here as an enumerated set of steps, including sub-steps

and branches when necessary (like a computer program).

1. Depending on the typing task, the appropriate evaluationdata set is loaded (i.e.,

Strong, Simple, or Numeric). The evaluation data set contains 200 repetitions of

26 subjects typing the key sequence for the task. Each repetition contains hold times,

down-down times, and up-down times.
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2. Depending on the feature set, unnecessary typing times are removed. For instance,

when the feature-set value is hold and up-down times withouttheReturn key, then

all down-down times are discarded along with timing features involvingReturn.

3. Depending on the amount of training and the genuine-user subject, a training-data set

is constructed. The training data are formed from the first ofthat subject’s samples,

up to the given amount of training (i.e., 5, 25, 50, or 100 repetitions).

4. The classifier—Scaled Manhattan, Mahalanobisk-NN, or SVM—is trained using the

training sample.

5. The next steps depend on whether the updating strategy isnoneor sliding window.

If the updating strategy isnone, the following steps are performed:

(a) The 100 samples following the genuine-user subject’s training data are pre-

sented to the classifier and scored. These anomaly scores areused to tune the

classifier to have a 5% false-alarm rate.

(b) The 25 subjects not designated as the genuine-user subject are designated as

impostor subjects. If the impostor-familiarity level isnone, then the first 50

samples from each of the impostor subjects are presented to the tuned classifier.

If the impostor-familiarity level ishigh, then the last 50 samples from each

impostor subject (i.e., repetitions 151–200) are presented to the tuned classifier.

In either case, we record whether each sample was detected ormissed.

If the updating strategy issliding window, the following steps are performed.

(a) The 5 samples following the genuine-user subject’s training data are presented

to the classifier and scored. The classifier is saved (to be used in the following

steps), and a new training data set is created by removing thefirst 5 samples

from the earlier training set and replacing them with the 5 samples just scored.

The classifier is retrained using the new training set.

(b) The previous step is repeated until 100 samples have beenscored, and 20 clas-

sifiers have been trained and saved. Each of these 20 classifiers were trained on

different (but overlapping) sets of genuine-user samples,and each classifier is

used to score the five samples after its training set.

(c) A single anomaly-score threshold is found for all 20 trained classifiers by pool-

ing the 100 anomaly scores and tuning the classifiers to have an overall false-

alarm rate of 5%. Specifically, we pool the scores produced bythe 20 classifiers,

and we find the 95th percentile of the scores.

(d) The 25 subjects not designated as the genuine-user subject are designated as

impostor subjects. If the impostor-familiarity level isnone, then the first 50
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samples from each of the impostor subjects are presented to each of the 20

tuned classifiers. For each sample and each classifier, we record whether the

sample was detected or missed. If the impostor-familiaritylevel is high, the

last 50 samples from each impostor subject are presented to each of the 20

tuned classifiers, and we record whether they were detected or missed by each

classifier.

The portion of this procedure concerningsliding windowupdating is somewhat complex,

and a few aspects of it should be explained. We make the simplifying assumption that the

classifier will only retrain on the genuine user’s data. Impostor poisoning of the training

is not considered in this work. We classify each repetition of impostor test data multiple

times, once with each of the 20 trained classifiers. A sample’s anomaly score may change

whenever the classifier is retrained, and so a sample may be detected by some instances of

the classifier and not others. By testing each sample with each classifier and then calculat-

ing the miss rate using all the results, we effectively aggregate over the variability due to

updating, and we find the average miss rate.

For each of the 2016 combinations, and within each combination for each pair of

genuine-user and impostor subjects, we calculate the proportion of samples that were

missed. There are 1,310,400 such miss rates for our analysis(2016 combinations× 26

genuine-user subjects× 25 impostor subjects).

6.4 Empirical results

While the full analysis will consider the role that per-userand per-impostor effects have

on classifier miss rates, our initial exploration of the results will necessarily focus on av-

erages. Specifically, for each of the 2016 combinations of factor values, we calculate the

average miss rate over all genuine-user and impostor subjects. Note that if we did not take

the averages and instead tried to understand this experiment through latticed boxplots of

per-user/impostor miss rates as in the previous investigations, we would have hundreds of

panels no matter which factors we chose for the boxplots. That overwhelming number is

further reason why inferential statistics are needed to understand environments with many

factors and many potential interactions. Our exploration will simply try to develop an intu-

ition for each factor’s effect by averaging out the effects of other factors.

Typing task. Figure 6.1 shows the average miss rates for each classifier oneach typing

task. Within each panel, the classifier’s results are shown for increasing amounts of training
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Figure 6.1: Average miss rates for different typing tasks. Each panel presents miss rates for
the three classifiers for different amounts of training. Theresults for each typing task are
presented in separate panels. Training appears to improvesperformance, but the amount
of improvement may depend on the classifier and the task. Missrates are lowest for the
Strong task.

data. The miss rates in the figure are averaged over the other factors (feature set and impos-

tor familiarity). Each panel shows clear improvement resulting from additional training.

Reductions in the miss rate are observed all the way up to 100 repetitions, though in some

cases with diminishing returns.

The Scaled Manhattan classifier performs better than the other classifiers. It is unclear

whether the Mahalanobisk-NN and the SVM perform the same under all circumstances

or whether there are slight differences. In the Simple task,the Mahalanobisk-NN appears

to respond somewhat more quickly to increased training. Notonly do the typing task

and amount of training affect classifier performance, but that there might be an interaction

between the two. Going from 5 to 25 typing samples reduces miss rates in the Simple task,

more than in the Numeric task, for instance.

Feature sets. Figure 6.2 presents average miss rates for each classifier with each combi-

nation of timing features. Above each panel is a code containing four pluses and minuses

(+/-), indicating which features are present or absent for the results in that panel. For in-

stance, the-:-:+:+ code in the top left panel means that hold and down-down timesare

not included, but up-down times andReturn key features are included.

Note that the column of panels on the right and the column on the left are very similar.

The difference between these two columns is the presence/absence ofReturn key features.

There appears to be little effect to having theReturn as part of the password when ex-

tracting timing features. The bottom six panels are also quite similar. In these six panels,
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Figure 6.2: Average miss rates for different timing features. Each of the 14 panels presents
classifier miss rates for a different combination of timing features. There is little difference
between panels on the left and panels on the right (with/without Return features). The
panels with hold-time features and either digraph feature (bottom six) appear better than
those without hold-time features (top six) or with just the hold-time feature (middle two).
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Figure 6.3: Average miss rates for different updating strategies. The panel on the left shows
average miss rates for classifiers that train only once (i.e., an updating strategy ofnone).
The panel on the right shows average miss rates for classifiers that repeatedly update the
typing profile (i.e., asliding-windowupdating strategy). Across classifiers and training
amounts, sliding-window average miss rates are lower.

the hold-time features are paired with either down-down or up-down features. All such

combinations appear roughly equivalent.

In the top six panels, the miss rates are higher, at least for high amounts of training (e.g.,

50–100 repetitions). In these panels, the hold-time features are absent. Contrasting the top

six panels with the bottom six, hold times appear to be important features for reducing

miss rates. In the middle two panels, where only hold-time features are used, the classifiers

perform better than when only down-down or up-down times areused. For the Mahalanobis

k-NN and SVM classifiers, these are among the best results. Forthe Scaled Manhattan

classifier, they are not as good as when digraph timings are used as well.

Updating strategy. Figure 6.3 presents the average miss rates for each classifier with

and without a sliding-window updating strategy. The panel on the left shows miss rates

when classifiers do not use updating, and the panel on the right shows miss rates with a

sliding-window updating strategy. Every line representing classifier miss rates is lower in

the sliding-window panel, suggesting that updating improves every classifier, no matter

how much training data was used in the initial training phase.

In the sliding-window panel, the Scaled Manhattan classifier’s miss rate starts to level

off at 50 samples of training. Perhaps with updating, this classifier can be trained just as

effectively using only 50 samples of training as using 100 samples. Such a result would

be encouraging since 100 samples of training would be onerous for many applications of

keystroke dynamics.
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Figure 6.4: Average miss rates for different impostor-familiarity levels. The panel on the
left shows average miss rates for all classifiers when the impostor has not practiced the typ-
ing task and become familiar with it. The panel on the right shows results for impostors who
practiced 150 repetitions of the typing task and became familiar. The familiar-impostor
miss rates are noticeably higher.

Impostor familiarity. Figure 6.4 presents average miss rates when impostors are unfa-

miliar with the typing task to those when impostors have practiced to become familiar

with the task. The miss rates do appear to be higher—for all classifiers and all amounts

of training—when the impostors are familiar with the task. This observation suggests that

impostors might increase their chances of evading detection by practicing a compromised

password a few hundred times before trying to use it to accessa system.

Overall observations. Our observations suggest that many of the factors studied inthis

investigation will turn out to have a significant effect on miss rates. Of course, formal

statistical analysis and validation of the model are necessary. We now proceed with that

analysis. Because of the complexity of the data and the number of factors and interactions

possible, we conduct two analyses. The first focuses on the feature sets, and the second

focuses on the amount of training, updating, and impostor familiarity. In each case, we

examine the effect across classifiers and typing tasks.

6.5 Statistical analysis #1: Feature sets

For the first analysis, we restrict our attention to a subset of evaluation results. Specifically,

we analyze only the miss rates for 100 samples of training data, with no updating, and

with unfamiliar impostors. With this subset of data, we investigate the effect of different

feature-set combinations on classifier miss rates. As in previous analyses, we begin with
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Minimal Model Equation:
VST(miss rate)ijk = µ + (user)i + (impostor )j + εk

(user)i ∼ N(0, σ2
(user ))

(impostor )j ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εk ∼ N(0, σ2
ε )

Maximal Model Equation:
VST(miss rate)ijklmnopq = µ + (Classifier )i × (Typing Task )j

× ((Hold)k + (Down-Down)l + (Up-Down)m)2

× (Ret)n + (user)o + (impostor )p + εq

(user)o ∼ N(0, σ2
(user ))

(impostor )p ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εq ∼ N(0, σ2
ε )

Figure 6.5: Equations for model selection in the feature-set analysis. The minimal equation
includes only the random effects. The maximal equation includes fixed effects for the
classifier, the typing task, and all combinations of featuresets except the combination of
hold, down-down, and up-down effects. The(A + B + C)2 notation indicates all pairwise
interactions between factorsA, B, andC, but no three-way interaction.

model selection and parameter estimation followed by hypothesis testing.

6.5.1 Model selection

The minimal and maximal models for model selection are presented in Figure 6.5. The

minimal equation only contains the user and impostor randomeffects, which we include in

all models because of the structure of the experiment. The maximal model includes fixed

effects for the classifier, the typing task, and the various combinations of timing features:

hold times, down-down times, up-down times, andReturn features. We use stepwise

model selection to search the family of models for the model equation with the lowest

BIC score.

Note that we structure the data and the model so that the feature-set terms represent

the effect ofremovingthe corresponding timing features from the baseline model (e.g.,

(Hold)k represents removing all hold times). The baseline model itself contains hold times,

down-down times, up-down times, andReturn features. This choice of baseline may seem

contrary to intuition, but with it, we avoid a problem. Specifically, if features were added to

the baseline rather than removed, the baseline would contain no features: no hold, down-

down, or up-down times. Because evaluating classifiers using no features is impossible,

we have no data for that case; building an LMM with such a baseline would fail. For the
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Selected Model Equation (Feature-Set Analysis):
V ST (miss rate)ijklmnop = µ + (Classifier )i + (Typing Task)j + (Hold)k + (Down-Down)l

+ (Up-Down)m + (Classifier : Typing Task)ij+
+ (Hold : Down-Down)kl + (Hold : Up-Down)km

+ (Down-Down : Up-Down)lm + (Classifier : Hold)ik+
+ (Classifier : Down-Down)il + (Classifier : Up-Down)im

+ (Typing Task : Hold)jk + (Typing Task : Down-Down)jl

+ (Typing Task : Up-Down)jm

+ (Classifier : Hold : Down-Down)ikl

+ (Classifier : Hold : Up-Down)ikm

+ (Classifier : Down-Down : Up-Down)ilm

+ (Typing Task : Hold : Down-Down)jkl

+ (Typing Task : Hold : Up-Down)jkm

+ (Typing Task : Down-Down : Up-Down)jlm

+ (Classifier : Typing Task : Hold)ijk

+ (user)n + (impostor )o + εp

(user)n ∼ N(0, σ2
(user))

(impostor )o ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor))

εp ∼ N(0, σ2
ε)

Table 6.2: LMM model equation for the results of the feature-set analysis. Based on the
model-selection criteria, three-way interactions between the classifier, typing task, and fea-
ture sets are supported by the evaluation results.

same reason, we also do not consider a 3-way interaction between hold times, down-down

times, and up-down times, since that interaction would correspond to the removal of all

three feature sets.

6.5.2 Parameter estimation

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 present the model equation and parameter-estimation table respectively.

The LMM has been split across the two tables because of its size. The model equation in

Table 6.2 is quite complex, involving two- and three-way interactions among the classifier,

typing task, and feature sets. For instance, the(Classifier : Typing Task : Hold)ijk term is

present, meaning that the effect of removing hold-time features on the miss rate depends on

the particular combination of classifier (e.g., Scaled Manhattan, Mahalanobisk-NN, SVM)

and typing task (e.g., Strong, Simple, Numeric).

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the model equation iswhat is missing from it.

TheReturn-key factor is not part of the selected model. Any term that isnot in the model

equation effectively has zero effect on miss rates. By its absence, we can infer that the

presence or absence of theReturn timing features have negligible effect on any of the

three classifiers.

The actual estimates in Table 6.3 show a baseline estimate of30.21, corresponding to a
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Parameter Estimates (Feature-Set Analysis):
Parameters classifier typingtask Hold DD UD estimate

(µ) baseline ScaledManhattan Strong + + + 30.21
classifier MahalanobisKNN 12.03

SVM 9.44
typingtask Simple 4.10

Numeric 2.16
Hold - 21.48

DD - -5.35
UD - -5.16

classifier:typingtask MahalanobisKNN Simple -7.66
SVM Simple -3.39

MahalanobisKNN Numeric -3.30
SVM Numeric -4.14

Hold:DD - - 6.92
Hold:UD - - 7.36

DD:UD - - 7.01
classifier:Hold MahalanobisKNN - -19.11

SVM - -3.76
classifier:DD MahalanobisKNN - 3.97

SVM - 3.63
classifier:UD MahalanobisKNN - 3.18

SVM - 3.18
typingtask:Hold Simple - -5.77

Numeric - -8.89
typingtask:DD Simple - 1.33

Numeric - 2.82
typingtask:UD Simple - 3.25

Numeric - 2.69
classifier:Hold:DD MahalanobisKNN - - 5.80

SVM - - -1.98
classifier:Hold:UD MahalanobisKNN - - 8.23

SVM - - -1.19
classifier:DD:UD MahalanobisKNN - - -8.18

SVM - - -8.68
typingtask:Hold:DD Simple - - -5.76

Numeric - - -4.62
typingtask:Hold:UD Simple - - -1.72

Numeric - - -7.48
typingtask:DD:UD Simple - - 1.21

Numeric - - 8.22
classifier:typingtask:Hold MahalanobisKNN Simple - 3.07

SVM Simple - -7.03
MahalanobisKNN Numeric - 6.55

SVM Numeric - 2.37

σ(user) 12.78
σ(impostor) 9.20

σε 23.35

Table 6.3: LMM parameter-estimate table for the feature-set analysis. In the baseline,
all timing features are present. The adjustments representthe effect of removing the cor-
responding features. Many of the largest effects involve hold times, indicating that hold
times are important for achieving low miss rates.
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miss rate of20.9%. The other fixed-effects estimates are adjustments to thisbaseline miss

rate. The largest such estimate is for the hold-time factor:21.48. Based on this estimate,

we would expect the Scaled Manhattan miss rate to increase to52.7% if hold-time features

arenot included as timing features.

If we look at the typing-task/hold rows of the table, we see negative adjustments for

removing hold times from the Simple and Numeric typing tasksrather than the Strong

task. Removing hold times increases the miss ratelessfor Simple and Numeric than for

Strong. Since these typing-task/hold-time effects (e.g.,−5.77 and−8.89) are much smaller

(in absolute terms) than the hold-time main effect (21.48), the hold time features remain

important for all three typing tasks.

If we look instead at the classifier/typing-task rows of the table, we see a small negative

number for the SVM/hold-time effect (−3.76) and the second largest adjustment (in abso-

lute terms) in the table for the Mahalanobisk-NN effect (−19.11). These estimates suggest

that hold times are as important to the low miss rate of the SVMclassifier as for the Scaled

Manhattan classifier, but not very important for the Mahalanobisk-NN classifier. Such a

result would make sense since hold times are a linear combination of the down-down and

up-down times. By the nature of the Mahalanobis distance, linearly dependent features are

redundant, so the classifier can operate just as well with only down-down and up-down

times.

The estimated per-user, per-impostor, and residual standard deviations are quite large

compared to the main effects (i.e.,12.78, 9.20, and23.35). Even after we have taken into

account the effects of different classifiers, typing tasks,and feature sets, there remains

a good deal of variance. The residual variation must be explained by factors yet to be

identified.

6.5.3 Statistical hypothesis testing

The key question in this statistical analysis is which combinations of features produce the

lowest miss rates. The presence of classifier/feature-set and typing-task/feature-set effects

means that the same feature set may not be best for all combinations of classifier and task.

Because we would like to use features that are generally useful across tasks and for multiple

classifiers, we ask which feature set is best when the resultsare averaged across classifiers

and typing tasks.

Constructing a contrast matrix for this set of tests is tricky. There are 7 combinations

of features: three atomic feature sets (i.e., hold, down-down, and up-down times), all three

pairs of feature sets, and the triple containing all three feature sets (3 + 3 + 1). For each
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feature set, we can estimate the average miss rate across allclassifiers and typing tasks

by appropriately weighting the estimates in the parameter-estimate table. For instance, for

the hold-time feature set, we give a weight of 1 to the baseline, the down-down removal,

the up-down removal, and the down-down/up-down interaction (i.e., so the only features

left are hold times). We assign weights of1/3 to the classifier main effects, and classifier

interactions involving the removal of down-down or up-downfeatures. This fractional

weight effectively averages the estimate over the three classifiers. Likewise, we assign

weights of1/3 to the typing-task main effects and interactions involvingthe removal of

down-down and up-down features. Interactions involving both the classifier and the typing

task are assigned weights of1/6, averaging over the 6 combinations of classifier and typing

task. The remaining effects are assigned a weight of zero.

Having constructed these weight vectors for each of the seven combinations of feature

sets, we construct a contrast matrix by pairing each of the seven vectors with each of the

other seven vectors. The difference between the hold-time vector and the down-down-time

vector is, in effect, a contrast of the average effect of holdtimes vs. the average effect of

down-down times. There are 21 such pairings (i.e.,7 choose 2), and together these contrast

vectors compare each feature-set combination to each otherfeature-set combination.

These contrasts were all tested simultaneously, using the multiple-comparisons correc-

tion from Chapter 3. Table 6.4 presents the estimated contrasts, standard errors,t-statistics,

and adjustedp-values. Thep-values alone confirm that there are statistically significant

differences between most of the feature-set combinations.Looking at the effect sizes, we

see that the biggest contrast (in absolute terms) is between(a) the combination of hold and

up-down times and (b) down-down times alone (i.e., H+UD vs. DD). Empirically, these

two feature sets have the lowest and highest average miss rate across all classifiers and

typing tasks. Since the sign of the estimate is negative, we conclude that hold and up-down

times have the lowest miss rate, and down-down times have thehighest.

Scanning thep-values related to the hold and up-down feature set (i.e., H+UD), we find

that this feature set performs significantly better than every other combination of features

except hold and down-down features (i.e., H+UD vs. H+DD). Both of these combinations

of features are commonly used in keystroke-dynamics research, and based on this analysis,

they appear to be similarly good feature sets to use. Note that the only other non-significant

test compares hold and down-down features against hold, down-down, and up-down fea-

tures (i.e., H+DD+UD vs. H+DD). One might ask whether this third feature set is just as

good as the other two. Unfortunately, despite our intuition, statistical test results are not

necessarily transitive. Even though we find no significant difference between H+UD and
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effect stderr t.stat p.value
DD vs. H 13.513 0.355 38.057 <.0001
UD vs. H 11.236 0.355 31.643 <.0001
H+DD vs. H -3.079 0.305 -10.086 <.0001
H+UD vs. H -3.455 0.305 -11.318 <.0001
DD+UD vs. H 7.961 0.355 22.420 <.0001
H+DD+UD vs. H -1.980 0.305 -6.484 <.0001
UD vs. DD -2.277 0.305 -7.460 <.0001
H+DD vs. DD -16.592 0.355 -46.729 <.0001
H+UD vs. DD -16.968 0.355 -47.788 <.0001
DD+UD vs. DD -5.552 0.305 -18.187 <.0001
H+DD+UD vs. DD -15.493 0.355 -43.632 <.0001
H+DD vs. UD -14.315 0.355 -40.315 <.0001
H+UD vs. UD -14.691 0.355 -41.374 <.0001
DD+UD vs. UD -3.275 0.305 -10.727 <.0001
H+DD+UD vs. UD -13.215 0.355 -37.218 <.0001
H+UD vs. H+DD -0.376 0.305 -1.232 0.8784
DD+UD vs. H+DD 11.040 0.355 31.092 <.0001
H+DD+UD vs. H+DD 1.100 0.305 3.602 0.0054
DD+UD vs. H+UD 11.416 0.355 32.151 <.0001
H+DD+UD vs. H+UD 1.476 0.305 4.834 <.0001
H+DD+UD vs. DD+UD -9.940 0.355 -27.995 <.0001

Table 6.4: Hypothesis tests comparing miss rates on different feature sets. The average
(variance-stabilized) miss-rates for each feature-set combination are compared. Effects are
averaged over all three classifiers and all three typing tasks. The feature-set with the lowest
estimated miss rate is H+UD (hold and up-down times), and theonly other feature set
without a significantly worse miss rate is H+DD (hold and down-down times).

H+DD, and we find no significant difference between H+DD and H+DD+UD, wedo find

a significant difference between H+UD and H+DD+UD. With thisset of test results, we

simply conclude that either H+UD or H+DD provide the lowest miss rates.

6.6 Validation #1: Feature sets

We validate the model by using it to make predictions. As in the earlier investigations,

we compare those predictions to the results of a secondary evaluation, first with per-user

prediction intervals and then withQQ-plots. The data for the validation was collected using

the same procedure as for the initial evaluation. Table 6.1 on 131 reported the number of

subjects who typed the Strong, Simple, and Numeric tasks forthis secondary data set.

Using the validation data set, we repeat the evaluation procedure described in Section

6.3.3. As with the first analysis, in this first validation step, we restrict our attention to
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Figure 6.6: Model predictions and validation data for feature-set analysis. 95th percentile
prediction intervals are compared to evaluation data for each classifier, typing task, and
feature set. The data largely fall within the expected intervals.
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the subset of results with 100 samples of training, no updating, and unfamiliar impostors.

With 3 classifiers, 14 feature sets, 14 subjects in the Strongand Numeric data sets and 12

subjects in the Simple data set, we have 20832 miss rates (3 classifiers× 14 feature sets×
14 genuine-user subjects× 13 impostor subjects for each of the Strong and Numeric typing

tasks and 12 genuine-user subjects× 11 impostor subjects for the Simple data set). From

these per-user/impostor miss rates, we can calculate the average per-user miss rate for each

user.

Figure 6.6 compares the model predictions to the per-user miss rates in the validation

data set. As in the previous validation steps, each panel contains the results for the classi-

fiers under one set of conditions. The particular conditionsare expressed above each panel.

The presence or absence of each of the three timing features—hold times, down-down

times, and up-down times—is denoted by a triplet of+/− symbols. Within each panel,

the prediction intervals for each classifier are represented by horizontal lines. The per-user

effects in the validation data set are represented as points.

By and large, the points fall within the expected interval within each panel. In the top

panels, where hold times have been removed, the miss rates are higher, as predicted. In the

bottom panels, where hold times are included, the miss ratesare lower, also as predicted.

Note that, of all the panels, the ones where the most points exceed the prediction interval

are in the right column. This column corresponds to the Numeric typing task. It would

appear that the miss rates for this task are more variable than the miss rates for the other

two typing tasks, a possibility not considered among the family of models we considered

during model selection. (Future work might consider more expressive models that capture

different variance parameters for different typing tasks.)

We complete the validation step by checking modeling assumptions with QQ-plots.

Figure 6.7 presents the threeQQ-plots for this analysis. The left panel assesses the distribu-

tion of the per-user standardized effects. These effects largely fall along the line predicted

for Normally distributed effects. The right panel assessesthe distribution of the residuals.

The quantiles of the residuals are also largely in keeping with the Normality assumptions

of the model.

The middle panel assesses the distribution of the per-impostor standardized effects.

Aside from one outlier (in the lower left corner), these effects are also in line with what

would be expected from Normally distributed effects. Examining the results responsible

for that outlier in more detail, we find one subject who is apparently very easy to detect as

an impostor. When designated as an impostor, this subject’styping is perfectly classified

as that of an impostor (i.e., a 0% miss rate) for 9 of the 13 other subjects in the validation
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Figure 6.7:QQ-plots for validating LMM predictions from the feature-setanalysis. The
panels present per-user effects (left), per-impostor effects (middle), and residuals (right).
In each panel, the line represents where one would expect Normally distributed points to
fall. The per-user and residual plots largely conform to expectation. The per-impostor plot
has a single outlier corresponding to one impostor who was exceptionally easy to detect.

data set. A single outlier is not surprising, but it serves asa reminder that the reality

of keystroke-dynamics behavior may involve a heavier tail and more extreme values than

predicted by current models.

In summary, the validation has provided evidence that the models are fairly accurate

at predicting both average miss rates and the variability around those averages. Extreme

values occur somewhat more frequently than would be expected from truly Normal distri-

butions, but the general effect of different typing tasks and feature sets on classifiers has

been captured.

6.7 Statistical analysis #2: Many-factor analysis

The previous analysis and validation aimed to understand the effect of different combina-

tions of features. Due to the tractability issues that arisewhen analyzing and fitting models

to large data sets, we chose to conduct that part of the analysis first, and to use it to inform

the remainder of the analysis. We found that hold times and either down-down or up-down

times produce the lowest miss rates across classifiers and typing tasks. In the current anal-

ysis, we restrict our attention only to those evaluation results when classifiers were trained

and tested using hold times and up-down times. The previous analysis found that remov-

ing theReturn-key features had negligible effect on miss rates, and so we keep them as

features in the data used for this analysis.

For the subset of evaluation results described above, we investigate the effect of other

factors in the evaluation environment: (1) decreased amounts of training, (2) use of an
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Minimal Model Equation:
VST(miss rate)ijk = µ + (user)i + (impostor)j + εk

(user)i ∼ N(0, σ2
(user))

(impostor)j ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εk ∼ N(0, σ2
ε)

Maximal Model Equation:
VST(miss rate)ijklmnop = µ + (Classifier)i × (Typing Task)j

× (Training Amount)k × (Updating)l

× (Imp.Familiarity)m

+ (user)n + (impostor)o + εp

(user)n ∼ N(0, σ2
(user))

(impostor)o ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor ))

εp ∼ N(0, σ2
ε)

Figure 6.8: Equations for model selection in the many-factor analysis. The minimal equa-
tion includes only the random effects, which are part of the structure of the experiment.
The maximal equation includes fixed effects for the classifier, the typing task, the amount
of training data, the updating strategy (yes/no), and impostor familiarity (none/high). The
A × B × C notation indicates that all higher-order interactions among the factors are also
included (up to the 5-way interaction involving all the factors).

updating strategy, and (3) impostor familiarity. We consider the effects of these factors for

all three classifiers and all three typing tasks. As with the other statistical analyses, we

employ model selection, parameter estimation, and statistical hypothesis testing.

6.7.1 Model selection

The minimal and maximal model equations used for this model-selection step are presented

in Figure 6.8. The minimal model equation is the same one usedin the previous analysis,

containing only random-effect terms. The maximal model equation adds fixed-effect terms

for the classifier, typing task, amount of training, updating strategy, and impostor familiar-

ity; it also includes all two-, three-, four-, and five-way interactions among these factors.

To find the best fitting model from this space, we use stepwise model selection with each

model’s BIC score.
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Selected Model Equation (Many-Factor Analysis):
V ST (miss rate)ijklmnop = µ + (Classifier )i + (Typing Task)j + (Training Amount)k

+ (Updating)l + (Imp.Familiarity)m+
+ (Classifier : Typing Task )ij

+ (Classifier : Training Amount)ik

+ (Typing Task : Training Amount)jk

+ (Classifier : Updating)il + (Typing Task : Updating)jl

+ (Classifier : Imp.Familiarity)im

+ (Typing Task : Imp.Familiarity)jm

+ (Classifier : Typing Task : Training Amount)ijk

+ (Classifier : Typing Task : Imp.Familiarity)ijm

+ (user)n + (impostor )o + εp

(user)n ∼ N(0, σ2
(user))

(impostor )o ∼ N(0, σ2
(impostor))

εp ∼ N(0, σ2
ε)

Table 6.5: LMM model equations for the results of the many-factor analyses. Based on
the model-selection criteria, each of these factors may have an effect on miss rates, and
the effect may depend on the classifier and typing task. To understand what effects these
factors have, we must look at the parameter-estimate table (Table 6.6).

6.7.2 Parameter estimation

Tables 6.5 and 6.6 present the model equation and parameter-estimation table respectively

for this analysis. Again, the LMM has been split across two tables due to its size and

complexity. The model equation does not contain any four-way terms, but it does contain

multiple three-way interactions. Based on this equation, the effects of training amount,

updating, and impostor familiarity depend on both the classifier and the typing task. For

training amount and impostor familiarity, the dependency involves a three-way interaction.

Overall, the model equation is further evidence that keystroke-dynamics classifiers exhibit

complicated behavior; error rates cannot be predicted without knowing the particular con-

ditions of deployment configuration and environment.

Drawing formal conclusions from the model will occur when weperform hypothesis

tests. Before doing so, we can develop some intuition as to what factors are likely to affect

miss rates by examining the rows in the parameter-estimation table with the largest values

in absolute magnitude. The largest fixed-effect estimate inabsolute terms is−25.39, repre-

senting the change in the baseline miss rate when 5 training samples are increased to 100.

In general, based on the magnitude of the estimated effects,the amount of training data ap-

pears to be one of the most influential factors. Consider all three parameters that estimate

how the baseline miss rate changes when the amount of training increases (i.e., the three

trainamt rows). The first estimate (−12.15) is a large negative number, indicating that

as the amount of training increases from 5 to 25 repetitions the miss rate improves substan-
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Parameter Estimates (Many-Factor Analysis):
Parameters classifier typingtask trainamt updating impfam estimate

(µ) baseline ScaledManhattan Strong 5 None Low 49.32
classifier MahalanobisKNN 25.20

SVM 23.31
typingtask Simple -0.81

Numeric 3.14
trainamt 25 -12.15

50 -19.29
100 -25.39

updating Sliding -5.06
impfam High 1.68

classifier:typingtask MahalanobisKNN Simple -6.43
SVM Simple -3.78

MahalanobisKNN Numeric -11.87
SVM Numeric -6.87

classifier:trainamt MahalanobisKNN 25 3.50
SVM 25 1.78

MahalanobisKNN 50 -5.39
SVM 50 -3.59

MahalanobisKNN 100 -9.17
SVM 100 -9.23

typingtask:trainamt Simple 25 3.02
Numeric 25 2.93

Simple 50 4.21
Numeric 50 0.02

Simple 100 6.40
Numeric 100 3.20

classifier:updating MahalanobisKNN Sliding 2.21
SVM Sliding 0.22

typingtask:updating Simple Sliding -0.05
Numeric Sliding 3.00

classifier:impfam MahalanobisKNN High 1.54
SVM High -0.95

typingtask:impfam Simple High -0.18
Numeric High 11.40

classifier:typingtask:trainamt MahalanobisKNN Simple 25 -8.51
SVM Simple 25 -3.62

MahalanobisKNN Numeric 25 0.83
SVM Numeric 25 -0.22

MahalanobisKNN Simple 50 -3.13
SVM Simple 50 -1.09

MahalanobisKNN Numeric 50 10.61
SVM Numeric 50 2.53

MahalanobisKNN Simple 100 -0.67
SVM Simple 100 0.02

MahalanobisKNN Numeric 100 7.60
SVM Numeric 100 3.35

classifier:typingtask:impfam MahalanobisKNN Simple High -0.45
SVM Simple High 0.38

MahalanobisKNN Numeric High 1.46
SVM Numeric High -4.84

σ(user) 10.65
σ(impostor) 7.19

σε 20.06

Table 6.6: LMM parameter-estimate table for the many-factors analysis. The miss rates de-
pend on the particular combination of classifier, typing task, amount of training, updating,
and impostor familiarity.
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tially (i.e., from48.9% to30.4%). The second estimate (−19.29) is an even larger negative

number, indicating that increasing training from 5 to 50 offers even more improvement in

the miss rate (i.e., to20.7%). The even-more-negative third estimate (−25.39) suggests

further improvements when 100 samples are used (i.e., to13.5%).

The second-largest fixed-effect estimate is the classifier,reminding us perhaps that de-

spite the other factors, the classifier does matter. In this case, the estimates are25.20 and

23.31 for swapping the baseline Scaled Manhattan classifier for the Mahalanobisk-NN and

SVM classifiers, respectively. Compared to the48.9% miss rate estimated for the Scaled

Manhattan, the SVM miss rate is estimated to be82.6%, and the Mahalanobisk-NN miss

rate is estimated to be84.8%. These estimates are so much larger because, in the base-

line, the classifier is trained with only 5 training samples;apparently these two classifiers

require many more training samples to provide miss rates competitive with those of the

Scaled Manhattan classifier. This observation about the effect of a small training sample

on SVMs and Mahalanobisk-NN is supported by the theory behind both classifiers. For

instance, accurately estimating a large covariance matrix, as needed by the Mahalanobis

k-NN is basically impossible with only 5 training samples (Hastie et al., 2001).

Three other fixed-effect estimates have absolute magnitudegreater than10.0, an ar-

bitrary but reasonable threshold between small and large effects. Interestingly, all three

additional large effects concern the Numeric task. The firsteffect is the interaction be-

tween the Mahalanobisk-NN classifier and the Numeric task is−11.87. A large negative

number suggests that for this particular task, the miss rateof the Mahalanobisk-NN clas-

sifier is less vulnerable to having only 5 training samples. Perhaps the controlled nature of

typing a phone-number-like code with a single finger makes users type more consistently,

so that the Mahalanobisk-NN builds a comparatively accurate typing profile.

The second effect is the three-way interaction between the Mahalanobisk-NN classifier,

the Numeric task, and 50 training repetitions:10.61. The large positive number suggests

that the above interaction between Mahalanobisk-NN and the Numeric task at 5 repetitions

is effectively cancelled out by this effect at 50 repetitions. If nothing else, the prevalence of

large estimates involving the Mahalanobisk-NN classifier and the amount of training data

suggests the classifier is very sensitive to the particular training data set.

The final large effect involving the Numeric task concerns the change in the miss rate

for impostors who become very familiar with the typing task:11.40. This large positive

number suggests that the Numeric typing task is particularly vulnerable to impostors who

intend to evade detection by practicing the task and becoming familiar with it.

While our investigation is intended to understand the factors other than the classifier
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that affect miss rates, one cannot ignore the practicalities of choosing the best classifier for

each combination of factors. Looking over the parameter estimates in the table, we find

that the Scaled Manhattan classifier continues to have the lowest estimated miss rate across

all combinations of typing task, training amount, typing task, updating strategy, and level

of impostor familiarity. Having made these general observations about the model, we turn

our attention to drawing more formal conclusions using statistical hypothesis testing.

6.7.3 Statistical hypothesis testing

In an investigation as complicated as this one, with so many factors and interactions, one

can ask many different research questions. For this work, based on practicalities of key-

stroke dynamics, we consider a few questions in particular.First, does each increment in

training, from 5 to 25, 25 to 50, and 50 to 100 samples, lower the miss rate? Second, does

impostor familiarity increase the miss rate across all classifiers and typing tasks? Third,

does updating reduce the miss rate across classifiers and typing tasks?

As in the other investigations, we use multiple testing procedures to adjust ourp-values.

Note that, even though we have divided our tests into different questions, we correct the

p-values for all the questions simultaneously. It is only in presenting the test results that we

have separated them into different sets of contrasts.

To investigate the effects of training, we consider each combination of classifier and

typing task separately. With 3 classifiers and 3 typing tasks, there are 9 such combina-

tions. For each one, we construct a contrast matrix to make three comparisons: (1) are

25-training-sample miss rates different from 5-sample miss rates; (2) are 50-sample miss

rates different from 25-sample miss rates; (3) are 100-sample miss rates different from

50-sample miss rates?

Based on the model equation, the effect of training depends on the classifier and the

typing task, but not on the use of updating or impostor familiarity. With 9 combinations of

classifier and typing task, and with 3 tests for each combination, we have 27 tests in total.

We construct a contrast matrix for these 27 tests.

Table 6.7 presents the results of these tests. First, note that all the tests are highly sig-

nificant, meaning that in every case, the miss rate is significantly lower with more training.

Looking at the effects column, we observe that most of the bigeffects are seen when going

from 5–25 samples and 25–50 samples. On some level, this observation suggests that we

start to see diminishing returns in miss-rate reduction as we continue to add training sam-

ples. Nevertheless, the significance of all the 50 vs. 100 sample comparisons shows that we

have not yet reached that point with 100 samples. All three classifiers for all three typing
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typingtask classifier trainamt effect stderr t-stat p-value
Strong ScaledManhattan 5–25 12.151 0.556 21.843 <.0001

25–50 7.137 0.556 12.830 <.0001
50–100 6.098 0.556 10.961 <.0001

MahalanobisKNN 5–25 8.655 0.556 15.558 <.0001
25–50 16.019 0.556 28.796 <.0001

50–100 9.886 0.556 17.771 <.0001
SVM 5–25 10.369 0.556 18.640 <.0001

25–50 12.512 0.556 22.491 <.0001
50–100 11.734 0.556 21.093 <.0001

Simple ScaledManhattan 5–25 9.130 0.556 16.412 <.0001
25–50 5.951 0.556 10.697 <.0001

50–100 3.901 0.556 7.013 <.0001
MahalanobisKNN 5–25 14.141 0.556 25.420 <.0001

25–50 9.455 0.556 16.996 <.0001
50–100 5.233 0.556 9.406 <.0001

SVM 5–25 10.964 0.556 19.709 <.0001
25–50 8.802 0.556 15.823 <.0001

50–100 8.427 0.556 15.149 <.0001
Numeric ScaledManhattan 5–25 9.223 0.556 16.579 <.0001

25–50 10.048 0.556 18.063 <.0001
50–100 2.918 0.556 5.245 <.0001

MahalanobisKNN 5–25 4.898 0.556 8.805 <.0001
25–50 9.152 0.556 16.451 <.0001

50–100 9.711 0.556 17.457 <.0001
SVM 5–25 7.661 0.556 13.771 <.0001

25–50 12.670 0.556 22.776 <.0001
50–100 7.742 0.556 13.916 <.0001

Table 6.7: Hypothesis tests comparing error rates as amountof training increases. Each
increment in training-set size is tested for each combination of classifier and typing task.
In every case, the effect of increased training is highly significant, with higher effect sizes
for increases from 5–25 and 25–50 samples.

tasks benefit from very large amounts of training data.

To investigate the effect of impostor familiarity, we againconsider each combination of

classifier and typing task separately. Based on the model equation, the effect of impostor

familiarity depends on the classifier and typing task, but not on amount of training or up-

dating. We construct a contrast matrix with which, for each combination of classifier and

typing task, we test whether impostor familiarity has an effect on the miss rate.

Table 6.8 presents the results of these tests. In this table,it is most interesting to note

which p-values are not highly significant. At the 5% level, the only two cases where we

cannot find a significant effect are with the SVM classifier forthe Strong and Simple typing

tasks. It would appear that impostor familiarity is a threatto keystroke-dynamics accuracy,

raising the miss rates in all but these two cases. Even for theNumeric typing task, where

the effect of a familiar impostor is much larger for all threeclassifiers, the effect for the

SVM is relatively smaller. We are aware of no theoretical justification for why the SVM

would be comparatively robust to impostor familiarity, butthe possibility is intriguing.

To investigate the effect of updating, we perform a similar set of comparisons. In the
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typingtask classifier effect stderr t-stat p-value
Strong ScaledManhattan 1.682 0.393 4.276 0.0008

MahalanobisKNN 3.225 0.393 8.200 <.0001
SVM 0.729 0.393 1.854 0.9160

Simple ScaledManhattan 1.497 0.393 3.806 0.0057
MahalanobisKNN 2.587 0.393 6.578 <.0001

SVM 0.921 0.393 2.342 0.5267
Number ScaledManhattan13.084 0.393 33.263 <.0001

MahalanobisKNN 16.083 0.393 40.886 <.0001
SVM 7.287 0.393 18.525 <.0001

Table 6.8: Hypothesis tests comparing miss rates for familiar and unfamiliar impostors.
For many combinations of classifier and typing task, impostors familiar with the task have
significantly higher miss rates than those that are unfamiliar. For some typing tasks, the
SVM classifier appears robust against this potential vulnerability.

classifier effect stderr t-stat p-value
ScaledManhattan -5.063 0.293 -17.267 <.0001

MahalanobisKNN -2.855 0.293 -9.737 <.0001
SVM -4.844 0.293 -16.521 <.0001

typingtask
Strong -5.063 0.293 -17.267 <.0001
Simple -5.108 0.293 -17.421 <.0001

Number -2.062 0.293 -7.034 <.0001

Table 6.9: Hypothesis tests comparing miss rates with and without updating. If typing
styles evolve over time, a classifier that updates its profilewill be more accurate. These test
results show that updating significantly reduces miss ratesfor three different classifiers on
three different typing tasks.

model equation, updating interacts with the classifier and the typing task, but there is no

three-way interaction. The absence of a three way interaction means that the effect of

updating may change with the classifier and with the typing task, but the effect of changing

both is additive. As a result, we can test whether updating has an effect for each of the three

classifiers and each of the three typing tasks, without considering all nine combinations of

classifier and typing task.

Table 6.9 presents the results of these tests. Note that all tests have highly significant

p-values, meaning that for each classifier and typing task, updating has an effect. All the

effect estimates are negative, reassuringly showing that updating lowers the miss rates.

The improvement appears to be somewhat less for the Mahalanobisk-NN and the Numeric

typing task, but the overall finding from these tests is that updating helps.
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Figure 6.9: Model predictions and validation data for training analysis (part 1). 95th
percentile prediction intervals are compared to evaluation data for each classifier, typing
task, training amount, and updating strategy for unfamiliar impostors. The data largely fall
within the expected intervals.
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Figure 6.10: Model predictions and validation data for training analysis (part 2). 95th
percentile prediction intervals are compared to evaluation data for each classifier, typing
task, training amount, and updating strategy for highly familiar impostors. The data largely
fall within the expected intervals.
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Figure 6.11:QQ-plots for validating LMM predictions from the many-factoranalysis. The
panels present per-user effects (left), per-impostor effects (middle), and residuals (right).
In each panel, the line represents where one would expect Normally distributed points to
fall. The per-user effects and residuals largely conform toexpectation. The per-impostor
effects show a somewhat heavy left tail.

6.8 Validation #2: Many-factor analysis

To validate this model, we again use prediction intervals and QQ-plots. We run the eval-

uation procedure described in Section 6.3.3 for each combination of the 3 classifiers, 4

amounts of training, 2 updating strategies, 2 impostor-familiarity levels, and 12–14 gen-

uine user subjects for each of the typing tasks (i.e., 12 for the Simple task, and 14 for the

Strong and Numeric tasks). The evaluations result in 23,808miss rates.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 compare the per-user model predictionsto the per-user average

miss rates on the validation data. The first figure contains predictions for unfamiliar impos-

tors. The second figure contains predictions for highly familiar impostors. In each figure,

the panels in the top half concern classifiers that use updating; the panels in the bottom half

concern classifiers that do not use updating. Each row corresponds to results for a differ-

ent typing task, and from left to right, each column corresponds to increasing amounts of

training data.

Across the many panels in the two figures, the predictions largely appear to be accurate.

The 95th percentile prediction intervals enclose most of the empirical results. A few points

outside the intervals are to be expected, and the number of such points appears to be in

the expected proportion (i.e., about 1 in 20). It appears that points outside the prediction

intervals are typically below the interval, which corresponds to a lower-than-predicted miss

rate.

In addition to validating the per-user error-rate predictions, we validate the modeling

assumptions usingQQ-plots. Figure 6.11 presents theQQ-plots for this validation. The

per-user effects in the left panel appear to be in line with the Normality assumption. The

per-impostor effects in the middle show evidence of a heavy left tail. This deviation from
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Normality is consistent with our observation that miss rates outside the prediction interval

tend to be lower than the interval rather than higher. While it would be best for the Normal-

ity assumption to be completely satisfied, of the possible violations, it is probably better to

over-estimate the miss rates than to under-estimate them. The residuals in theQQ-plot on

the right are largely consistent with the quantiles of a Normal distribution. Overall, while

the assumptions are not perfectly met, the data are mostly consistent with the modeling

assumptions, and the model is making accurate predictions.

6.9 Discussion

More clearly than any of the earlier investigations, this chapter establishes that many fac-

tors affect keystroke-dynamics error rates. We have estimated the effect of different typing

tasks, different classifiers, different classifier configurations (e.g., feature set, amount of

training, and updating), and different evasion strategiesthat impostors might use. All of

these factors affect the error rate, and the specifics of the effect depend on complex inter-

actions between factors.

As noted at the beginning of the chapter, other studies have considered various fac-

tors that might affect keystroke-dynamics error rates. Joyce and Gupta (1990) used only

8 password repetitions to train their classifier, but they found that the same accuracy was

observed with as few as 6 repetitions. Araújo et al. (2005) considered training sets ranging

from 6 to 10 repetitions. Bartmann et al. (2007) considered training repetitions over as

large a range as in our investigation (i.e., 5–100), and theyfound that error rates stabilized

with as few as 30 repetitions. Note that their classifier usedboth genuine-user and impostor

samples during training, and so their findings are for a different family of classifiers. To

our knowledge, all earlier research on the amount of training has focused on a single clas-

sifier. Unlike the earlier work, our work shows that the amount of training affects different

classifiers differently; this interaction should be taken into account.

Araújo et al. (2005) evaluated a Scaled Manhattan classifierwith the seven different

feature sets we used in this investigation. They found that using all three types of feature

(e.g., hold times, down-down times, and up-down times) produced the lowest error rates.

In contrast, we found that, so long as hold times and either down-down or up-down times

are included, the particular combination has little effect. Our findings benefit from the

hypothesis testing we used to test whether small differences in the error rate are significant.

The earlier work assumed that any difference in the empirical error rates was significant.

Regarding updating as a factor, Araújo et al. (2005) compared a Scaled Manhattan
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classifier with and without updating. Kang et al. (2007) compared ak-means classifier

trained with no updating to ones trained with growing and sliding windows. Both sets of

researchers found that an updating strategy lowered error rates. Their results for individual

classifiers, coupled with our results for three classifiers (backed by a validated statistical

model), strongly support the claim that a sliding-window updating scheme reduces classi-

fier error rates.

Regarding impostor familiarity with the typing task, Lee and Cho (2007) gave their

impostors the opportunity to practice, but they did not describe how many repetitions of

practice were taken by each impostor. Araújo et al. (2005) split their impostor subjects

into two groups. One group observed the genuine user typing the password, and one group

did not. The observers seemed to be more successful at mimicking the typing style of the

genuine user, but no statistical test was performed. In contrast, our work operationalized

practice in terms of the number of repetitions, and then quantified the effect of practice on

error rates.

In general, while each of the factors considered in this investigation has been investi-

gated previously, the earlier work has looked at the factorslargely in isolation. For instance,

amount of training is investigated keeping all other factors constant, using only one clas-

sifier. This investigation has shown that different factorsmatter for different classifiers.

Factors do not exert their effects in isolation; they exert their effects in concert with the

effects of other factors. One-factor-at-a-time investigations ignore that complexity.

6.10 Summary

This chapter presented a third use of LMMs to understand keystroke-dynamics error rates.

A series of evaluations was conducted in which 3 classifiers,3 typing tasks, 14 feature

sets, 4 different amounts of training data, 2 updating strategies, and 2 levels of impostor

familiarity with the typing task were all involved in the evaluation. The results were split

between two analyses. In the first analysis, LMMs were used toidentify the best timing

features to use. In the second analysis, LMMs were used to understand the myriad other

factors and their effects on classifier miss rates.

From this investigation, we draw the following conclusions:

1. The Scaled Manhattan classifier continues to have the lowestmiss rates, across most

feature sets, typing tasks, amounts of training, updating strategies, and impostor-

familiarity levels.The actual miss rates depend on the setting, but in most cases, the

Scaled Manhattan miss rates were estimated to be the lowest.(The only exceptions
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involved sub-optimal feature sets, with which other classifiers had lower estimated

miss rates.)

2. The miss rates across classifiers are significantly lower when hold times and either

up-down times or down-down times are used as features than with any other combi-

nation of features tried.Hold times are particularly useful; for the Scaled Manhattan

classifier and one typing task (i.e., strong passwords), removing hold times as fea-

tures increases the estimated miss rate from20.9% to52.7%.

3. Increasing the number of typing samples used to train a classifier significantly re-

duces classifier miss rates even when the initial training test is large (e.g., 50 sam-

ples).This conclusion was tested for each of three classifiers and three typing tasks,

and it held in every case. When increasing from 50 to 100 samples, the smallest

improvement in miss rates was from24.8% to21.0% (for the Scaled Manhattan clas-

sifier and the Numeric task); this difference was still statistically significant.

4. Impostors who become familiar with a typing task often significantly increase the

miss rate (i.e., the chance of successfully evading detection). For the Scaled Man-

hattan classifier, the most extreme example is on the Numerictyping task, where

impostor familiarity increased the miss rate from53.9% to73.5% (under already dif-

ficult conditions such as few training samples). Interestingly, there is some evidence

that the SVM classifier might be robust to impostor familiarity, but that conjecture

requires further research.

5. Employing an updating strategy significantly reduces miss rates across classifiers

and typing tasks.In particular, updating reduced the miss rate for the ScaledMan-

hattan classifier from48.9% to41.0% (again under difficult initial conditions).

These results offer further evidence that to understand keystroke-dynamics error rates, one

must understand the multitude of factors in the evaluation environment (beyond the clas-

sifier itself). In fact, the particular classifier may have less of an effect on error rates than

factors like the amount of training or the feature-set used.Additionally, this chapter of-

fered another example in which analysis using LMMs enabled us to make sense of the

complexities of keystroke-dynamics error rates.

Recall the thesis statement from Chapter 1 in which we claimed in part that LMMs offer

better understanding of classifier behavior than current practices. In this investigation, we

reviewed other efforts to understand the effects of different features, different amounts

of training, different updating strategies, and differentlevels of impostor familiarity on

classifier behavior. Those efforts typically considered only one classifier and offered no

definitive conclusions supported by inferential statistics. In contrast, this investigation used
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LMMs to draw conclusions about which feature sets were best,how much training data

is recommended, whether updating strategies are useful, and whether impostor familiarity

poses a danger. Our conclusions were supported by both inferential statistics and validation

using a secondary data set. Consequently, we believe that this investigation has further

shown the benefit of using LMMs to understand classifier behavior.



Chapter 7

Summary, Contribution, and Future

Work

In this section we review the discoveries that have been madethrough the investigations

in this work, we enumerate the contributions of the work, andwe consider implications

and opportunities for future work. We believe that the methods used in this work would

be useful beyond keystroke dynamics, and we offer some final thoughts about the need for

inferential statistics in computer-security research.

7.1 Summary of findings

Recall that this work was motivated by wildly different error rates for the same classifier,

across different evaluations. That background led us to frame the problem as follows:

In keystroke dynamics, a classifier does not havean error rate; it has many

error rates, depending on a multitude of factors in the evaluation environ-

ment. Without identifying and understanding the effects ofthese factors,

we cannot understand classifier behavior.

This problem is serious because, without knowing the conditions under which a classifier

will have a low error rate versus a high error rate, we cannot trust classifiers in critical

security applications.

To address this problem, we proposed a methodology involving a series of evaluations,

inferential statistics to draw conclusions from the evaluation results, and validation of the

statistical models. We introduced linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) as an appropriate

technique for the necessary statistical analysis, and we offered the following thesis state-

ment:

161
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Using linear mixed-effects modeling (LMM) to explain classifier behavior,

(a) is novel for keystroke dynamics, and (b) offers better understanding of

the behavior (e.g., changing error rates) than current practices.

In Chapter 2, we performed a literature review that demonstrated the different choices

researchers make when conducting an evaluation, and suggested that these different choices

may produce wildly different results. We established that inferential statistics might help

us make sense of how these choices affect the results, but that they are rarely used in key-

stroke dynamics; in particular, LMMs are never used. In Chapter 3, we described LMMs

and explained how they might give us needed understanding ofthe multitude of factors

that affect classifier error rates. Through these chapters,we support part (a) of our thesis

statement. Using LMMs to explain classifier behavior is novel for keystroke dynamics.

Then, we conducted three investigations to identify various factors that might affect

classifier error rates. In Chapter 4, we investigated per-user and per-impostor effects on the

error rates (i.e., the influence that individual typists have on raising or lowering the miss

rate). In Chapter 5, we extended our investigation to explore whether personal traits—age,

gender, dominant hand, and typing style—of the users and impostors explained the per-

user and per-impostor effects. In Chapter 6, we screened several other factors—from the

amount of training to the impostor’s familiarity with the typing task—to understand their

influence on classifier error rates.

From the first investigation, we drew the following conclusions.

1. The Scaled Manhattan classifier has an estimated miss rate of14.1%, significantly

lower than those of the other 9 benchmarked classifiers.

2. However, the estimated 95% prediction interval for per-user long-term average miss

rates is from0.0% to63.1% for Scaled Manhattan, and spans a similarly large range

for the other classifiers.

3. Likewise, the estimated 95% prediction interval for per-impostor long term average

miss rates is from0.0% to 58.4% for Scaled Manhattan, and similarly large for the

other classifiers.

4. Because of the high per-user effect on miss rates, an accurate estimate of a classi-

fier’s error rate (i.e., to within±1 percentage point) may require thousands of sub-

jects.

From the second investigation, we drew the following conclusions:

1. The Scaled Manhattan classifier continues to have the lowestestimated miss rate,

regardless of the user and impostor age, gender, dominant hand, or typing style.

2. When the impostor is a touch typist rather than another kind of typist, the Scaled
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Manhattan miss rate increases from13.1% to 33.2% if the genuine user is also a

touch typist, and from8.9% to21.4% if the genuine user is not.

3. Other than the user and impostor typing style, none of the other tested traits (i.e., age,

gender, or dominant hand) had a were found to have a significant effect on classifier

miss rates.

From the third investigation, we drew the following conclusions:

1. The Scaled Manhattan classifier continues to have the lowestmiss rates, across most

feature sets, typing tasks, amounts of training, updating strategies, and impostor-

familiarity levels.

2. The miss rates across classifiers are significantly lower when hold times and either

up-down times or down-down times are used as features than with any other combi-

nation of features tried.

3. Increasing the number of typing samples used to train a classifier significantly re-

duces classifier miss rates even when the initial training test is large (e.g., 50 sam-

ples).

4. Impostors who become familiar with a typing task often significantly increase the

miss rate (i.e., the chance of successfully evading detection).

5. Employing an updating strategy significantly reduces miss rates across classifiers

and typing tasks.

In each investigation, we drew these conclusions by evaluating classifiers under sys-

tematically varied conditions and analyzing the evaluation results using LMMs. We com-

pared our findings to those of earlier work. In each investigation, by drawing inferences

using LMMs and statistical principles, we were able to make discoveries and understand

phenomena in ways that would not have been possible without this work. Through these in-

vestigations, we support part (b) of our thesis statement. LMMs offer better understanding

of classifier behavior than current practices.

7.2 Impact for keystroke dynamics

The findings listed in the previous section are not simply of abstract scientific interest. They

help researchers and practitioners who believe in the promise of keystroke dynamics to

realize that promise. To someone who wants to use this work tomake keystroke-dynamics

better in the future, we present the following possibilities:

1. The figures and models of Chapter 4 (Benchmarking Keystroke-Dynamics Classi-

fiers) show that for about a third of typists, the top classifiers (e.g., Scaled Manhattan
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andk-NN) have nearly perfect accuracy. The average error rate ofthe Scaled Man-

hattan classifier might be 23.6%, but Figure 4.4 shows that for 16 subjects, this clas-

sifier’s miss rate is nearly 0%. If researchers can identify what makes these subjects’

typing so easy to distinguish, we would have a very promisingtechnology for a large

subset of the typing population.

2. The models and hypothesis-testing results from Chapter 5(Personal Traits and Key-

stroke Dynamics) show that when the genuine user and impostor are both touch typ-

ists, miss rates are much higher. Perhaps by using the same typing technique, touch

typists’ rhythms are more similar than those users who have other typing styles. Dif-

ferent techniques may be needed to distinguish touch typists. Future researchers

would do well to divide and conquer. Evaluating classifiers separately for users who

touch type and those who use other typing techniques would allow us to find the

(possibly distinct) classifiers that work best for each group. At the very least, future

researchers should pay attention to the proportion of touchtypists in their evalua-

tion sample, and report it. Like the Hawthorne Effect described in Chapter 2, the

touch-typing effect should be taken into account in future evaluations.

3. The models of Chapter 6 showed that the typing task and amount of training affect

classifier accuracy. Further, both factors interact with each other and with other fac-

tors in their effects. For some typing tasks (e.g., Simple),fewer training repetitions

are necessary to get low error rates. Based on these findings,future researchers might

search more systematically for typing tasks that improve miss rates (e.g., by require

fewer repetitions to provide high accuracy). One possibility based on the literature is

full names. As we have already noted several times, it is dangerous to draw conclu-

sions by comparing results across studies because of the many evaluation differences,

but we have observed that many studies reporting low error rates had subjects type

their own and each other’s names. Typing one’s own name is such a familiar task to

many typists, that we would not be surprised if this task boosts keystroke-dynamics

accuracy. (We did not include this task in our study because we always intended to

share our data and including subjects’ names as a typing taskwould preclude sharing

the data.)

4. The models and tests of Chapter 6 also show that updating classifiers have better

error rates than those that train only once. Future researchers might adopt an updating

strategy in all their evaluations, but doing so may introduce run-time issues. Updating

a typing profile is more efficient for some classification algorithms than others. In this

work, we did not evaluate classifiers with respect to run-time, but future researchers
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proposing new classifiers may want to consider whether theirclassifier can update its

typing profile efficiently.

5. Finally, the models and tests in Chapter 6 reveal a systemic weakness in all classifiers

evaluated. An impostor who practices a typing task and becomes familiar with it can

have a much higher chance of evading detection. At the very least, future researchers

should report whether their impostor subjects had the opportunity to practice. Re-

searchers should probably ensure that impostor subjects have enough opportunity

to practice that the evaluation results are valid for real-world impostors who would

be willing to expend some effort to increase their chances ofevading detection. In

addition, these otherwise alarming findings included one piece of good news. The

analysis revealed one classifier (SVM) that, for two typing tasks (Strong and Simple),

did not exhibit the otherwise systemic increase in the miss rate as a result of impos-

tor familiarity. Future research should investigate whether this seeming robustness

is real, and whether it might offer a solution to the impostor-familiarity vulnerability

for other classifiers and typing tasks.

We have listed five options that researchers have, as a resultof this work, for improving

keystroke dynamics. None of these options would be known without this work. Certainly,

some of the options might have been explored anyway. A researcher might work to make a

classifier update more efficiently (option 4) because it seems like a good idea. Even though

good ideas might be explored on their own, the current work establishes the importance

of each good idea, and the relative importance of different good ideas. Without this work,

we would have no scientific evidence or methodology with which to evaluate which good

ideas are most promising, and to make informed decisions about the future direction of

keystroke-dynamics research.

We feel that it is worth noting an omission from these future-work options: another

new classifier. This omission may seem surprising since mostof the research in keystroke

dynamics involves describing and evaluating a new classifier. However, as we showed in

Chapter 4, most classifiers behave similarly. Even if, in theory, three classifiers should

learn very different concepts (e.g., Scaled Manhattan, Mahalanobisk-NN, and SVM),

in practice, they mostly make the same decisions for the sametyping samples. A lot of

prior research can be characterized as proposing yet another classifier, but the current work

finds that the particular classifier plays a surprisingly small role in evaluation results. The

evaluation conditions—and by extension, the operating conditions in which a classifier is

deployed—play a much larger role. If we want to improve keystroke dynamics, we need to

understand the effects of these evaluation conditions morethan we need another classifier.
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7.3 Supplemental materials

To help future researchers build upon the current work, we have created a webpage that

acts as a supplement to this dissertation:

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~keystroke/ksk-thesis

This webpage shares the data, classifier implementations, evaluation procedures, and anal-

ysis scripts used in our investigations. It has been argued by proponents of reproducible

research that at least some of the research scholarship is inthe data and software that gen-

erated the results, tables, and figures included in the report, not the report itself (Buckheit

and Donoho, 1995). In this report, we have tried to provide asmuch relevant information

as possible in the document itself. As an example, for completeness sake, we provided the

model equations and parameter-estimation tables for the LMMs in each of our investiga-

tions. Nevertheless, despite our best efforts, some parts of the analysis may remain unclear

or ambiguous.

On the webpage, we have shared the typing data collected fromthe subjects who com-

pleted the Strong, Simple, and Numeric typing tasks. We havealso provided implementa-

tions of each of the 10 classifiers used in these investigations. Each classifier was imple-

mented in the R programming language as a set of training and classification functions. We

also provide scripts used to train and test each classifier, on each data set, for each inves-

tigation. These resources provide other researchers with an unprecedented opportunity to

compare their own classifiers and data sets on a consistent basis with ours. We hope that

these materials prove useful to future keystroke-dynamicsresearchers.

7.4 Contributions

As a result of this research effort, we have made the following contributions to keystroke-

dynamics and computer-security research.

1. A solution to the multitude-of-factors problem:This work demonstrates that LMMs

are a useful tool for understanding why a classifier’s error rate varies. A classifier still

has many different error rates, depending on evaluation conditions, but with LMM

analysis, the factors responsible for the differences can be identified and understood.

2. A series of benchmark data sets:Several data sets were collected so that we might

understand the factors that affect classifier error rates. These data sets were used to

benchmark many existing classifiers, and they are being shared so that new classifiers

might be benchmarked and soundly compared as well.

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~keystroke/ksk-thesis
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3. A set of reference classifiers:Researchers can use our reference implementations of

classifiers with benchmark data sets that they gather, enabling sound comparisons

between data sets as well as between classifiers.

4. Recommendations of the best classifier under different conditions: The LMM anal-

ysis revealed that the Scaled Manhattan classifier works best under many general

conditions, but that other classifiers have particular strengths. The Mahalanobisk-

NN is better equipped to handle unusual combinations of timing features. The SVM

is least affected by impostors becoming familiar with the typing task.

5. Establish personal traits that do (and do not) affect keystroke dynamics:We discov-

ered that impostors who touch type are more challenging to distinguish than those

who do not. Many researchers have noted that other traits such as age, gender, and

dominant hand might make typists harder to distinguish, butthe hypothesis had never

formally been tested. We found that none of these traits havea significant effect.

7.5 Limitations

Having enumerated the contributions of this work, we feel anobligation to be candid about

its limitations, specifically with respect to the multitude-of-factors problem in keystroke

dynamics and linear mixed-effects models as the solution. This work has only begun to

understand the factors that affect classifiers across the wide range of keystroke-dynamics

applications. Linear mixed-effects models offer a clear step forward, but LMMs are un-

likely to be the final step.

The multitude-of-factors problem in keystroke dynamics. One aspect of this work

that surprised us was the relatively high miss rates and highamount of per-user and per-

impostor variability in these miss rates. In Chapter 4, we presented boxplots showing the

range of miss rates for each genuine-user subject and each classifier (Figures 4.4 and 4.5).

According to these figures, even when the average miss rate for a user is low, there are

usually particular impostors who are nearly impossible to detect. Likewise, for classifiers,

even when the average miss rate is low, there are particular users for whom the classifier

fails.

Such findings are somewhat discouraging, not with respect tothis particular research,

but with respect to the promise of keystroke-dynamics research more generally. This partic-

ular research is aimed at understanding classifier error rates, whatever they are, rather than

obtaining the lowest and least-variable error rates. Nevertheless, for keystroke dynamics
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in general, one might look at the tables and figures showing the high miss rates and high

variability and wonder whether keystroke dynamics could ever be a practical technology,

worth additional research effort.

We address this concern as follows. The classifiers evaluated in this work represent only

a small area of keystroke dynamics: login-type authentication using only training samples

from the genuine user. Among keystroke-dynamics problems,this area is probably one of

the hardest. Because authentication is done at login time, the typing sample is necessarily

very short. In this work, the samples were all 10 characters or less. With longer samples, a

classifier has more information on which to make its decision, and such decisions are likely

to be more accurate. As such, the discouraging miss rates presented in this work do not

affect the promise of other keystroke-dynamics applications (e.g., for continual in-session

authentication).

Further, even among login-type authentication tasks, classifiers which use only genuine-

user training samples are likely to have worse error rates than other classifiers. For exam-

ple, another family of classifier used in keystroke dynamicstrains using samples from both

the genuine user and also other users calledknown impostors. These known impostors

provide typing samples which the classifier uses in contrastto the genuine-user samples.

The hope is that by distinguishing the genuine user’s typingfrom other users’ typing, a

classifier will be able to distinguish between the genuine user and a previously unseen (or

unknown) impostors. Such classifiers may have lower error rates thanthose which train

only on genuine-user samples. In probabilistic terms, it isharder to accurately estimate

a probability density function than to decide which of two alternatives is most probable.

The former is akin to training only on genuine-user samples;the latter is akin to training

on genuine-user and known-impostor samples. These other kinds of login-type classifiers

remain promising despite our somewhat discouraging results.

Our findings of a relatively high error rate and high variability may not carry over to

these other classifiers and applications. What will carry over is our analytical methodology.

In those other applications, it will remain true that classifiers do not haveanerror rate; they

havemanyerror rates, depending on a multitude of factors in the evaluation environment.

We used LMMs to identify and understand these factors for onetype of classifier in one

application, but nothing precludes their use with other kinds of classifiers, and for other

keystroke-dynamics applications.

Linear mixed-effects models as a solution. This work developed a methodology for

using LMMs to understand keystroke-dynamics classifier evaluation data. We established
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that these models are useful for understanding classifier behavior, but we acknowledge that

LMMs are unlikely to be the final word in understanding classifier behavior. There are

limitations to the understanding and predictive capabilities that these models provide. One

avenue for future work would be more elaborate or more refinedstatistical models.

In the current work, we used LMMs to express miss rates as a stochastic function of

the classifier, the user, the impostor, and various other factors. The miss rate itself is an

aggregation of individual hits and misses. For instance, the analysis in Chapter 4 depended

on 25,500 miss rates, one for each of the 10 classifiers, 51 genuine-user subjects, and 50

impostor subjects. Each miss rate is actually the proportion of 50 typing samples from the

impostor subject that were mislabeled by the classifier.

As naturally happens when data are aggregated, we lose some details. In particular,

for this example, of the 50 typing samples included in the miss-rate calculation, one cor-

responds to the 1st repetition and one corresponds to the 50th. In the investigation from

Chapter 6, we saw that as the impostor repeats the typing taskand becomes familiar with

it, the miss rate increases. As such, there may be a change in the miss rate between the 1st

and 50th repetitions. When the results for all these repetitions are aggregated into a single

miss rate, we lose the ability to find such fine-scale effects.There are factors that we cannot

investigate using LMMs.

A possible refinement isgeneralized linear mixed-effects models(GLMMs). With

LMMs, the response variable is expected to be continuous. Miss rates are bounded be-

tween 0.0 and 1.0, but within that range any proportion is a valid miss rate. Consequently,

one can use LMMs to model the relationship between explanatory factors and the miss rate.

However, if we were to analyze the individual hits and misses, our response variable is bi-

nary, not continuous. A typing sample is either missed (1) ornot (0), and no intermediate

value is reasonable. For such an analysis, LMMs would not be appropriate; GLMMs would

be.

GLMMs offer the same expressiveness as LMMs in terms of fixed and random ef-

fects, but they also support non-continuous response variables (McCulloch et al., 2008). In

particular, a logistic mixed-effects model (one kind of GLMM) would be appropriate for

binary responses. In such a model, the explanatory variables are modeled as having a linear

relationship with thelog oddsof the response. In other words, ifp is the probability of a

miss, the explanatory variables are linearly related to

log(p/(1 − p)).

The explanatory variables can still include the classifier,typing task, amount of training,
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and the per-user and per-impostor effects. They can also include fine-scale factors (e.g., the

repetition number in a sequence of repetitions) that cannotbe studied using LMMs.

As with LMMs, there are procedures for model-selection, parameter estimation, and

hypothesis testing using GLMMs. In preparation for the current work, we explored the

use of GLMMs for our analysis. In theory, these models would have been more powerful

and possibly more appropriate, as we have just described. Inpractice, we discovered many

computational issues in analyzing such large tables of evaluation results with GLMMs.

Parameter estimation for individual models took weeks, at the end of which time, the esti-

mation process often had not converged to the true maximum-likelihood estimates. These

models are under active development, and we believe that additional algorithmic improve-

ments and increased computing capabilities may soon make them a viable alternative.

We also must admit that there may be some appearance of arbitrariness to the analytical

procedures we use throughout this work. For example, as explained in Chapter 3, when

performing model selection, we use maximum-likelihood to estimate parameters, but when

fitting the final model we use REML. REML estimates are generally believed to be bet-

ter (i.e., unbiased), but they change the likelihood calculations for each model such that the

model-selection criteria (BIC) cannot be used to choose between models. While this proce-

dure, using maximum-likelihood for some stages and REML forothers, is the current best

practice (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000; Zuur et al., 2009), we admit to finding it dissatisfyingly

ad-hoc.

This dissatisfaction was one of our reasons for including a validation step after each

statistical analysis. Whatever procedure was used to construct the model, the validation en-

sured that the resulting model provided a useful capability. We demonstrated that the model

could be used to predict classifier miss rates in subsequent evaluations. Such predictions

convince us that the model is accurately describing classifier behavior on a very concrete

level. Nevertheless, alternative modeling strategies, including Bayesian approaches to sta-

tistical inference, might be explored as a way to reduce dissatisfaction and increase our

level of comfort with the modeling procedures.

7.6 A science of security: Beyond keystroke dynamics

Recently, the computer-security research community has faced increasing calls for aSci-

ence of Security, whereby researchers’ goal would be “to develop foundational science to

guide system design and understand the safety, security, and robustness of the complex

systems on which we depend” (Evans and Stolfo, 2011, p.16). We believe that experiments
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and analysis, like those performed for this work, are the right methods for this new science.

The differences between security research and other sciences have led some researchers

to challenge whether a science of security is possible. In other sciences, the topic of interest

is usually studied under carefully controlled conditions dictated by the researcher. Where

the laws of other sciences typically deal with average or expected behavior of the system

under study, the concerns of security research usually involve the worst-case behavior of

a system: what is the worst thing an adversary might do to thissystem, and how should a

defender respond? The following quote succinctly capturesthe tension between scientific

methods of experimentation and security research:

For certain areas of computer security, experiments seem useful, and the com-

munity will benefit from better experimental infrastructure, datasets, and meth-

ods. For other areas, it seems difficult to do meaningful experiments without

developing a way to model a sophisticated, creative adversary.

(Stolfo et al., 2011)

We interpret this statement to mean that the role of experiments may be less than in other

sciences, at least until the adversary’s capabilities are satisfactorily modeled. In the mean-

time, the role of experiments is still greater than nil. There are areas where experiments

seem useful, and we should do them.

We bring up this debate over the science of security in the current work because the

multiplicity-of-factors problem in keystroke dynamics exists throughout security research.

In intrusion detection, anomaly detectors have been used tomonitor system behavior to

find evidence of attacks (Forrest et al., 1996). Just as in keystroke dynamics, different

classifiers are proposed based on a variety of pattern-recognition and machine-learning

algorithms. These classifiers are evaluated in different evaluation environments by different

researchers. During the evaluation, researchers choose the programs to run, the networks

to monitor, and the attacks to unleash. Classifiers have different error rates in different

evaluations, so the error rate must depend on the program, network, or attack.

In insider-threat detection, algorithms monitor user behavior as observed through the

commands they run, the time they log in, the files they download, and the documents they

print (Schonlau et al., 2001). Once again, different classifiers are proposed for these algo-

rithms, and they are evaluated by collecting user-behaviordata and injecting attacks. Once

again, the same classifier has different error rates in different evaluations (Schonlau et al.,

2001; Maxion and Townsend, 2004). To understand a classifier’s behavior, one needs to

understand the factors in the evaluation conditions that affect its error rate.

In worm detection, the top-performing detector depends on the data set (Stafford and
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Li, 2010). Some factors in the data, such as the network topology or the normal traffic

patterns, may interact with the detector, so that both must be understood in order to predict

which detector will have the lowest error rate. In malware analysis, different detectors are

evaluated with data sets of different size, using differentfeatures, and different proportions

of malware and legitimate software (Walenstein et al., 2010). Once again, researchers

have trouble distinguishing the effectiveness of the detector from the effects of evaluation

decisions.

In all of these cases, it is likely that detection algorithmsdo not haveanerror rate, they

havemanyerror rates, depending on a multitude of factors in the evaluation conditions.

Just as we have used LMMs to understand the multitude of factors in keystroke-dynamics

evaluations, LMMs could be a powerful tool throughout computer-security research for

understanding the behaviors of security technologies.

LMMs and inferential statistics are admittedly complicated, and conducting rigorous

controlled experiments can be challenging in a domain such as computer security. What-

ever the difficulty, researchers have a duty to draw inferences and offer their own explana-

tion of their findings, going beyond the mere reporting of empirical results. By not making

any inferences, they offer no explanations of the results, and the meaning of the evaluation

is vague at best.

We believe that our work has identified an area in computer-security research where

an experimental science of security would be useful. In keystroke dynamics, we have

demonstrated its utility. As a result of this work, future researchers can make much more

informed decisions about how best to improve keystroke-dynamics error rates. Beyond

keystroke dynamics, our methods could help to solve long-standing problems throughout

a cross-section of security research, and assist researchers in producing the fundamental

principles required of a science of security.
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